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Doublecortin and Doublecortin-like are expressed in overlapping 
and non-overlapping neuronal cell population: implications for 
neurogenesis.
Doublecortin-like is implicated in adult hippocampal neurogenesis 
and in motivational aspects to escape from an aversive environ-
ment.
Blockade of adult neurogenesis by Doublecortin-like knockdown 
does not affect contextual fear memory formation.
Doublecortin-like knockdown in hypothalamic tanycytes induce 
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Part of this chapter is published as review
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Stress, glucocorticoid receptors and adult neurogenesis: 
a balance between excitation and inhibition? 














In the mouse, brain development starts around embryonic day (E)8 when the neuroepithe-
lium lines the neural tube. A few days later massive proliferation of neuronal progenitor cells 
(NPC’s) marks the start of a explosive biological phenomenon called neurogenesis in which 
many NPC’s are born that further differentiate and migrate towards their final destination. 
This process is well defined and many genes play an important role in this complex event 
(Gupta et al., 2002; Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 2009). Furthermore, migration patterns 
seem to be complex with different types of migration routes and sites of origin (Kriegstein 
and Alvarez-Buylla, 2009). Especially in the neocortex many neurons are born that migrate 
over long distances towards their destination. By a tightly timed schedule, the neocortex 
is built layer by layer until 6 layers are created together forming the cortical plate (CP) 
between the ventricular zone (VZ) and the pial surface (PS; Gupta et al., 2002; Marin and 
Rubenstein, 2003). The magnitude of this process decreases after birth when the formation 
of the brain is nearly completed. However, on a few locations in the brain NPC’s have not 
ceased proliferation. At the adult subventricular zone (SVZ) and the hippocampal dentate 
gyrus (DG) NPC’s continue to proliferate and thereby creating new neurons. Although still 
under debate, other brain regions are suspected of neurogenic capabilities (Gould, 2007). In 
this chapter, I will describe the field of developmental and adult neurogenesis to present a 
complete overview of the neurogenesis process.
1.1 Stem cell lineages
For long it was thought that neurons and glial cells derived from two different progenitor 
pools. Neurons were generated by neuroblasts whereas spongioblasts, now called radial glia 
cells (RG), where thought to be precursors for astroglial cells, because RG’s finally become 
astrocytes when they finish functioning as proliferating unit. However, recent research 
showed that RG’s give also rise to differentiated neurons (for an extensive review see Krieg-
stein and Alvarez-Buylla, 2009).
The primary progenitor cells are called neuronal progenitor cells (NPC’s). At several deve-
lopmental stages, these cells give rise to cell lineages that differentiate become neurons or 
glia cells. Neurons and glia cells are not directly generated from NPC’s but develop trough 
several intermediate stages. Another cell type during development are transit amplifying 
cells, also called intermediate progenitor cells (IPC’s) that have a more restricted potential. 
Three types of IPC’s exists; 1) neuron-generating IPC’s (nIPC); 2) oligodendrocytes-genera-
ting IPC’s (oIPC) and; 3) astrocytes-generating IPC’s (aIPC) (Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 
2009). The name glia cell is confusing since it is used for both NPC glia cells as well as diffe-





After neurulation, a pseudo stratified epithelium forms the central nervous system (CNS) in 
which radially arranged bipolar cells form the neural tube. At the apical side (close to the 
ventricle) proliferation takes place. Marked by changes in gene expression early progenitor 
cells transform into neuroepithelial progenitors (NEP’s). NEP’s divide initially symmetrical at 
the apical side of the neural tube from where they are also connected to the pial surface via 
long radial processes. In time they start to divide also asymmetrically giving rise to a NEP 
and alternatively to a neuron or a basal progenitor that will undergo mitosis at a significant 
distance from the VZ generating the subventricular zone (SVZ). Already at this stage cells 
seem to be committed to specific fates although this is not yet linked to the expression of 
specific markers (Malatesta et al., 2008).
After the appearance of the first neurons, NEP’s transform a second time. They start to 
acquire molecular and cytological features typical of the astroglial lineage and become 
RG’s. Well known features typical for mature or reactive astrocytes are for example calcium 
binding protein (S100β) and intermediate filament vimentin but there are several more (see 
Malatesta et al., 2008) for an overview). In contrast to primates, glial fibrillary acidic protein 
(GFAP) is not such a marker in rodents.
1.3 Radial glia cells
Radial glia cells serve a double function in the developmental process. They form a scaffold 
from VZ to PS were along post mitotic neurons migrate. In the mean time they serve as an 
NPC from which new neurons and basal progenitor cells (nIPC’s) are born. They form actu-
ally the main source of newborn neurons in the neocortex (Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 
2009;Malatesta et al., 2008;Marin and Rubenstein, 2003).
Time-lapse video analysis revealed the proliferation process of RG’s (Noctor et al., 
2001;Noctor et al., 2008). Asymmetric divisions result in one daughter cell retaining the 
basal process and maintain the radial glia like phenotype, while the other cell will migrate 
along her sister’s process towards the PS and differentiate into a neuron. After neuronal 
production ceases, RG’s will differentiate into astrocytes (Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 
2009;Malatesta et al., 2008;Marin and Rubenstein, 2003).
It is thought that the RG population can be divided in subpopulations committed to different 
fates. The commitment of cells seems to be present from the beginning of the development, 
which suggests a role of neuroepithelium in fate determination. The occurrence of early 
commitments to late cell fates suggests that already committed progenitors can remain qui-





There are two modes of migration i.e. radial migration and tangential migration (for reviews 
see Ayala et al., 2007). The majority of neurons (80%-90%) arises from proliferative zones in 
the dorsal telencephalon and migrates radially along RG processes. These processes reach 
from VZ to PS and form the guiding scaffolding for migratory NPC’s. Time-lapse video analy-
sis revealed that NPC’s can migrate in two different ways, by somal translocation or cellular 
locomotion (Nadarajah et al., 2001). Cells, which migrate by somal translocation form long 
processes towards the PS where after the processes shorten again and the cell soma mi-
grates upwards to the cortical layers. Somal translocation happens in mice around E12-E13 
when the PP is split in two. Cells migrating by locomotion have short unbranched processes, 
which remain stable in length. They migrate together with the cell soma along the RG pro-
cesses towards the cortical layers (Nadarajah et al., 2001;Gupta et al., 2002). This process 
happens slightly later (E15-E16) and can probably not proceed in absence of RG’s (Gupta et 
al., 2002).
Cells born elsewhere in the brain (e.g. ganglionic eminences) migrate tangentially through 
the IZ and SVZ towards the cortical layers. Two major tangential routes are identified (Ayala 
et al., 2007); cells born in the medial ganglionic eminence (MGE) migrate towards neocortex 
and hippocampus and cells born in the lateral ganglionic eminence (LGE) migrate towards 
the olfactory bulb. The latter migratory route is still active in the adult brain where it is called 
the rostral migratory stream (RMS). In the cortical layers, tangentially migrating neurons 
start to migrate radially to reach their final destination (Ayala et al., 2007;Kriegstein and 
Noctor, 2004).
Migration is a complex phenomenon, which is guided by many factors. Extracellular signal-
ling cues are received by intracellular signalling pathways linked to the cytoskeleton, which 
plays a crucial role in cell movement. The cytoskeleton network consists of several compo-
nents of which the actin and microtubules are the main components (Ayala et al., 2007). 
Actin filaments are involved in the axonal wrist of a migrating neuron where microtubules 
give stability to the growing neuritis (Dehmelt and Halpain, 2004). Regulators called micro-
tubules associated proteins (MAP’s) serve several functions like stabilizing the microtubules 
or regulate its direction or length. One of such regulators is doublecortin (DCX), which I will 
discuss in further detail in paragraph 5. Actins and microtubules interact together via shared 
regulators like DCX or Lis1. However, there is little known about this interaction and how it 





To summarize the process of neocortical development, I will go up one level and focus on 
cell populations instead of individual cells. A first wave of post mitotic neurons migrates 
from the VZ towards the PS creating a neuronal layer known as the pre-plate (PP). A second 
wave of neurons splits the PP into a superficial marginal zone (MZ) and the subplate (SP). 
Both MZ and SP form the boundary of what will develop into the CP. Consecutive migration 
waves build-up the CP from inside-out which means that early born neurons make up the 
inner layers of the brain and the newer cells end up in the more superficial layers. Finally, a 
cortical plate consisting of 6 distinguishable layers forms the neocortex of a postnatal animal 
(Gupta et al., 2002).  
2 Adult neurogenesis
Altman and Das published their findings of postnatal neurogenesis in the rat hippocampus 
already in 1965 (Altman and Das, 1965). However, theories about adult neurogenesis did 
not proliferate before Goldman & Nottebohm published their findings on neurogenesis in 
adult canaries in 1983 (Goldman and Nottebohm, 1983). Nowadays the concept of adult 
neurogenesis is widely accepted (Abrous et al., 2005;Alvarez-Buylla and Lim, 2004;Kemper-
mann et al., 2008;Lim et al., 2008;Lledo et al., 2006;Ming and Song, 2005;Ming and Song, 
2011) although there is some debate about additional brain areas, which might be regene-
rative too (Gould, 2007).
The main focus in the field of adult neurogenesis is on the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) 
and the subventricular zone (SVZ) along the walls of the lateral ventricles. Newborn neurons 
in the SVZ migrate via the rostral migratory stream (RMS) towards the olfactory bulb (OB) 
where they replace local interneurons (Imayoshi et al., 2008). In the DG a similar process is 
seen, however the distance of migration is much shorter. The primary progenitor cells in the 
adult brain have similar glial features as RG’s. Because the neurogenic process in both DG 
and SVZ differ in many aspects, I will discuss both processes separately.
2.1 Adult Subventricular zone and olfactory bulb neurogenesis
After developmental brain formation, several cell layers disappear like the subplate and the 
RG rich VZ loses its regenerative character. However, the subventricular zone (SVZ) along the 
walls of the lateral ventricles still harbours neural stem cells (NSC’s). The local SVZ environ-
ment is pro-neurogenic as transplantation experiments of SVZ cells grafted homotopically 
into the SVZ of a recipient animal gives rise to OB interneurons (Alvarez-Buylla et al., 1994). 





The SVZ harbours 5 main cell types (A, B, C, D and ependymal (E) cells), which differ in mor-
phological, immunocytochemical and ultra structural characteristics (Doetsch et al., 1997). 
Type-B cells are astrocytes, which descended from embryonic RG’s. They function as multi-
potent NSC’s and give rise to type-C cells, which function as IPC’s to and give rise to type-A 
cells, which are migratory neuroblasts. This type-A cells form a chain of migrating cells from 
the SVZ to the core of the OB. This chain is called the rostral migratory stream (RMS, revie-
wed in Lim et al., 2008;Ming and Song, 2005). Type D cells are tanycytes occasionally resi-
ding between ependymal cells (type-E) at the ventricle wall (Doetsch et al., 1997).
Migrating type-A cells are isolated from the ependymal layer and striatum by type-B cells, 
which surround the tangentially orientated neuroblasts. On several ‘hotspots’ along the 
migratory stream, type-C cells function as proliferating precursors. At these hotspots, the 
sheath of type-B cells is open, which suggests interaction via these ‘ports’ with the local 
environment (Doetsch et al., 1997). At several locations along the ventricle wall type-B cells 
protrude trough the ependymal layer and make a direct connection to the ventricle. It might 
be possible that ependymal cells function here as niche cells and give rise to type-B cells 
(Lim et al., 2008).
Different cells of the SVZ can be characterized by cell-specific markers (see Table 1). Type-A 
cells express polysialylated neural adhesion cell molecule- (PSA–NCAM), TuJ1- (α-tubulin), 
Table 1: Immunocytochemical characteristics of different cell type dwelling in the SVZ 
(derived from Doetsch et al., 1997).
Cell type PSA-NCAM TuJ1 Nestin GFAP Vimentin DCX
Type-A, migrating neuroblast +++ +++ + - - +++
Type-B, astrocyte - - ++ ++ + n.d.
Type-C, precursor - - + - - n.d.
Type-D, tanycytes - - n.d. +++ n.d. n.d.
Type-E, ependymal - - +++ + ++ n.d.
nal differentiation occurs. Instead, grafted NSC’s will develop into glia cells (Herrera et al., 
1999). A variety of different terminology is used, which may be explained by individual pre-
ferences of many scientists that worked on this (Abrous et al., 2005;Alvarez-Buylla and Lim, 
2004;Lim et al., 2008;Lledo et al., 2006;Ming and Song, 2005;Ming and Song, 2011;Nissant 
and Pallotto, 2011). In this introduction, I will use the terminology of Limand colleagues (Lim 




and nestin but not GFAP- and vimentin. Type-B cells are also nestin positive but lack the 
expression of PSA-NCAM and TuJ1. They share GFAP and vimentin expression with epen-
dymal cells. Tanycytes are positive only for GFAP expression (Doetsch et al., 1997). Dou-
blecortin (DCX) is a popular marker for immature and migrating neurons in the hippocampus 
(Couillard-Despres et al., 2005;Plumpe et al., 2006;Rao and Shetty, 2004) but is not well 
documented in relation to SVZ neurogenesis. Although not explicitly named as a marker for 
SVZ neurogenesis, DCX is depicted in one of the figures in the extensive review of Ming and 
Song, (2005). Originally, DCX has been characterized as a MAP that is specific and crucial for 
immature and migrating neurons (Francis et al., 1999;Gleeson et al., 1999). Therefore it is 
assumed that only type-A cells are DCX positive (Lim et al., 2008).
Rostral migratory stream
When the chain leaves the SVZ, no type-C cells are found around the chain anymore. The 
migrating neuroblasts are only sheathed by type-B cells. In vitro, these neuroblasts form 
automatically migratory chains in which type-A cells migrate with a relative high speed of 
122µm/hr (Wichterle et al., 1997). They migrate with a combination of nuclear translocation 
and locomotion. First leading processes are extended with a growth cone where after the 
cell soma is translocated towards the growth cone tip. This process is repeated until the cell 
reaches the OB (Wichterle et al., 1997).
Type-A cells are highly positive for DCX, which is also highly expressed during neuronal mi-
gration in the developing embryonic brain (Francis et al., 1999). Together with collapsing 
response mediator protein-4 (CRMP-4), DCX seems to play a role in the migration process 
although the exact function is not known yet (Gleeson et al., 1999;Nacher et al., 2001). In 
paragraph 1.x, I will elaborate on DCX further more. Several other molecules in the cells and 
extra cellular matrix (ECM) are thought to play a role in type-A migration like PSA-NCAM, 
9-O-acetyl GD3 and Tenascin-C (reviewed by Lim et al., 2008).
Olfactorius bulb
Reaching the core of the OB, tangential migration comes to an end and radial migration 
towards the periglomerula starts. Reelin seems to play an important role in the detach-
ment of type-A cells from the RMS and the start of radial migration into the OB. Tenascin-R 
(Saghatelyan et al., 2004) and Prokineticin-2 (Ng et al., 2005) play a comparable role in this 
process.
After RMS detachment, type-A cells migrate to several layers of which the OB consists. The 




Around this core of immature neurons the granule cell layer (GCL) makes out the majority of 
cells. Around the GCL the internal- (IP) and external plexiform (EP) layers surround the mitral 
cell layer (MCL). The “shell” of the OB is formed by the glomerula layer (GL), which is a he-
terozygous layer with many different cell types (Kosaka et al., 1995;Ng et al., 2005;Parrish-
Aungst et al., 2007). Upon arrival in the core of the OB, type-A cells can develop into two 
kinds of interneurons, granule cells (GC’s) or periglomerular cells (PGC’s; Lim et al., 2008). 
GC’s are in general GABAergic and calretinin positive whereas 40% of PGC’s are GABAergic 
of which 60-70% is also dopaminergic. PGC’s can be further divided into calretinin, calbindin 
or glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) positive cells (Kosaka et al., 1995).
How the specification into several different interneurons is defined, has been intensively 
studied. Some crucial factors in the development of different PGC types are Paired box 6 
(Pax6), a homeobox transcription factor, Olig2 (Hack et al., 2005;Kohwi et al., 2005), and the 
transcription factor Sp8 (Waclaw et al., 2006), Emx1 and Dlx5/6 (Kohwi et al., 2007). These 
factors seem to form a combinatorial “code” to define the final end product of the neuro-
genesis process providing information from where the cells came from and what they have 
to become (Lim et al., 2008). The anatomical origin of the cells seems determine the final 
destiny of the newborn neuron. So cells which differentiate into GABAergic and dopaminer-
gic PGC’s come from a different part of the SVZ than progenitors, which are only GABAergic. 
When type-A cells finally develop into OB interneurons, their long and complex journey has 
come to an end.
2.2 Hippocampal neurogenesis
Beside the SVZ another adult brain region continues to generate new neurons. In the subgra-
nular zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus (DG) of the hippocampus, new granule cells are born 
and integrated into the network, (Abrous et al., 2005;Alvarez-Buylla and Lim, 2004;Kem-
permann et al., 2008;Lledo et al., 2006;Ming and Song, 2005;Ming and Song, 2011). This 
process differs from the SVZ neurogenesis since the DG is not close to ventricles and the 
migratory distance is much shorter. Also the final adult cell type is more homogeneous then 
the interneuron population in the OB. However, the hippocampus is an important crossroad 
in the brain. Unresolved questions to answer are the molecular mechanisms underlying 
hippocampal neurogenesis, the functional integration of newborn cells in hippocampal net-
works and the functional implication on hippocampus-depending cognition.
Hippocampal anatomy
The hippocampus can be divided into several sub regions like CA1, CA3 and DG (Fig.1). Toge-



























Figure 1: Overview of the hippocampal formation and its trisynaptic pathway. A: Nissl-stained coronal section 
through the hippocampal formation of the mouse. The major fields are indicated. Dentate gyrus (DG) encloses the 
hilus from which the mossy fibres project towards the CA3. Further along the pyramidal cell layer the CA2 and CA1 
are situated. The DG is surrounded by the molecular layer (ML). B: Trisynaptic pathway which is formed by projec-
tions between CA1, CA3 and DG. Input from the entorhinal cortex (EC) layer II projects via the perforant pathway 
(purple) towards the dendrites of the DG granule cells (red). This perforant pathway projects further towards the 
CA3 were they end in boutons which enclose dendrites of pyramidal cells (blue). Mossy fibres (red) originating in 
the DG granule cells project to the same pyramidal cells in the CA3. Via the Schaffer collateral pathway (blue) the 
CA3 projects towards pyramidal neurons (green) in the CA1 which also receive input from the EC layer III. CA1 pyra-
midal neurons project (green) towards layer IV of the same EC. Only in the DG new granule cells (yellow) integrate 
into this network.
anterior commissure (AC) to which the hippocampus also projects its output. The DG forms 
a side loop on the projection from EC to CA3.
 
Ongoing neurogenesis occurs only in the DG and there is no evidence that other hippocam-
pal regions like CA1 or CA3 generate new neurons (Kempermann et al., 2008). The DG is 
inhabited by several types of neurons and can be further divided into sub regions (Amaral 
et al., 2007).  The DG consists of three layers with each their own characteristics. The upper 
layer is the molecular layer (ML), which is a relative cell free layer and is mainly occupied by 
the dendrites of granule cells from the granule cell layer (GCL) where they meet fibers from 
the perforant pathway that originate in the entorhinal cortex. The principal layer is the GCL, 
which is densely packed with granule cells.  At the border between GCL and polymorphic 
layer (PL) reside some pyramidal basket cells. This border zone is also called subgranular 
zone (SGZ) and inhabits neural stem cells (NSC’s), which are the starting point of ongoing 
adult neurogenesis. In the PL several cell types reside from which the mossy cell is the most 
prominent type (reviewed by Amaral et al., 2007). Because only granule cells are generated 
during adult life, I will discuss this cell type in further detail.
DG granule cell and cell layer
Granule cells in the DG have an elliptical cell body of about 10x18 µm. They are tightly 
packed and are not sheathed by glia cells. Granule cells have a cone shaped dendritic tree, 
which projects into the ML until the hippocampal fissure. On the other end of the cell body, 
granule cells give rise to unmyelinated axons called mossy fibers. These fibers have large 
boutons, which connect to mossy cells in the PL and pyramidal cells of the CA3. Principal 
mossy fibers give rise to several collaterals, which innervate cells in the PL before entering 




The SGZ contains a microenvironment that favours neuronal development. This is called 
a neurogenic “niche” and comprises precursor cells, their immediate progeny, immature 
neurons and some other supportive non-neuronal cell types (Kempermann et al., 2008). 
The process of adult neurogenesis is well studied and a detailed description of neuronal de-
velopment is known nowadays. In the next paragraph I will elaborate into more detail about 
the distinct stages of neuronal development in the DG.
Neuronal development
SGZ proliferation differs slightly from SVZ proliferation, although general principles are the 
same. Terminology used in the extensive cell phenotyping study of (Doetsch et al., 1997) is 
the standard for SVZ neurogenesis. However, for hippocampal neurogenesis there is more 
variety in the use of terminology, see Alvarez-Buylla and Lim, (2004) versus Kempermann 
et al., (2008). Because Kempermann describes the full process in more detail, I will stick to 
their terminology in this chapter.
The neuronal development in the adult DG can be divided into several phases. The first dis-
tinction can be made between the expansion phase in which precursor cells proliferate, and 
the survival and elimination phase in which cells maturate and survive by integration into 
hippocampal networks or die. A subdivision of these two phases can be made; a precursor 
cell phase, an early survival phase, post mitotic maturation phase and a late survival phase. 
Furthermore, based on morphology and marker proteins six milestones can be separated 
from each other (reviewed by Kempermann et al., 2008).
Cell proliferation
During the precursor cell phase numerous cell types can be distinguished morphologically 
(Seri et al., 2001;Seri et al., 2004). They do not so much represent different cell populations 
as well reflect milestones of a developing process (Kempermann et al., 2008). As mentioned 
above, the primary NSC in the DG is a radial glia-like astrocyte and according to the nomen-
clature of (Kempermann et al., 2008) called a type-1 cell. Like RG’s, these NSC’s have long 
processes which project into the ML. There are also horizontal astrocytes, however, it is 
unclear whether they generate neurons or oligodendrocytes (Seri et al., 2004). NSC‘s are like 
normal glia cells and are not electrically excitable because they lack voltage gated sodium 
channels. Instead, they have voltage-independent potassium channels resulting in a low 
electrical input resistance of about 70 MΩ (Fukuda et al., 2003).
 
Progeny of these type-1 cells are type-2 cells, which function as nIPC. They are horizontally 
orientated with two small processes. Type-2 cells go through a developmental process in 




can be distinguished; type-2a and type-2b (Steiner et al., 2006). Major difference between 
these two subtypes is the expression of GFAP and DCX. Type-2a cells have still some GFAP 
expression which type-2b cells do not have. However, type-2b cells do express DCX, which 
is a marker for immature and migrating neurons. Other markers for early granule cell deve-
lopment are Prox-1 and NeuroD1 (Steiner et al., 2006). Type-2 cells are thought to generate 
the bulk of NPC’s because these cells in particular proliferate by neurogenesis-boostering 
factors such as exercise or antidepressant drug administration (Encinas et al., 2006;Kronen-
berg et al., 2003). Interestingly, before DCX expression, the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) is 
expressed in type-1 and type-2a cells. GR expression disappears when DCX comes to expres-
sion. GR expression revives when DCX expression fades away. At this time, the mineralocor-
ticoid receptor (MR) is also expressed in these new mature neurons (Garcia et al., 2004).
With the development into type-2 cells, voltage-independent potassium channels disap-
pear and the input resistance increases to 500 MΩ (Fukuda et al., 2003). In the mean time, 
γ-amino-n-butyric acid A (GABAA) receptors start to be expressed and the NPC’s can be acti-
vated by tonic GABA (Wang et al., 2005). This ambient GABA input drives the differentiation 
of NPC’s towards a neuronal phenotype (Ge et al., 2006).
The proliferative stage comes to an end when type-2 cell differentiate into type-3 cell. Alt-
hough these cells can proliferate in certain conditions like epilepsy (Jessberger et al., 2005) 
they lose nestin expression and DCX becomes the primary marker to visualize immature 
neurons (Couillard-Despres et al., 2005;Plumpe et al., 2006;Rao and Shetty, 2004).
Post mitotic, immature neurons
When NPC’s exit the cell cycle, a critical period for newborn cells begins. Firstly, under influ-
ence of GABA they start to develop dendrites and axons towards respectively the ML and 
CA3 regions. In the beginning, these dendrites lack any spines but receive functional GABAe-
rgic input (Esposito et al., 2005). At this stage, GABA has an excitatory effect, which induces 
dendritic growth. When this excitatory signalling is blocked, immature neurons develop ab-
normally (Ge et al., 2006).
Around two weeks after cell birth, GABAergic excitation changes towards GABAergic inhibi-
tion due to a change in Cl- transporter expression (Ge et al., 2006). At the same time, den-
drites start to develop spines and receive their first glutamatergic input and the newborn 
cells become highly excitable (Esposito et al., 2005;Ge et al., 2006;Zhao et al., 2006). On the 
other end of the neuron, axons start to reach the CA3 region via the mossy fiber pathway. 
The first small boutons make contact with interneurons and CA3 pyramidal cell dendrites 
were after dendritic spines invade into the molecular layer where they make contact with 




Figure 2: Overview of the adult neurogenesis process in the hippocampal dentate gyrus. A: The process can be 
divided into 3 different program sections. In the precursor cell stage, stem cells (Type-1) residing in the subgranular 
zone (SGZ) give birth to neuronal precursor cells (NPCs). Three different subtypes of NPCs (Type-2a, Type-2b and 
Type-3) can be distinguished depending on phenotype and marker expression. In the early post mitotic maturation 
phase, NPC’s develop into immature neurons by outgrow of their neurites and migration into the granule cell layer 
(GCL). This process takes about 1 to 3 weeks. In the late mitotic maturation phase (4 to 6 weeks), the neurites 
develop further into mature dendrites by growing into the molecular layer (ML) and developing electrophysiolo-
gical properties. B: The neurogenesis process is characterized over time by several markers. Stem cells and early 
NPC’s are characterized by nestin and glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) expression. Also glucocorticoid receptor 
(GR) is expressed in these stem cells and early NPCs. From NSC Type-2b onwards, doublecortin (DCX) is expressed 
during the early post mitotic maturation phase in these immature neurons. GR expression is absent during the 
time of DCX expression. In the late post mitotic phase, DCX expression fades away and is superseded by neuronal 
nuclear antigen NeuN. In these mature neurons, GR expression revives together with the expression of the Mine-
ralocorticoid receptor (MR). C: Post mitotic cells start to develop electrophysiological properties. First GABA starts 
to become active. First in an excitatory role, but later, when glutamate becomes active, in an inhibitory role. At 
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towards the CA3 region starts to appear (Faulkner et al., 2008;Toni et al., 2008). They will 
first make contact with interneurons in both hilus and ML at the moment when they are 
highly excitable, thereby creating temporal clusters of hippocampal connections which 
might reflect long-term episodic memories (Aimone et al., 2006;Toni and Sultan, 2011).
Not all newborn cells will survive and a number of cells die by an apoptotic process (Biebl et 
al., 2000;Kuhn et al., 2005). Already 3 days after BrdU injection (labelling of dividing cells), 
the number of BrdU positive cells decreases. The number of labelled cells keeps on decre-
asing until 4 weeks after labelling where after the number of BrdU positive cells remains 
stable for a long period of time (Kempermann et al., 2003). How much neurogenesis con-
tributes to the total population of granule cells is not exactly known (Kempermann et al., 
2008). Several factors contribute to cell survival or cell death. For an animal, enriched 
environments or learning tasks do induce cell survival (Dobrossy et al., 2003;Gould et al., 
1999b;Kempermann et al., 1998b). Cell death of newborn neurons seems also necessary 
for proper learning, blocking apoptosis impairs learning, learning-induced cell survival and 
proliferation (Dupret et al., 2007).
The immature neurons do not stay in the SGZ but migrate radially into the DG. However, 
they do not migrate further than the inner third layer (Esposito et al., 2005;Kempermann 
et al., 2003). The majority of GC’s, which inhabit the middle and outer third layers are born 
during early postnatal development (Muramatsu et al., 2007). Several factors regulate this 
migration like disrupted in schizophrenia 1 (DISC1) and glucocorticoid receptors (GR’s) and 
when manipulated, migration is affected and adult born GC’s end up in middle or outer third 
layer. Both factors seem to temper migration speed and distance (Duan et al., 2007;Fitzsi-
mons et al., 2013). In addition, epileptic seizures can ‘push’ newborn neurons towards the 
other direction into the hilus (Jessberger et al., 2007).
Late, post mitotic maturation phase
Cells, which survived, integrate into the local DG network and are at the end functional 
similar to other granule cells (Esposito et al., 2005;Laplagne et al., 2006;van Praag et al., 
2002;Zhao et al., 2006). Although newborn cells lose immature markers around 4 to 5 weeks 
after cell birth they are not fully differentiated. Full maturity of the excitatory input is only 
reached around 60 days after cell birth (Laplagne et al., 2006). After the first weeks they con-
tinue to extend their dendritic and axonal processes and many new connections are formed, 
also with glutamatergic synapses from entorhinal cortex and out-put to pyramidal cells in 





Mature GC’s lose some of their connections with entorhinal cortex derived axons and are re-
placed by newborn GC’s dendrites. It seems that synapse connections from newborns GC’s 
compete at entorhinal boutons with old synapses from mature GC’s. Dendritic spines start 
as small filopodia searching for synaptic clusters at presynaptic axonal boutons also called 
multiple synapse boutons (MSB). Tony and colleagues (Toni et al., 2007;Toni and Sultan, 
2011) suggest the filopodia are attracted to these MSB’s by synaptic activity mainly induced 
by glutamate spill over. The filopodia develop into synapses connected to these MSB’s, 
which later in time replace the old synapses. Only the synapse from newborn neurons sur-
vives this temporarily double connected stage. As mentioned earlier, this temporal double 
connected situation might be functional in generating temporal clusters of long-term episo-
dic memories (Aimone et al., 2006;Toni and Sultan, 2011).
This pattern of competitive synaptic plasticity in the molecular layer seems also to be present 
in the hilus and CA3 region at the axonal end of newborn neurons. Although boutons acti-
vely connect to synapses already 17 days after cell division, the connections are fully mature 
after 2 months post cell division (Faulkner et al., 2008;Toni et al., 2008).
2.3 Adult neurogenesis function
About two decades ago, the field of adult neurogenesis was dominated by the discussion 
about the existence of the process but at present an incredible amount of work convin-
ced the majority of scientist to accept adult neurogenesis. The main focus nowadays is the 
function of the neurogenesis process. Why does it happen and why does it happen only 
in the SVZ and DG? Evidence of adult neurogenesis in humans is emerging (Curtis et al., 
2003;Curtis et al., 2007;Eriksson et al., 1998;Lucassen et al., 2010b;Sanai et al., 2007;Wang 
et al., 2011) but is still difficult to proof as experiments cannot easily be performed. Pre-
sently, the presence of adult neurogenesis in the human brain is still under debate. 
Neurogenesis in the mammals
Of all higher animals, mammals share a unique feature, which is the proliferation of neuro-
nal stem cells (NSC’s) in the hippocampal dentate gyrus. Where the proliferation of NSC’s in 
vertebrates is limited to the walls of the lateral ventricles, mammals do show a second area 
of NSC proliferation (Altman and Das, 1965;Gould, 2007;Kaplan and Hinds, 1977;Taupin and 
Gage, 2002). At several other sites evidence for newborn neurons is found like the olfac-
tory tubercle and hypothalamus (see Table 2 for a full overview). However, the existence of 
adult neurogenesis in these regions is still under debate (Bonfanti and Peretto, 2011;Gould, 
2007;Rakic, 2002;Rakic, 2006). The rate of adult neurogenesis is very low and might repre-




of damage. To conclude, the mammalian brain harbours two sites with ongoing neuroge-
nesis with a relative high turnover of newborn cells and the existence of silent areas with 
inducible neurogenesis cannot be excluded.
Although the exact function of neurogenesis is not yet known, research in the lab focuses 
mainly on the mechanism of neurogenesis and how it is influenced by different kinds of 
factors especially stress. In the past few years, several transgenic animal models appeared in 
which neurogenesis can be blocked on demand. Since smell is not a primary sense of human 
beings, functional research on hippocampal neurogenesis got far more attention compared 
to the question about the function of adult neurogenesis in the olfactory bulb. Nonetheless 
for these two sites, functional questions are asked and studies performed.
The majority of work in the lab is performed with rats and mice. Laboratory strains are often 
for decades in captivity devoid of any natural/environmental selection criteria. There are 
many mouse strains and differences between these strains in regard to adult neurogenesis 
are present, which suggests genetic involvement (Kempermann et al., 1997a). Also external 
cues can manipulate adult neurogenesis: exercise and cage enrichment can boost prolife-
ration and survival of newborn cells in laboratory rodents (Kempermann et al., 1997b;van 
Praag et al., 1999b;van Praag et al., 1999a). Since laboratory mice live in rather small and 
dull environments compared to wild conspecifics, their baseline neurogenesis might not 
reflect a natural situation. However, comparative studies have been performed with several 
rodent species but not with wild and laboratory living Mus musculus (Amrein et al., 2004a). 
However, a comparative study on several laboratory and wild derived rats revealed not a 
Table 2: Overview of all brain areas in which adult neurogenesis is reported.
Brain region Literature
Neocortex Altman, 1963; Bernier et al., 2002; Bloch et al., 2011; Cai et al., 2009; Dayer et al., 2005; 
Gould et al., 1999c; Huang et al., 1998; Kaplan, 1981; Zhang et al., 2009
Striatum Bedard et al., 2002; Bedard et al., 2006; Dayer et al., 2005; Luzzati et al., 2006
Amygdala Bernier et al., 2002; Fowler et al., 2002; Fowler et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2009
Piriform cortex Pekcec et al., 2006
Olfactory tubercle Bedard et al., 2002; De et al., 2004
Hypothalamus Cifuentes et al., 2011; Dietrich and Horvath, 2012; Fowler et al., 2002; Fowler et al., 2005; 
Huang et al., 1998; Kokoeva et al., 2005; Kokoeva et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2012; Matsuzaki 
et al., 2009; Pencea et al., 2001; Perez-Martin et al., 2010; Rodriguez et al., 2005; Sousa-
Ferreira et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2005
Substantia nigra Zhao et al., 2003; Zhao and Janson Lang, 2009 but see Frielingsdorf et al., 2004




great difference in neurogenesis parameters (Epp et al., 2009). Only Sprague-Dawly rats 
seem to have reduced proliferation compared to wild and captive Brown Norway and Long 
Evens rats. Such a difference in neurogenesis, however, is absent using DCX as marker. This 
is a surprising finding considering the difference in environments like stressors, exercise and 
other environmental enrichment.
Neurogenesis theories
Most of the theories explaining the function of adult neurogenesis are from a human, 
medical perspective. Since most work is performed on rodents and studies on human tissue 
are rare, the importance of adult neurogenesis in the human brain is under debate. Com-
pared to rodents, the olfactory bulb seems to be of a rudimentary magnitude in the human 
brain so the most theories just focus on hippocampal neurogenesis (Abrous and Wojtowicz, 
2008;Aimone et al., 2006;Aimone et al., 2010;Aimone et al., 2011;Deng et al., 2010;Gould 
et al., 1999b;Kempermann, 2008;Sahay et al., 2011b;Wiskott et al., 2006) although specific 
literature on the olfactory bulb can be found (Lazarini and Lledo, 2010;Lledo, 2008;Lledo 
and Saghatelyan, 2005;Lledo et al., 2006). Recent work suggests a role for neurogenesis in 
reproduction and kin recognition by scent (Lau et al., 2011;Mak et al., 2007;Mak and Weiss, 
2010).
The first theories appeared at the end of the 20th century and pointed towards a role in 
memory formation (Gould et al., 1999b). In 2006, Aimone and colleagues (Aimone et al., 
2006) suggested a role for adult neurogenesis in the encoding of time in new memories. 
They called it the ‘temporal association memory hypothesis’. New neurons are thought to 
be important to incorporate a time label into memories. In this hypothesis, the neuroge-
nesis process in the olfactory bulb is neglected. In the same year, Wiskott and colleagues 
(Wiskott et al., 2006) suggested that neurogenesis helps to prevent catastrophic interfe-
rence in the hippocampus when adapting to new environments. New, plastic neurons help 
to prevent the hippocampus against negative side effects due to rearranging networks, 
induced by new, changing environments. Also Wiskott and colleagues (Wiskott et al., 2006), 
leave the role of the olfactory bulb nearly unexplained. Kempermann (2008) introduced 
another theory, ‘the neurogenic reserve hypothesis’. Based on older theories concerning 
neurodegenerative diseases, this hypothesis suggests neurogenesis keeps the brain flexible 
and plastic for moments when an animal encounters novel and complex situations. This 
theory is comparable with the one posted (Lledo and Saghatelyan, 2005) which concerns 
the olfactory bulb.
The latest theories suggest a role for adult neurogenesis in pattern separation. In 2011, two 




Sahay and colleagues (Sahay et al., 2011b) suggest newborn neurons are involved in pattern 
separation in the hippocampus and olfactory bulb. Pattern separation is a process in which 
overlapping or similar representations are transformed in to less similar outputs (Sahay et 
al., 2011b). The opposite of pattern separation is pattern completion. In this process a re-
construction of complete stored representations is based on partial inputs that match with 
parts of stored representations. It is thought that pattern completion takes place in the 
CA3 and pattern separation in the DG. According to Sahay and colleagues (Sahay et al., 
2011b), there is a balance between pattern completion and separation, which is regulated 
by neurogenesis. An increase in neurogenesis pushes the balance towards pattern sepa-
ration whereas a decrease in neurogenesis pushes the balance towards pattern comple-
tion. Pattern separation leads to increased discrimination and cognitive flexibility whereas 
pattern completion leads to generalization and inflexibility. Problem with this theory is the 
fact that pattern separation and completion might not be specific for the hippocampus and 
OB. In the same issue of Neuron, Aimone and colleagues (Aimone et al., 2011) argue that an 
underlying mechanism (memory resolution) affects these processes specifically in the neu-
rogenic regions. According to Aimone and colleagues (Aimone et al., 2011) the amount of 
adult neurogenesis affects memory resolution instead of pattern separation. Subsequently, 
this memory resolution affects the pattern separation process. A key feature of this process 
is the developmental cascade of a newborn neuron. Newborn neurons of 4 to 8 weeks old 
have different electrophysiological properties compared to mature neurons in the DG or 
OB. Immature neurons provide complete but low-informative representations of experien-
ces whereas mature neurons provide incomplete but high-informative representations. The 
combination includes both representations with the capacity to include novel situations via 
immature neurons. However, solid evidence has to be found for both theories.
Although theories appear frequently, many of them are hardly tested. They raise new ques-
tions and fuel discussions about neurogenesis. However, recently new techniques with so-
phisticated animal models appear (see paragraphe 3). More specific ablation of newborn 
neurons in healthy tissue might bring better tools to study the function of adult neuroge-
nesis. Together with a broader view than rodents and a human medical perspective, the 
function of adult neurogenesis may be revealed. 
Neurogenesis and mental disorders
Several studies showed the presence of adult neurogenesis in the human brain (Curtis et al., 
2007;Eriksson et al., 1998;Lucassen et al., 2010b;Wang et al., 2011) (reviewed by Curtis et 
al., 2011). However, the evidence is scarce and just shows the fact that new neurons might 
be present in the adult human brain. Despite the fragile evidence, for several psychiatric 




Depression and adult neurogenesis
Adult neurogenesis is an ongoing process in the adult brain although it decreases over time 
in the ageing animal (Kuhn et al., 1996;Amrein et al., 2004a;Amrein et al., 2004b). However, 
many internal and external factors can affect the rate of neurogenesis like environmental en-
richment (Kempermann et al., 1997b;Kempermann et al., 1998b;Gould et al., 1999a;Brown 
et al., 2003a;Fowler et al., 2002;Sandeman and Sandeman, 2000;Scotto et al., 2000), physi-
cal activity (van Praag et al., 1999b;van Praag et al., 1999a;Rhodes et al., 2003;Farmer et al., 
2004) and stress (Mirescu and Gould, 2006). Since the hippocampus is an important chain in 
the HPA-axis (Jacobson and Sapolsky, 1991) and adult neurogenesis contributes to the func-
tion of the hippocampus (Ming and Song, 2011;Aimone et al., 2011;Sahay et al., 2011b), 
adult neurogenesis might play a role in stress (Snyder et al., 2011), and stress related disea-
ses like major depressive disorder (MDD) (Warner-Schmidt and Duman, 2006;Sahay and 
Hen, 2007;Jacobs et al., 2000) and schizophrenia (Reif et al., 2006;Pickard, 2011).
Hippocampal volume
There are several indications suggesting a role of adult neurogenesis in depression. An often 
used argument is that patients suffering from MDD show a decrease in hippocampal volume 
(Sheline et al., 1996;Sheline et al., 1999;Bremner et al., 2000;Steffens et al., 2000;Mac-
Queen et al., 2003). Since adult neurogenesis is also affected by dysregulated glucocorticoid 
signalling, adult neurogenesis is often mentioned in relation to hippocampal volume loss 
(Duman, 2004;Warner-Schmidt and Duman, 2006;Jacobs et al., 2000). However, the under-
lying cellular alterations are far from clear. Evidence points to atrophy of neuropil instead 
of major loss of cell nuclei (Sapolsky, 2000;Watanabe et al., 1992;Stockmeier et al., 2004). 
A recent study found a correlation between the onset of depression age and hippocampal 
volume, but not between hippocampal volume and HPA-axis activity (Gerritsen et al., 2011). 
It is therefore unlikely that the rate of adult neurogenesis contributes significantly to the loss 
of hippocampal volume (Sapolsky, 2001;Sapolsky, 2004;Czeh and Lucassen, 2007).
Antidepressants and adult neurogenesis 
Another factor suggesting involvement of adult neurogenesis in the regulation of stress-
related diseases are antidepressant drugs. Several anti-depressant drugs booster adult neu-
rogenesis (Malberg et al., 2000;Czeh et al., 2001;Li et al., 2004;Encinas et al., 2006;Xu et al., 
2006) although not all mouse strains are susceptible (Holick et al., 2008;Huang et al., 2008). 
However, in humans such a strong effect is not found. No differences were found between 
patients suffering from MDD and healthy controls (Reif et al., 2006). Also patients treated 




a relation between the use of antidepressant drugs and increased proliferation in humans 
(Reif et al., 2006;Boldrini et al., 2009). Interestingly, MDD patients treated with selective 
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs) showed increased 
immunoreactivity for proliferation markers nestin and Ki-67 compared to untreated MDD 
patients and healthy controls. This study suggests that depressed patients do not suffer 
from reduced neurogenesis, but treatment with antidepressants induces neurogenesis. 
However, these studies only included markers for proliferation and later neurogenic stages 
are not studied.
The other way around: can altered adult neurogenesis affect the functioning of antidepres-
sant drugs? Several methods are used to reduce adult neurogenesis like X-ray or gamma-
ray irradiation (Meshi et al., 2006;Santarelli et al., 2003;Holick et al., 2008;Wang et al., 
2008;Surget et al., 2008;Airan et al., 2007;David et al., 2009), antimitotic drugs like me-
thylazoxymethanol acetate (MAM) (Bessa et al., 2009;Jayatissa et al., 2009) and transgenic 
mouse models (Saxe et al., 2006;Li et al., 2008) providing interesting tools to unravel the 
relationship between neurogenesis, stress and antidepressant treatments. In the mean time 
these studies show differences between mouse strains in the response to adult neurogene-
sis reduction on antidepressant treatment and anxiety/depression related behaviours (re-
viewed by David et al., 2010). For example, 129SvEv mice show a response to AD treatment 
on proliferation, survival and maturation stages of neurogenesis (Meshi et al., 2006;Santa-
relli et al., 2003;Wang et al., 2008) whereas BalBcJ mice a resilient to such treatments at 
all neurogenic stages (Holick et al., 2008;Huang et al., 2008). On top of that, some effects 
of AD treatment like novelty suppressed feeding and coat state seem to be neurogenesis 
dependent whereas other effects like open field and forced swim test are independent from 
adult neurogenesis (David et al., 2010). These data implicate that future experiments have 
to be designed carefully considering the proper behavioural test and genetic background. 
On the other hand, differences between genetic backgrounds should be evaluated carefully 
whether these differences are functional relevant and not artificially induced due to inbree-
ding.
Glucocorticoids and adult neurogenesis
As mentioned before, the hippocampus is an important chain in the HPA-axis (Jacobson 
and Sapolsky, 1991). The hippocampus is involved in the negative feedback regulation of 
glucocorticoid release via the presence of GR and MR (Reul and deKloet, 1985;de Kloet et 
al., 1998). Chronic or heavy acute stress can unbalance the HPA-axis homeostasis and subse-
quently result in depression (de Kloet et al., 2005;Mcewen, 2007;Holsboer and Ising, 2010). 
Fifty percent of patients with MDD show dysregulation of the HPA-axis and thereby altered 




The process of adult neurogenesis is very vulnerable to artificial altered glucocorticoid levels 
(Gould et al., 1992;Cameron and Gould, 1994;Cameron et al., 1998;Wong and Herbert, 
2004) and also various ways of stress affect adult neurogenesis like subordination stress 
(Gould et al., 1997), resident-intruder stress (Gould et al., 1998), isolation (Dong et al., 
2004;Ibi et al., 2007), predator odour (Falconer and Galea, 2003;Tanapat et al., 2001), early 
life stress (Mirescu et al., 2004), restraint stress (Pham et al., 2003;Bain et al., 2004), ines-
capable shock (Malberg and Duman, 2003;Vollmayr et al., 2003), cold immobilization or 
swimming (Lee et al., 2002;Heine et al., 2004b) and sleep deprivation (Mirescu et al., 2006).
However, a direct link between the levels of glucocorticoids and the rate of adult neuro-
genesis is far from clear. Reduction of glucocorticoid circulation by adrenalectomy (ADX) 
boosts proliferation levels (Gould et al., 1992;Cameron and Gould, 1994) and chronic treat-
ment with glucocorticoids reduces neurogenesis (Cameron et al., 1998;Wong and Herbert, 
2004) suggesting that the amount of glucocorticoids directly regulates the amount of adult 
neurogenesis. However, high levels of glucocorticoids are not always negative for the hip-
pocampal neurogenesis (de Kloet et al., 1999;Lehmann et al., 2013). 
Although glucocorticoids are released into the plasma in a pulsatile manner during the sleep/
wake cycle, glucocorticoids still peak in a circadian fashion around the onset of activity and 
are nearly gone at the onset of the rest period (Lightman et al., 2008;Dickmeis and Foulkes, 
2011). Although opposite findings have been reported (Guzman-Marin et al., 2007), studies 
on proliferation with BrdU and Ki-67 expression in the DG revealed no differences in the 
amount of proliferation between activity and rest periods during baseline conditions.
However, compared to sedentary animals, running wheel activity induces a significant incre-
ase of proliferation during the activity period but not during the rest period In rats, exercise 
initially increases glucocorticoid levels, but animals adapt to the new conditions and the 
increased levels of glucocorticoids drop back to baseline levels after several weeks of exer-
cise (Fediuc et al., 2006). The return to normal levels of proliferation after chronic exercise is 
shown in mice that are exposed to 32 days of exercise.
Interestingly, Van Praag and colleagues (van Praag et al., 1999b) did not find differences 
in corticosterone levels between runners and sedentary mice. Also Kannangara and colle-
agues (Kannangara et al., 2009) did not find differences in levels of corticosterone between 
running and sedentary mice, while running animals do show increased levels of prolifera-
tion. However, when these animals were restrained for 15 minutes, no increase of prolifera-
tion was found in running animals, which were group housed. Single housed animals did not 
show such a response (Kannangara et al., 2009). Stress might undo exercise induced incre-
ase in proliferation, but single housed mice seem to be non-responsive. These findings are 




they show also an increase in corticosterone levels, their proliferation rates decrease when 
a running wheel is provided (Stranahan et al., 2006).
Although there are a number of contradictions in the findings with exercised-induced neu-
rogenesis and the level of glucocorticoids, the relative short peak of exercise (several weeks) 
associated with increased glucocorticoid levels seems to match the short peak of increased 
proliferation. Since also lifelong reduction of glucocorticoid levels does not alter the rate of 
adult neurogenesis at later age (Brunson et al 2005) the body seems to adapt after chronic 
changed glucocorticoid levels towards a new homeostasis, a process known as allostasis 
(Mcewen, 1998;Mcewen and Gianaros, 2011).
In these cases, increased neurogenesis comes along with increased levels of glucocorticoids. 
Interestingly, this exercise induced increase of glucocorticoids and neurogenesis seems to 
correlate with anxiety-like behaviours (Fuss et al., 2010), again a paradox with a contradic-
tive role for adult neurogenesis. Maybe the context in which the levels of glucocorticoids 
are perceived might induce or inhibit neurogenesis. On the other hand, the presence of 
adult neurogenesis also influences the glucocorticoid response. When adult neurogenesis 
is ablated, the negative feedback on glucocorticoid levels in the blood take longer to reach 
basal levels compared to animals which do have adult neurogenesis (Snyder et al., 2011). 
Without the small hippocampal subpopulation of newborn cells, the negative feedback is 
partly disrupted and thereby increasing the weight of perceived stressors. Together with 
many other factors, adult neurogenesis takes part in a system that incorporates many and 
often paradoxical signals. Whether adult neurogenesis is an important target to treat de-
pression or just a powerful biomarker remains to be elucidated.
Summary
Neurogenesis is wide spread through the animal kingdom. Even simple life forms like hydra 
seem to have generation of neurons in later life. In vertebrates, neurogenesis exists mainly 
along the ventricle walls of the brain. However, mammals share the existence of neuroge-
nesis in the ventricular zone and hippocampus. Less is known about the function of adult 
neurogenesis from an evolutionary perspective. Just a few wild living species are studied 
and comparisons between wild living animals and their well studied laboratory conspecifics 
are scarce. Most theories are formulated from a human, medical perspective and several 
human psychiatric diseases are linked to adult neurogenesis malfunctions although the evi-
dence for neurogenesis in humans is scarce. Glucocorticoids play an important role in the 
regulation of the HPA-axis. Glucocorticoids regulate neurogenesis and play a major role in 
stress-related diseases like depression and mood-disorders. Cause and effect in these pro-





In the first studies on adult neurogenesis in the sixties, Altman and Das used [H3]-thymidi-
ne-incorporation to mark newborn neurons (Altman, 1963;Altman and Das, 1965;Altman, 
1969). Later, the incorporation of bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) was developed which is no-
wadays a useful method to label newborn cells (Taupin, 2007;Wojtowicz and Kee, 2006). 
Because BrdU incorporation has some limits and transgenic mice became popular, a wide 
variety of constitutive reporter mice were developed (for an overview see Dhaliwal and 
Lagace, 2011). Reporter mice have constructs inserted in which a regulatory element (pro-
moter) of a specific gene of interest is combined with a construct transcribing fluorescent 
protein (for example green fluorescent protein, GFP). Regulatory elements of several endo-
genous markers used for cell typing newborn neurons like GFAP, Nestin or DCX are used to 
transcribe GFP. Especially in combination with BrdU, such reporter mice proved their useful-
ness within the field of adult neurogenesis (Dhaliwal and Lagace, 2011).
Beside the visualization of the neurogenesis process, it became necessary to manipulate 
the neurogenic process to study its function. Several more or less specific methods were 
developed like the use of antimitotic drugs (Bessa et al., 2008;Jayatissa et al., 2009), X-ray 
or gamma-ray irradiation (Airan et al., 2007;David et al., 2009;Holick et al., 2008;Meshi et 
al., 2006;Sahay et al., 2011a;Santarelli et al., 2003;Saxe et al., 2006;Surget et al., 2008;Wang 
et al., 2008), retro- and lentivirus-mediated gene transfer and transgenic mice (Bai et al., 
2003;Duan et al., 2007;Fitzsimons et al., 2013). Since the construction of the first transge-
nic mouse in 1974 (Jaenisch and Mintz, 1974), a wide variety of possibilities has emerged. 
Beside classical knockout mice (Corbo et al., 2002;Kappeler et al., 2006), also conditional 
and inducible transgenic (Imayoshi et al., 2006;Imayoshi et al., 2008;Zhang et al., 2010) mice 
are developed.
3.1 Retro- and lentivirus-mediated gene transfer
One of the first successful specific manipulations of adult neurogenesis was the study of 
Duan et al. (Duan et al., 2007) were they injected retroviral vectors containing short hairpin 
(sh) RNA expressing backbones targeting the Disrupted In Schizophrenia 1 protein (DISC-1). 
These retroviral vectors are injected into the neurogenic niche of the hippocampus were it 
transfects proliferating cells only that subsequently start to transcribe shRNA. This shRNA 
targets DISC-1 mRNA and thereby down regulating DISC-1 protein levels. Strikingly, newborn 
neurons with DISC1 knockdown showed an aberrant morphology and migrated much further 




A similar phenotype was found by Fitzsimons and colleagues (Fitzsimons et al., 2013) after 
shRNA-mediated knockdown of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR). Also in this study, newborn 
cells with GR knockdown migrated further into the DG. Moreover, dendritic arborisation 
and dendritic spines of these newborn neurons showed abnormalities, showing that the GR 
plays an important role in the adult neurogenesis process.
The technique of virus-mediated gene transfer is quite effective although there are negative 
aspects as well. Practically, stereotactic delivery is difficult and needs training and experi-
ence. Furthermore, injections may induce inevitable scars and other damage into the brain, 
thus requiring appropriate controls such as scrambled shRNA. However, the advantage of 
this system is the possibility of easy switching between shRNA vectors and avoids the time-
consuming generation of transgenic mice.
3.2 Classical knockout mice
An interesting animal model to study adult neurogenesis might be the doublecortin 
knockout mouse (Corbo et al., 2002;Kappeler et al., 2006). Since the doublecortin protein is 
key for migration of immature neurons and is abundantly expressed in neuronal progenitor 
cells but not in adult neurons or other brain cells, it might be possible that DCX knockout 
will have deleterious consequences for the neurogenic process without affecting mature 
neurons and other cell types. However, whereas subtle mutations causing a single amino 
acid substitution in the DCX protein in humans have dramatic consequences for brain deve-
lopment, complete knockout of the DCX gene in mice exhibit no clear phenotype. Since local 
and acute DCX knockdown in the developing cortex by RNA-interference technology results 
in a clear phenotype, it is postulated that genetic ablation is compensated by other proteins 
with an comparable function like the homologous DCLK-gene (Deuel et al., 2006;Koizumi et 
al., 2006;Weimer and Anton, 2006) (more about the doublecortin protein family see para-
graph 4). Therefore, classical knockout animals might not be the ideal method for studying 
adult neurogenesis, especially when developmental neurogenesis should be unaffected.
3.3 Conditional transgenic mice
Site-specific recombinases (SSRs) were developed to study functional consequences of gene 
ablation in specific neuronal populations. In mammalian tissue, the most widely used SSR 
is Cre, a P1 bacteriophage derived λ integrase. Cre recognizes loxP sites in genomic DNA. 
These LoxP sites can be introduced by genetic manipulations flanking a gene of interest. 
Subsequently, activated CRE excises the DNA, and thus the gene of interest, between the 
two loxP sites. The expression of Cre can be cell type specific when the expression of Cre is 




Cre with a mutated ligand binding domain (LBD) of the estrogen receptor (ER) resulted in 
the possibility of temporal control of Cre-mediated recombination. Administration of tam-
oxifen, a synthetic estrogen antagonist, will activate Cre in specific tissues at a specific time 
of interest. The CreER site is not susceptible for natural ligands of LBD. In the field of adult 
neurogenesis, the nestin promoter is widely used in combination with this CreER system. 
Also several other promoters of well known neurogenesis markers are used like GFAP or DCX 
(for an overview see Imayoshi et al., (2011) and Dhaliwal and Lagace, (2011). Although these 
systems work well to study adult neurogenesis, real temporal control is not available since 
Cre activity cannot be reversed.
3.4 Inducible and reversible transgenic mice
Transgenic models with reversible gene knockout technologies are the reverse tetracycline-
controlled transactivator (rtTA) regulated models (also known as Tet-On or Off systems). A 
tet-on system is activated when doxycycline (dox) is administered in food or drinking water 
whereas a tet-off system blocks the transcription of targeted genes when dox is present 
(Dhaliwal and Lagace, 2011;Imayoshi et al., 2011). Within the field of adult neurogenesis 
just one such model is well-studied (Dupret et al., 2008). In this model, the bax protein 
is transcribed when dox binds to the rtTA protein. The rtTA protein is transcribed under 
control of the nestin promoter. When bax transcription is activated, the protein induces 
cell death in cells were nestin is activated (Dupret et al., 2008). The studies of Dupret and 
Figure 3: Inducible and reversible shRNA transcribing construct. In a normal condition (OFF), the CAGGS promo-
ter transcribes the tet repressor (tetR) which blocks the H1tetO promoter. No shRNA is transcribed. When dox is 
applied (ON), dox binds to the tetR which can no longer bind to the H1tetO promoter. Polymerase III (Pol III) can 
transcribe shRNA. This shRNA binds to their target mRNA which disintegrates preventing protein expression. 
CAGGS itetR H1tetO shRNA










colleagues showed that ablation of hippocampal neurogenesis results in impaired spatial re-
lational memory and that adult neurogenesis is necessary for complex forms of hippocam-
pus-mediated learning (Dupret et al., 2008). This Tet-system can also be used to study gene 
function by manipulating the transcription of genes of interest using short interference RNA 
(siRNA) (Seibler et al., 2007). In such a tet-on system, the transcription of a short hairpin 
RNA (shRNA) is induced with doxycycline (Fig. 3). shRNA targets mRNA of a specific gene of 
interest and prevents protein synthesis by breaking down mRNA. Theoretically, this system 




To unravel the biological significance, major efforts have been undertaken in the last decade 
to manipulate adult neurogenesis. Whereas first attempts were not very specific and with 
numerous side effects (e.g. as is the case with the use of antimitotic drugs and radiation), 
the subsequent development of viral vector mediated gene transfer and specific transgenic 
mice provide excellent opportunities to study the function of newborn neurons in rather 
heterogeneous cell populations in the hippocampal DG and olfactory system.
However, although these models revealed a great part of the neurogenesis process, the 
function of adult neurogenesis is hardly known. There is a huge amount of evidence that 
points towards hippocampal memory and cognition but the majority of the work is done 
in artificial animal models. Evolution history can provide the answer to the question about 
neurogenesis function. Therefore, new hypothesis based on ecology and evolution of wild 
living species are needed together with a more systematically description of adult neuro-
genesis in a wide variety of animal species. This question is beyond the scope of this thesis.
 
4 Doublecortin & Doublecortin-like
Doublecortin (DCX) is a well known marker for newborn neurons since it seems to be 
mainly expressed in migrating neuroblasts (Brown et al., 2003b;Couillard-Despres et al., 
2005;Nacher et al., 2001). DCX gives also its name to a whole family of proteins (Coquelle 
et al., 2006;Dijkmans et al., 2010;Reiner et al., 2006) of which doublecortin-like (DCL) is 
the family member which is most homologous to DCX (Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). However, 
DCL is an alternative splice variant of a much more complex gene named doublecortin-like 
kinase 1 (DCLK1). Since the role of DCL is neurogenesis is central in this thesis, I would like to 




4.1 Doublecortin gene family
The archetypical gene of the DCX family is doublecortin (DCX), which was first discovered 
in humans in 1998 as a gene associated with the double cortex syndrome, a disease which 
is characterized by a malformation of the neocortex (des Portes et al., 1998;Gleeson et 
al., 1998). Nowadays, DCX is widely established as a marker of immature neurons in the 
adult brain(Brown et al., 2003b;Couillard-Despres et al., 2005;Nacher et al., 2001). The 
doublecortin gene family comprises 11 members in humans and 11 in mice (Coquelle et 
al., 2006;Dijkmans et al., 2010;Reiner et al., 2006). Humans and mice have 10 proteins in 
common and each have 1 unique protein, which has no human or mouse orthologue. All 
family members contain one or two DCX domains. These DCX domains are characterized by 
their microtubule binding properties and are thought to function as stabilizers of microtu-
bules (Cierpicki et al., 2006;Kim et al., 2003). Therefore they belong to the group of micro-
tubule-associated proteins (MAPs) (Cierpicki et al., 2006;Gleeson et al., 1999;Horesh et al., 
1999). Beside these DCX domains, three other conserved domains are found within the DCX 
family. Firstly, the FLJ46154 gene comprises a ricin-type beta-trefoil lectin (RLD) domain, 
which may be involved in binding carbohydrates (Liu et al., 2000). Secondly, three complex 
genes named doublecortin-like kinases (DCLK) comprise a calcium/calmodulin-dependent 
protein kinase (CaMK) domain and thirdly, two of these DCLK genes encode a serine/proline 
(SP) rich domain, which they share with DCX (for an overview see (Dijkmans et al., 2010). 
Spatiotemporal expression of the DCX family shows also similarities between genes and 
species. Both human and mouse orthologues of RP1, RP1L1, DCDC1, DCX, DCLK1 and DCLK2 
are expressed in the eye. Beside the eye, DCX and DCLK family members are also uniquely 
expressed in the brain (Coquelle et al., 2006;Dijkmans et al., 2010;Reiner et al., 2006). Since 
our focus is on adult neurogenesis, I will discuss in more details the DCX and DCLK1 genes, 
which are both involved in neurogenesis and neuronal migration.
4.2 Doublecortin (DCX)
Doublecortin is a relative simple gene without multiple splice variants. It comprises two 
functional microtubule binding domains and an SP-rich region which can interact with other 
proteins. Doublecortin was discovered in the late 90’s as a X-linked gene and a key com-
ponent in several connatural brain abnormalities like lissencephaly and subcortical band 
heterotopia also called smooth brain disease or doublecortex syndrome (des Portes et al., 
1998;Gleeson et al., 1998;Sossey-Alaoui et al., 1998). Point mutations in DCX are associated 
with impaired migration of neuronal progenitor cells leading to aberrant positioning cortical 
layers resulting in lissencephaly in males and subcortical band heterotopia in females (Bai 
et al., 2003;Francis et al., 1999;Friocourt et al., 2007;Gleeson et al., 1999). Later studies 




caused by microtubule rearrangements (Horesh et al., 1999). DCX seems to function as a 
anti-catastrophe factor without affecting the microtubule growth rate(Moores et al., 2006). 
Beside stabilizing the microtubule cytoskeleton, DCX may also function as MAP involved 
in anterograde transport (Fitzsimons et al., 2008;Reiner et al., 2006). Predictions based on 
sequence analysis indicate a role for the SP-rich domain in this protein-protein interaction 
(Dijkmans et al., 2010).
During embryogenesis, DCX controls radial migration of neuroblasts (Francis et al., 
1999;Gleeson et al., 1999), (Bai et al., 2003;Friocourt et al., 2007). DCX is also expressed 
in the adult brain (Geoghegan and Carter, 2008;Liu et al., 2008;Nacher et al., 2001) and is 
frequently used as adult neurogenesis marker (Brown et al., 2003b;Couillard-Despres et al., 
2005;Couillard-Despres et al., 2006;Rao and Shetty, 2004). Although DCX is prominent ex-
pressed in neurogenic areas in the adult brain like in the subventricular zone of the dentate 
gyrus in the hippocampus and in the olfactory bulb, also several other regions with less well-
established neurogenesis, show DCX expression. For example, DCX-immunoreactive cells 
are found in the corpus callosum, in piriform cortex layer III and in striatum. In these brain 
regions the expression of DCX co-localizes with PSA-NCAM which suggests a role of DCX in 
axonal outgrowth or synaptogenesis (Nacher et al., 2001).
Despite the prominent role of DCX in embryonic neurogenesis and the severe effects of 
missense mutations in the DCX gene on human brain development, DCX knockout mice 
showed normal brain development (Corbo et al., 2002); a finding that suggest the exis-
tence of compensation by other, functional-related genes (Deuel et al., 2006;Pramparo et 
al., 2010;Tanaka et al., 2006;Tuy et al., 2008). In particular, the DCLK1 gene which functions 
in a partially redundant pathway with DCX (Corbo et al., 2002;Deuel et al., 2006;Koizumi et 
al., 2006), may compensate the functional loss of DCX.
4.3 Doublecortin-like kinase 1 (DCLK1)
Three members of the DCX gene family encode proteins containing kinase domain with high 
resemblance to CaMK’s. These genes are known as the doublecortin-like kinases (DCLK) 
and numbered DCLK1 to 3 (Dijkmans et al., 2010;Reiner et al., 2006). Unlike DCX and DCLK2 
& 3 (Edelman et al., 2005;Tuy et al., 2008), DCLK1 is a complex gene with multiple splice 
variants (Burgess et al., 1999;Sossey-Alaoui and Srivastava, 1999;Vreugdenhil et al., 2001). 
Were the DCX gene encodes a single protein, the  DCLK1 gene encodes at least 4 different 
proteins that are generated by means of alternative splicing. These proteins are called DCLK-
long, DCLK-short, doublecortin-like (DCL) and CaMK-related peptide (CARP). All 4 proteins 
contain a common SP-rich region but are different with respect to the kinase domain and 




both include two DCX domains and finally CARP lacks both CaMK and DCX domains (for an 
overview see Dijkmans et al., 2010).
Like DCX, DCLK1 is expressed during embryonic neurogenesis and bound to microtubules 
and growth cones (Burgess et al., 1999;Burgess and Reiner, 2000;Lin et al., 2000;Shu et al., 
2006). Furthermore, DCLK1 is involved in mitotic spindle formation in neuroblasts (Lin et al., 
2000;Shu et al., 2006;Vreugdenhil et al., 2007), apoptosis (Kruidering et al., 2001;Schenk et 
al., 2007;Verissimo et al., 2010a), neuronal differentiation (Dijkmans et al., 2008), neuronal 
migration (Deuel et al., 2006;Koizumi et al., 2006) and retrograde transport of glucocorticoid 
receptors (GR) (Fitzsimons et al., 2008). More specific, both DCLK-long and DCL proteins are 
associated with embryonic neurogenesis (Boekhoorn et al., 2008;Vreugdenhil et al., 2007), 
apoptosis (Kruidering et al., 2001;Schenk et al., 2007;Verissimo et al., 2010a) and neuronal 
migration (Deuel et al., 2006;Koizumi et al., 2006), which is in line with DCX characteristics. 
DCLK-short is not expressed during embryogenesis but is postnatally expressed in the adult 
brain (Burgess and Reiner, 2002;Engels et al., 2004;Vreugdenhil et al., 2001) and might be 
involved in neuronal differentiation (Dijkmans et al., 2008). The smallest splice variant CARP 
(Berke et al., 1998;Vreugdenhil et al., 1999) is below detection under normal conditions. 
However, CARP expression can be induced by kainate-induced seizures (Vreugdenhil et al., 
1999), D1-receptor agonists or cocaine (Berke et al., 1998;Glavan et al., 2002) and BDNF-
induced long term potentiation (LTP) (Wibrand et al., 2006), which suggests a role for CARP 
in elevated neuronal activity (Schenk et al., 2007).
One of the splice variants generated by the DCLK gene appears to be a DCX look-a-like. 
Doublecortin-like (DCL) is of similar length as DCX (around 360 amino acids) and overall, 
DCX and DCL shares 73% sequence identity which is even higher in both DCX domains and in 
the SP-rich region (Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). As mentioned before, DCL is highly expressed 
in the embryonic brain were it is involved in mitotic spindle formation and radial migra-
tion. Knockdown of DCL by in utero electroporation of plasmids expressing DCL-targeting 
shRNAs, resulted in reduced cell proliferation and disrupted radial migration. In vitro, DCL 
knockdown induces spindle collapse in dividing neuroblastoma cells and DCL over expres-
sion induces elongated and asymmetrical mitotic spindles (Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). Even-
tually, DCL knockdown induces cell apoptosis in these neuroblastoma cells (Verissimo et al., 
2010a). Although there is a strong overlap in sequence identity and expression pattern, DCX 
and DCL are differentially expressed especially in early stages of neocortical development 
(Boekhoorn et al., 2008). DCL expression appears a few days earlier compared to DCX. Unlike 
DCX, due to the complexity of DCLK1 splice variants, it is not possible to visualize specifically 
DCL protein expression in the adult brain (Nacher et al., 2001) as epitopes recognized by 
available anti-bodies are present in different DCLK1 gene-derived proteins (Kruidering et al., 




plays an important role in adult neurogenesis and the homologues DCL plays a similar role 






As mentioned above, in the last decades a huge amount of work was dedicated to describe 
ongoing neurogenesis in the adult brain. In the meantime theories were developed about 
the function of neurogenesis including its possible role in human brain disorders like depres-
sion. However, for both problems (adult neurogenesis and depression) were no good spe-
cific animal models available. Models concerning adult neurogenesis were quite unspecific 
and the manipulations affected more than adult neurogenesis alone. However, the progress 
in the field of mouse genetic engineering technology has permitted more specific interven-
tions. For example, with such techniques we can study the role of specific genes or even 
splice variants in the adult neurogenesis process without affecting developmental neuroge-
nesis. Using such an approach, we can study in one single model both gene and neuroge-
nesis function. For this purpose we focus on DCL because several previous studies suggest 
that DCL might also play a role in adult neurogenesis (Boekhoorn et al., 2008;Vreugdenhil 
et al., 2007).
Objective
Our main objective is to study the role of the DCLK1 splice variant DCL in adult hippocampal 
neurogenesis. We have designed experiments to validate a new mouse model based on 
doxycycline inducible expression of shRNA targeting specifically DCL, which makes novel 
studies on both DCL and adult neurogenesis possible.
Hypothesis
We postulate that DCL plays an important role in adult neurogenesis in a way similar to its 
established function in embryonic neurogenesis. To support this hypothesis with evidence, 
we focus on the following specific aims. 
•  To examine DCL expression in neurogenic area’s like hippocampus and olfactorius bulb.
•  To target specifically DCLK1 splice variant DCL in a conditional siRNA expressing mouse 
line.
•  To test whether DCL knockdown can affect the neurogenesis process in the adult brain.





With a novel antibody we will map the distribution of immunoreactive DCL protein in the 
adult brain of the male mouse. Since gene knockout can induce compensatory mechanisms 
(with DCX), we will exploit a novel methodology to knockdown DCL in the adult brain by 
using an ‘on demand’ inducible knockdown construct, which doesn’t affect embryonic brain 
development. Since we propose that DCL does play a crucial role in adult neurogenesis, we 
expect that DCL knockdown will affect adult neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus of the hip-
pocampus. Therefore we also will study behavioural performance of mice with reduced DCL 
in hippocampus dependent memory tasks.
Chapters
In chapter 2 we will report the regional distribution of DCL expression in the adult brain. 
Using a DCL antibody we will demonstrate that DCL expression occurs in neurogenic regions 
like hippocampal dentate gyrus and olfactory bulb. At the same time we will show that DCL 
is expressed in other brain regions as well bringing up a new question on the function of this 
newly discovered cellular DCL expression. 
In chapter 3 we will describe the validation of a mouse model in which DCL is knocked down 
on demand using a conditional siRNA transgenic technology. DCL protein expression will be 
measured and the effect of knockdown will be studied using stereological techniques. The 
findings will address the crucial question on the role of DCL knockdown in adult neurogene-
sis and subsequently hippocampus-dependent learning tasks.
In chapter 4 we describe an additional hippocampus-dependent learning task to seek con-
firmation in the circular hole board results. By using the contextual fear memory paradigm 
we can distinguish hippocampus-dependent fear memory formation from amygdala-depen-
dent memory formation.
In chapter 5 we focus on the possible implications of our discovery that DCL is also ex-
pressed abundantly in hypothalamic tanycytes and explore the functional consequences of 
DCL knockdown in this brain area.
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Doublecortin and Doublecortin-like are 
expressed in overlapping and non-overlapping 





We have characterized the expression of doublecortin-like (DCL), a microtubule associa-
ted protein involved in embryonic neurogenesis that is highly homologous to doublecortin 
(DCX), in the adult mouse brain. To this end, we developed a DCL-specific antibody and used 
this to compare DCL expression with DCX. In the neurogenic regions of the adult brain like 
the subventricular zone (SVZ), the rostral migratory stream (RMS), the olfactory bulbus (OB) 
and the hippocampus, DCL co-localizes with DCX in immature neuronal cell populations. 
In contrast to DCX, we also found high DCL expression in three other brain regions with 
suspected neurogenesis or neuronal plasticity. Firstly, the radial glia-like, hypothalamic ta-
nycytes show high DCL expression that partly co-localizes with the neural stem cell marker 
vimentin. Secondly, DCL expression is found in cells of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), 
which lacks expression of the adult neuron marker NeuN. Thirdly, a novel region exhibiting 
DCL expression is part of the olfactory tubercle where DCL is found in the neuropil of the 
islands of Calleja. Our findings define DCL as a novel marker for specific aspects of adult 
neurogenesis, which partly overlap with DCX. In addition, we propose unique roles for DCL 
in adult neurogenesis and we suggest high levels of neuronal plasticity in tanycytes, SCN and 
islands of Calleja. 
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Introduction
The doublecortin (DCX) gene family has been associated with several CNS disorders and com-
prises 11 paralogues in both human and mice (for review see (Dijkmans et al., 2010)). Each 
member is characterized by the presence of a doublecortin domain enabling the encoded 
protein to bind to microtubules (Kim et al., 2003) thus defining them as microtubule (MT) 
associated proteins (MAPs). The archetypical protein of the DCX family is doublecortin or 
DCX  (Francis et al., 1999;Gleeson et al., 1999). Mutations in the x-linked DCX gene has been 
associated with the doublecortex syndrome in humans (des Portes et al., 1998;Gleeson et 
al., 1998) and leads to arrest of migrating neuronal progenitor cells (NPCs) during embryonic 
development (Francis et al., 1999;Gleeson et al., 1999). Because its specific expression in 
neuronal progenitor cells, DCX is frequently used as a neurogenesis marker (Brown et al., 
2003b;Couillard-Despres et al., 2005;Rao and Shetty, 2004;Couillard-Despres et al., 2006). 
The highly conserved DCX sequences function as MT stabilizers (Horesh et al., 1999) and 
sub cellular translocators (Fitzsimons et al., 2008;Reiner et al., 2006). However, DCX has also 
been reported to be expressed in non-neurogenic brain areas where it is thought to play a 
role in microtubule reorganization and synaptogenesis (Dehmelt and Halpain, 2007;Frio-
court et al., 2003;Nacher et al., 2001).
Surprisingly, DCX knockout mice exhibit normal development of the neocortex (Corbo et al., 
2002), suggesting a compensatory mechanisms by other DCX gene family members (Tuy et 
al., 2008). Indeed, mice mutants for both Dcx and doublecortin-like kinase-1 (Dclk1) exhibit 
disorganized neocortical layering suggesting that (Dclk) gene functions in a partially redun-
dant pathway with Dcx (Corbo et al., 2002;Deuel et al., 2006;Koizumi et al., 2006). Unlike 
DCX is DCLK1 a complex gene with several alternative splice variants (Vreugdenhil et al., 
2001). Interestingly, one splice-variant, called doublecortin-like (DCL) shares 73% amino 
acid identity with DCX over its entire length of 362 amino acids and is also having two DCX 
domains. As DCX, DCL is important for corticogenesis. However its spatio-temporal expres-
sion pattern during development is remarkably different from DCX, where expression can 
already be found at ED9 in mitotic spindle structures in ventricular zone cells (Boekhoorn 
et al., 2008;Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). Also, DCL knockdown at ED13 by in utero electropo-
ration results in disruption of radial processes and DCL-immunoreactive cells display radial 
glia cell-like morphology and are double-labelled with the radial glia marker vimentin. Thus, 
during embryogenesis, DCL seems specifically expressed in radial glia cells that are precur-
sor cells generating many, if not all, neurons (Anthony et al., 2004).
In contrast to corticogenesis, little is known about DCL expression in the adult brain. This 
might be due to the difficulty to produce DCL-specific antibodies that will not recognize 
other splice-variants of the DCLK-gene (see e.g. Kruidering et al., 2001). Here, we describe 
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the generation of a DCL-specific antibody that was used to map DCL expression in the adult 
mouse brain. As expected, we found profound expression in NPCs in the subgranular zone 
of the dentate gyrus and in progenitor cells of the subventricular zone, the rostral migratory 
stream and in the bulbus olfactorius where it is co-expressed with DCX. Unexpectedly and 
in contrast to DCX, we found profound expression of DCL in the islands of Calleja, in the su-
prachiasmatic nucleus and in tanycytes. Our findings indicate that the roles of DCL and DCX 
partly overlap, but that they also show differences and reveal other brain areas potentially 
requiring high levels of neuronal plasticity.
Materials and methods
Animals and tissue preparations
Three month old B6129S6F1 male mice were obtained from our outbred colony (derived 
from TaconicArtemis, Cologne, Germany). The animals were kept under a 12/12 LD cycle 
(light on from 7:00 to 19:00h), in a temperature controlled room (23°C). Water and food 
were available ad libitum. This experiment was approved by the Local Animal Welfare Com-
mittee of the University of Leiden, the Netherlands.
Before the procedure the animals were deeply anaesthetized by IP injection of sodium 
pentobarbital (Euthasol 20%, ASTPharma bv, Oudewater, The Netherlands). Thereafter the 
mice were transcardially perfused with ice-cold 0.1M phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 
subsequently with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M PBS (PFA). After perfusion, the mice were 
decapitated and the heads kept in 4% PFA overnight at 4°C for post fixation. The next day, 
brains were removed and put in a 15% sucrose solution (0.1M PBS) overnight at 4°C for 
dehydration. Subsequently, the brains were put in a 30% sucrose solution for another night 
at 4°C. At the end of the dehydration procedure the brains were removed from the solution 
and blotted dry before snap-freezing. The brains were kept at -80°C until used for cryosec-
tioning. 
Serial coronal 30µm-thick sections were obtained using a cryostat (Leica CM 1900, Leica Mi-
crosystems, Rijswijk, The Netherlands). All brain sections were collected in 2ml eppendorfs 
containing anti-freeze (50%glycerol, 50% 0.2M PB) and stored at -20°C until further use.
Antibodies
A novel, DCL specific antibody was generated in rabbits by injection of an 18-amino acid-
long synthetic peptide (QRDLYRPLSSDDLDSVG-C) corresponding to exon 7 and 8 of DCLK1 
which is specific for the splice variants DCL and CARP (Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). Western 
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blot analysis of liver and brain tissue, cell lysates of transfected and non transfected COS 
cells (described previously by Vreugdenhil et al., 2007) show that anti-DCL antibody recog-
nizes DCL but not other splice variants like DCLK-long and DCLK-short (Fig. 1B) or the highly 
homologues DCX protein (Fig. 1C). As expected, no DCL signal was found in the liver.
To show the localization of DCL in specific tissue, several antibodies were used as tissue 
markers. They are described in detail in table 1. To visualize immature neurons, anti-dou-
blecortin (DCX) was used (sc-8066, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, California, USA), adult neurons 
were visualized by anti-NeuN (MAB3777, Millipore Billerica, Massachusetts, USA). In our 
hands, both antibodies showed an expression pattern as expected in neurogenic regions. 
Tanycytes were visualized using anti-vimentin (AB5733, Millipore, Billerica, Massachusetts, 
USA) which shows a pattern similar to vimentin positive tanycytes as reported by others 
(Mullier et al., 2010;Sanchez et al., 2009). To mark the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), anti-
AVP (T-5048, Bachem, Bubendorf, Switzerland) was used. The antibody showed a charac-
teristic pattern of AVP expression in the supraoptic nucleus (SON), paraventricular nucleus 
(PVN) and SCN as described by (Biancardi et al., 2010). In the SCN, anti-AVP showed a speci-
fic expression pattern as reported for AVP by (Karatsoreos et al., 2004).
For immunofluorescent staining Alexa Fluor® 488 donkey anti-rabbit IgG or Alexa Fluor® 
594 goat anti-rabbit IgG were used to visualize DCL. Alexa Fluor® 594 donkey anti-goat IgG, 
Alexa Fluor® 594 donkey anti-mouse IgG, Alexa Fluor® 488 goat anti-chicken IgG and Alexa 
Fluor® 594 goat anti-Guinea pig IgG (Invitrogen, the Netherlands) were used to visualize res-
pectively DCX, NeuN, vimentin and AVP. For the DAB reaction, biotinylated goat-anti-rabbit 
(sc-2040) was obtained from Santa Cruz to react with the primary DCL antibody.
Immunocytochemistry
DAB staining
Before 3x 10 minutes being washed in 0.05M Tris-buffered saline (TBS), free floating secti-
ons were left at room temperature for 15 minutes. To block endogenous peroxidase acti-
vity slides were incubated for 15 minutes in 0.5% H2O2 in TBS. After washing in TBS (4x 5 
minutes) the slides are incubated in 2% low-fat milk powder (Elk, Campina, the Netherlands) 
in TBS for 30 minutes. Primary antibodies were applied to the slides in supermix (0.25% ge-
latine, 0.1% TX-100 in TBS) and left at room temperature for 1 hour followed up by overnight 
incubation at 4°C.
Subsequently, slides were washed in TBS and incubated in secondary antibody for 2 hours at 
room temperature. After washing with TBS, the secondary antibody is amplified with avidin-
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biotin enzyme complex (ABC kit; Elite Vectastain, Brunschwig Chemie, Amsterdam, 1:800); 
tyramide (Tyramide Signal Amplification (TSA™), Perkin Elmer, Massachusetts, USA) and de-
veloped with di-aminobenzidine (DAB (Sigma-Aldrich; 20 mg/100 ml tris buffer; TB, 0.01% 
H2O2). After mounting and drying overnight a haematoxylin counterstaining was applied 
to the slides were after dehydration in an alcohol series and slide covering with DPX was 
performed.
Immunofluorescent staining
Free floating sections were left at room temperature for 15 minutes before being washed 
in 0.1M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and blocked in 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA, sc-
2323, Santa Cruz) in PBS for 2 hours. After three washing steps in PBS the primary antibodies 
were applied to the slides in PBS with 0.3% TX-100 and left at room temperature for 1 hour 
followed up by overnight incubation at 4°C. Subsequently the slides were washed in PBS and 
incubated in secondary antibody for 2 hours at room temperature. After washing with PBS 
the slides were counterstained with Hoechst (1:10000) for 10 minutes and washed again 
before they were mounted and covered using Aqua Poly/Mount (Polysciences, Inc.)
Nomenclature
Nomenclature of the brain regions depicted in the figures was based on the atlas of Paxinos 
and Franklin (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001).
Table 1: Antibodies used.
Antigen Immunogen/peptide Species Catalog nr. and source Dilution
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Photography
Light microscopy for DAB stained slides was performed on a Leica DM6000B microscope 
(Leica Microsystems, Rijswijk, the Netherlands) and pictures were taken with a Leica DC500 
camera on top of the microscope. Fluorescent images were taken on a Nikon TE 2000e in 
combination with a Nikon C1 confocal scanner.
Images were imported in Adobe (San Jose, CA) Photoshop CS5 for Windows and not mani-
pulated other than slight modifications of the contrast and brightness settings and occasio-
nal adjustment of evenness of illumination.
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Figure 1: Antibody chatrecteristics of the novel anti-DCL. (A) Location of the antibody target site within the DCL 
protein and sequence allignment of the epitope, target protein DCL and the nearly homologous DCX. Differences in 
amino acid sequence between DCL and DCX are indicated in red. (B) Westernblot analysis of anti-DCL on different 
tissues and cell lysates. A 40kD band is visible in tissue derived from a mouse olfactory bulbus (OB) and COS-cells 
transfected with DCL protein (DCL+). Mouse liver tissue (Lv) and COS-cells transfected with DCX protein (DCX+) do 
not shows such a band. No bands are visible around 75 and 100kD which resemble respectively DCLK-short and 
DCLK-long. (C) Westernblot analysis of anti-DCL and anti-DCX on COS-cell lysates transfected with DCL, DCX or an 
empty vector. The novel antibody shows only a signal on DCL+ COS-cells, whereas anti-DCX shows a signal at DCX+ 
COS-cells and a thinner band at DCL+ COS-cells. Cells with an empty vector do not show a band. (D-G) Micropho-
tographs of brain tissue containing ICj (D-E) and rostral migratory stream (F-G)  stained with anti-DCL (D&F) and 
anti-DCL preabsorbtion with the epitope (E&G). Scalebars in D-G meassure 200µm.
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The primary structure of the synthetic peptide used to generate a DCL-specific antibody, 
corresponds to the C-terminus tail of DCL and CARP (Vreugdenhil et al., 1999;Vreugdenhil 
et al., 2007) but has no amino acids in common with other splice variants of the DCLK gene. 
The peptide deviates from DCX for several amino-acid positions (Fig.1A). Western blot ana-
lysis revealed a 40kD band, which corresponds to the size of DCL. As expected, it does not 
stain molecular weight bands that correspond to other DCLK1 splice variants like DCLK-short 
and DCLK1-long (Fig.1B). Furthermore, the antibody does not recognize to the highly homo-
logues protein DCX. Surprisingly, some cross reactivity of anti-DCX was observed with re-
combinant DCL although less strong compared to DCX itself (Fig.1C). Incubation of anti-DCL 
with the epitope strongly reduced immunoreactivity in several brain regions (see Fig. 1D-G). 
We conclude that we generated a DCL-specific antibody, named anti-DCL, with applications 
in Western blot analysis and in immunocytochemistry.
Expression in subventricular zone and rostral migratory stream
As DCL is specifically expressed in neuronal progenitor cells (NPCs) during embryogenesis 
(Vreugdenhil et al., 2007), we first inspected DCL expression in adult subventricular zone 
(SVZ), a brain area with well-documented ongoing neurogenesis. A strong DCL signal is 
found in cells of the subventricular zone (SVZ) (Fig.2A) and the rostral migratory stream 
(RMS; Fig.2B) in the mouse forebrain. DCL positive cells inhabit the SVZ were it co-localizes 
with DCX (Fig. 2G), a marker for migrating neuroblasts in the SVZ (Brown et al., 2003b). A 
similar DCL expression pattern is found in cells, which have symmetrical elongated exten-
sions on both sides of the nucleus (Fig.2C) that are reminiscent for migrating type-A cells 
(Doetsch et al., 1997). Confocal microscopy indicates DCX/DCL sub cellular co-localization 
in particularly around the nuclei of chains of migrating cells between the corpus collosum 
(CC) and striatum (STR, Fig 2H-K). However, some DCL+ projections are devoid of DCX signals 
(see arrows in Fig. 2G). These data indicate overlapping roles for DCX and DCL in migrating 
neuroblasts in the SVZ while DCL-specific roles may occur in a minority of these cells.
Expression in olfactory bulbus
Migrating and DCX+ neuroblasts are known to reach the olfactory bulbus (OB) (Brown et 
al., 2003b;Belvindrah et al., 2011). As DCL+ co-localizes with DCX in migrating neuroblasts 
in the SVZ, we investigated possible DCL expression and DCX co-localization in the OB. We 
found strong DCL expression in the migrating immature neurons from the RMS (Fig. 3A), in 
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Figure 2: DCL expression in saggital slides showing the (A) the subventricular zone (SVZ) along the lateral ventricles 
(V) and (B) rostral migratory stream (RMS) between the corpus collosum (CC) and striatum (STR). DCL is expressed 
in migrating type-A cells which have a typically elongated morphology (C). DCL (D&H) co-localizes with DCX (E&I) in 
both SVZ and RMS (G&K). D-G represent merged confocal z-stack images, H-K represent single images from confo-
cal z-stacks. Scale bars measure in A and C 20µm, in B 30µm, in D-G 7.5µm and in H-K 10µm.
a number of granule cells (GC’s) in the granule cell layer (GCL) (Fig.3B) and in periglomular 
cells (PGC’s) in the glomerula layer (GL; Fig.3C). Beside the DCL expression in these migra-
ting immature neurons, a massive amount of dendrites in the internal (IP) and external (EP) 
plexiform layers exhibit strong DCL immunoreactivity (Fig.3A). The glomerula are almost 
completely negative for DCL except some PGC’s (Fig.3A).
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As in the SVZ and RMS, profound co localization of DCL and DCX is found in the OB (Fig. 4). 
However, clear differences in DCL and DCX expression patterns are evident. Firstly, inspec-
tion of sub cellular DCL immunoreactivity revealed a punctuate pattern with strong DCL+ 
speckles while DCX immunoreactivity is evenly distributed in the same cells and their pro-
jections (e.g. compare Fig. 4A and B). Though less evident, a similar pattern seems present 
in the SVZ. Secondly, In the GCL, IP and EP, DCL (Fig.3A) is strongly expressed in most fibers 
whereas DCX is present in cell bodies and a few fibers in the GCL and GL (Fig.4). In general, 
a strong DCL signal is found (Fig.4A) which overlaps with DCX expression pattern. In the 
GL, many DCX positive PGCs are found (Fig.4F&J). However, although some of these DCX+ 
cells are also positive for DCL (Fig.4E), the majority of DCX+ PGCs are DCL negative (Fig4I). 
The other way around, no DCL+ cell bodies were found that were negative for DCX. Thus, 
although our data suggest some DCX/DCL co-localization, clear differences in (sub) cellular 
localization for DCX and DCL is evident in the OB.
Expression in hippocampus
Another brain area with well-documented adult neurogenesis and DCX expression is the 
subgranular zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus. As expected, clear DCL expression is found 
in cells of the SGZ of the hippocampal dentate gyrus (Fig.5A&B). In line with an immature 
nature, these DCL+ SVZ cells do not stain with neuronal nuclei (NeuN), a marker for adult 
neurons that is specifically expressed in nuclei (see Fig.5E). Similarly, DCL co-localizes with 
DCX in these subgranular cells (Fig.5I), suggesting a DCL role in adult neurogenesis. In line 
with our previous observations of DCL expression in the nucleus of NPCs in the SVZ during 
embryogenesis (Boekhoorn et al., 2008), DCL immunoreactivity co-localize with Hoechst 
staining in cells in the SVZ (Fig.5A and B).
Unexpectedly, a punctuate and speckled staining pattern, similar as was observed in the SVZ 
and OB, was also observed in different GC layers and in the molecular layer (see Fig. 5C and 
Figure 3: DCL expression in coronal slices showing the olfactory bulbus (OB). (A) Overview picture showing the 
rostral migratory stream (RMS), granule cell layer (GCL), intra plexiformlayer (IP),  Mythral cell layer (MCL), extra 
plexiform layer (EP) and the Glomerula Layer (GL). High DCL signal is found in the RMS and plexiform layers (lower 
arrow). No strong signal is found in the GL (upper arrow). (B) In the GCL DCL positive granule cells with DCL positive 
dendrites can be found. (C) In the GL, DCL positive cells can be found (arrow). Scale bars measure in A 250 µm and 
in B and C 25µm. 
Figure 4: DCL and DCX expression in coronal slides containing the olfactory bulbus. (A-D) DCL (A) and DCX (B) co-
localization (D) in granule cell and dendrite. (E-H) Co-localization (H) of DCL (E) and DCX (F) in periglomerular cell 
(PGC). (I-L) A DCL negative (asterix in I) PGC which is DCX positive (J). All slides are counterstained with Hoechst. Cell 
of interest is indicated with an arrow (C, G & K). Scale bars measure in A-L 10µm. 
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5F). However, in GCLs, no DCL+ cell bodies or clear dendritic structures were observed. We 
conclude that, as DCX, DCL is expressed in immature neurons in the SVZ and, unlike DCX, can 
also be found in other DG layers.
DCL expression in tanycytes
Tanycytes, non-ciliated ependymal cells that line the third ventricle, exhibit several features 
of embryonic radial glia cells (RGCs), that have been established as neuronal progenitor 
cells in the developing and adult CNS (Anthony et al., 2004;Malatesta et al., 2003). Tanycy-
tes exhibit growth factor-induced mitotic activity (Xu et al., 2005), they lack NeuN expres-
sion, a marker for mature neurons but they do express vimentin, a marker for neurogenic 
RGCs. Previously, we have shown specific expression of DCL in RGCs and radial processes 
located in the ventricle zone in the neuroepithelium of mouse embryos where it co-localize 
with vimentin, a marker for neurogenic RGCs. Therefore, we have investigated possible DCL 
expression in the hypothalamus and in particularly in tanycytes. In line with their RG-like 
characteristics, we found specific DCL expression in tanycytes around the third ventricle (3V, 
Fig.6A). In the ependymal zone (EZ) of the median eminence (ME) reside DCL positive cells 
with projections through the internal zone (ZI) towards the external zone (ZE) of the ME 
(Fig.6B). The projections are thick at the beginning of the nucleus, but branch when they 
are closer to the ZE (Fig.6C). As in embryonic RGCs we found clear co-localization of DCL 
with vimentin. However, in contrast to vimentin (Mullier et al., 2010) DCL is only expressed 
in tanycytes but not in the ependymal cells higher up in the ventricle wall (Fig.6A & 7A-D). 
Like vimentin, DCL shows high expression in the cytoplasm and fibers of tanycytes. No signal 
seems to be present in the nucleus (Fig.7F). In contrast to DCL, DCX protein was below de-
Figure 5: DCL expression in coronal slices containing the hippocampal dentate gyrus. (A) Overview picture showing 
the hilus, molecular layer (ml), ca3 and dentate gyrus (DG) with DCL positive cells (arrow) in the subgranular zone 
(SGZ). (B)  Higher magnification image of the DG showing DCL positive cells in the SGZ (arrows). (C-E) Merged con-
focal images of DCL and Hoechst (C), NeuN and Hoechst (D) and DCL and NeuN (E). Arrows indicate DCL positive 
cells. (F-I) Confocal images of the DG stained for DCL (F), DCX (G) and Hoechst (H). A merged image (I) shows DCL 
expression in positive DCX positive cells. Arrows indicate DCL/DCX positive cells.  Scale bars measure in A 200µm, 
in B 20µm, in C-D 15µm and in F-I 7.5µm.
Figure 6: A DAB staining of coronal slides show DCL expression in hypothalamic tanycytes. (A) Tanycytes located 
close to the median eminence (ME) in the ventral part (arrow 2) of the wall of the third ventricle (3V) are DCL po-
sitive. No such expression was found in ependymal cells higher up along the ventricle wall (arrow 1). (B) Tanycyte 
cell bodies are located in the ependymal zone (EZ) of the third ventricle (3V) and fibers from these nuclei protrude 
trough the zona interna (ZI) towards the zona externa (ZE) from the median eminence (ME). (C) The tanycyte fibers 
branch into thin fibers before they reach the ZE. Scale bars measure in A 1mm, in B 75µm and in C 40µm.
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Figure 7: DCL and vimentin expression in the hypothalamus. (A-D) stitched fluorescent overview images of vimen-
tin (A), DCL (B) and Hoechst (C) expression around the third ventricle (3V) in the hypothalamus. Both tanycytes 
and ependymal cells are vimentin positive (A), DCL is only expressed in the tanycytes (B). Both vimentin and DCL 
images are merged in (D) which shows the DCL expression in the lower half of the ventricle wall. (E-H) confocal 
images taken with a higher magnification derived from A-D (square box). Vimentin (E) and DCL (F) not expressed 
in the nucleus, but in the cytoplasm and dendritic fibers (vertical arrows in E & F). Horizontal arrows show strong 
vimentin and DCL co-localization (E, F &H) in the ventricle wall. No nucleus is present there (asterix in G). Scale bars 
in A-D measure 100µm, in E-H 10µm.
Figure 8: DCL and vasopressin (AVP) expression in the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). (A-D) Flu-
orescent overview pictures showing DCL expression (A) in the SCN above the optic chiasm (OC) but not in the 
paraventricular nucleus (PVN). AVP is expressed in both SCN and PVN (B). A hoechst staining shows anatomy of the 
hypothalamic area arround the third ventricle (3V) and SCN (C). (D) A composed image of A & B showing the partial 
overlap between DCL and AVP. (E-H) The overlapping expression patterns of DCL (E) and AVP (F) are consistent with 
the subdivision of the SCN into a core and a shell area (G) since AVP is known to be expressed in the SCN shell. (H) 
A dual laser confocal image shows co-localization between DCL and AVP. (I-L) In this shell area AVP and DCL are not 
always co-localized in the same cell population. Some DCL positive cells (arrows in I) are AVP positive (arrow in J), 
some others are AVP negative (asterix in J). (L) Doublelaser confocal image show co-localizetion. Scalebars measure 
in A 250µm, in B 50µm and in C 10µm.
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Figure 9: DCL and NeuN expression in the SCN. DCL is not expressed in the NeuN positive (red) subregion of the 
SCN. DCL is expressed in the shell region of the SCN (A & E) whereas NeuN is expressed in the SCN core region (B & 
F). Merged fluorescent overview image D and double laser confocal image H do not show co-localization. Close-up 
images show DCL (arrow in I) and NeuN (arrows in J) are expressed in a different cell population. Scalebars measure 
in A 200µ, in B 75µm and in C 10µm.
Fig. 8
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tection level (data not shown) in tanycytes and other cells around the third ventricle. Thus, 
our findings suggest a unique, but yet unknown role of DCL in the hypothalamus and are in 
line with the hypothesis that tanycytes have neurogenic properties.
DCL expression in SCN
Recent evidence suggests high neuronal plasticity in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), 
which is evidenced by low NeuN expression and the presence of neuroblast-like cells are 
suggested by DCX expression (Geoghegan and Carter, 2008). To investigate possible DCL-DCX 
co-localization in the SCN we inspect DCL/DCX expression by confocal microscopy. Surpri-
singly, we did not detect any DCX staining in the SCN (data not shown). However, clear DCL 
expression is observed in outer parts of the SCN. DCL immunoreactivity is likely located in 
the shell area (Leak and Moore, 2001) because it overlaps with the expression vasopressin 
(AVP), a marker of the shell area (Fig.8 A&B). Detailed inspection of AVP-DCL co localization 
shows a complex picture of AVP–specific expression in cell bodies, DCL-specific expression 
in mainly projections and the cytosol of cell bodies but not in nuclei and AVP-DCL co-loca-
lization in the cytosol of cell bodies and in projections, suggesting cellular heterogeneity in 
the shell area of the SCN (Fig. 8C). DCL expression is highly specific for the SCN and is below 
detectable levels in related nuclei like the paraventricular nucleus (PVN, see Fig 8A) or the 
supraoptic nucleus (SON; data not shown).
As reported by Geoghegan & Carter (2008), we found NeuN expression in the core region of 
the SCN. However, DCL expressing cells in the shell region are devoted from NeuN expres-
sion while NeuN expressing cells in the core do not express any detectable DCL. Together, 
we observe a number of DCL+/NeuN- cells in the shell area of the SCN indicating their im-
mature character suggesting a high degree of neuronal plasticity in this brain area.
Expression in islands of Calleja
We noticed persistent and unexpected DCL expression in the islands of Calleja (ICj; Fig.10). 
The ICj are composed of several small groups of granule cells in the polymorph layer of the 
olfactory tubercle and one large group, insula magna, which lies along the border between 
septum and the nucleus accumbens shell (Fallon et al., 1983;Fallon et al., 1978). The islands 
contain small granule cells (10-20 µm) which appear as rather undifferentiated neurons 
with poorly developed dendrites and axons. The granule cells surround a core of neuropil 
or hilus in which some medium sized neurons (20-35 µm) reside (Fallon, 1983;Meyer et 
al., 1989;Millhouse, 1987). DCL expression is found in all locations like the insula magna or 
major islands (Fig.10A&J), the ventral group of the islands along the pial border of the basal 
forebrain (Fig.10A&F) and the rostral group of islands below the semilunar nucleus (Fig.10B). 
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DCL expression is mainly found in the hilar neuropil (Fig.10C-N). Unlike our findings in the 
other brain areas, small granule cells in the ICj are NeuN positive (Fig.10K-N). These granule 
cells are characterized by their relative small size compared to neuronal nuclei outside the 
islands or inside the hilus (Fig.10F). No DCL is expressed in cell nuclei of ICj granule cells.
Figure 10: DCL expression in the islands of Calleja (ICj).(A) The major islands (arrows M) are located between the 
Nucleus accumbens shell and lateral septal nucleus. The lateral islands (arrows L) are located in the ventral pal-
lidum. (B) Also the rostral islands (arrows R) are DCL positive. (C-F) High DCL expression is found in the neuropil or 
hilus (C & E). The small granule cells of the ICj are NeuN positive (D). Also some characteristic larger NeuN positive 
neurons are found (arrows in F). (G-J) The highest DCL expression in the major islands is found in the neuropil or 
hilus of the islands (G & I). Also in the major islands, the granule cells are NeuN positive (H). (K-N) Close up from 
in J (rectangle). DCL expression is found outside cell nuclei (asterix in L) but overlaps partly on the border of these 
nuclei (arrows in L, M & N). Scale bars measure in A, 1mm, in B 0.8mm, in C-J 100µm and in K-N 10µm.
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Discussion
We have generated a DCL-specific antibody and applied it to characterize the expression of 
DCL, a neurogenesis-related gene, in the adult mouse brain. As expected we found strong 
DCL expression in two well-established neurogenic cell niches; i.e. in the SVZ, RMS and ol-
factory bulbus and in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus. In these areas, DCL shows co-
localization with the DCX expression patterns, suggesting a role for DCL in neuronal migra-
tion as reported in the embryonic brain (Deuel et al., 2006;Koizumi et al., 2006;Vreugdenhil 
et al., 2007). Strikingly, unlike DCX, we found unique DCL expression in specific brain nuclei, 
i.e. in tanycytes near the third ventricle wall, in the SCN and in the ICj suggesting the pres-
ence of immature and/or potential mitotic cells in these brain areas. Finally, unlike DCX, we 
observed a punctuate and speckled staining pattern in all inspected brain areas suggesting 
that, besides neurogenesis, DCL may regulate other processes in neuronal plasticity.
Strong DCL expression is found in the neurogenic cells of the SVZ, RMS and olfactory bulbus. 
In these neurogenic regions strong DCX expression has been reported in rats and mice (Brown 
et al., 2003b;Couillard-Despres et al., 2005;Nacher et al., 2001;Rao and Shetty, 2004). DCL 
expression shows strong overlap with the DCX expression patterns, which is in line with 
our expectation about a role for DCL in neurogenesis. In the subventricular zone, DCL is 
co-expressed with DCX in cells referred to as type-A cells (Doetsch et al., 1997). Along the 
RMS this co-expression is continued which suggests a role in neuronal migration as reported 
before on DCL in the embryonic brain (Deuel et al., 2006;Koizumi et al., 2006;Vreugdenhil 
et al., 2007). In the granule cell layer (GCL) of the olfactory bulbus, DCX positive immature 
neurons show DCL co-expression too. In the glomerula layer co-expression is less common, 
several DCX positive PGC’s show co-expression with DCL, but the majority of these cells are 
DCX positive only. No DCL positive/DCX negative cells were found. This might indicate that 
DCL expression in neuron maturation ends earlier compared to DCX.
In addition to DCL positive immature granule cells, a clear DCL signal is found in the GCL and 
plexiform layers of the OB. The nature of this signal is difficult to pin point, since this area 
primarily consists of dense neuropil formed by fibers from the GCL and the mitral cell layer 
(MCL) (Ennis et al., 2007). The signal is low compared to immature DCL positive granule 
cells. The function of DCL in these fibers remains unknown, however, continuous replace-
ment of newborn neurons in the OB (Imayoshi et al., 2008;Murata et al., 2011) might need 
some dendritic rearrangement of the existing network (see review by Wilson et al., 2004).
DCL positive cells are mainly found in the subgranular zone of the dentate gyrus and the ma-
jority of these cells co-express DCX but not NeuN. DCX is a reliable frequently-used marker 
for migrating neuroblasts (Brown et al., 2003b;Rao and Shetty, 2004;Couillard-Despres et 
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al., 2005;Garcia et al., 2004). Given their high homology and their co-expression, our data 
indicate similar functions for DCL with DCX in migrating neuroblasts. In line with this notion 
are studies on the role of DCX and the DCLK gene in the development of the neocortex. 
Both DCX and DCLK mouse mutants show normal development of the neocortex (Corbo 
et al., 2002;Shu et al., 2006). However, DCX/DCLK double mouse mutants exhibit severe 
malformations of the neocortex and other brain areas (Koizumi et al., 2006;Deuel et al., 
2006;Dehmelt and Halpain, 2007) suggesting that DCX/DCL(K) proteins interactions are ne-
cessary for proper neurogenesis. Our data indicate that DCX/DCL interaction continues in 
the adult brain. We observe DCL expression in nuclei in the SGZ that are negative for NeuN 
suggesting a DCL function in proliferating NPCs. In line with this, in C. elegans, the analogue 
of the DCLK gene, zyg-8, is involved in a-symmetric cell divisions and controls mitotic spindle 
positioning by promoting microtubule assembly during the anaphase (Gonczy et al., 2001). 
In mouse embryos, in vivo DCL knockdown by in utero electroporation in embryonic ventri-
cle zone cells reduces the number of NPCs (Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). In vitro, DCL co locali-
zes with mitotic spindles in neuroblastoma cells and DCL knockdown leads to apoptotic cell 
death (Verissimo et al., 2010b;Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). Together with our present results, 
all these data points to a role for DCL in proliferation of NPCs in the adult dentate gyrus. 
However, such a role seems unique for the hippocampus as we did not observe nuclear DCL 
localization in other brain areas.
A novel population of DCL-expressing cells are tanycytes. These cells are derived from em-
bryonic radial glia cells and express many markers which are found in radial glia and neu-
ronal precursor cells (for an overview see Rodriguez et al., 2005;2010). For example, hypo-
thalamic tanycytes express GFAP, vimentin and nestin, all markers for neuronal stem cells, 
but do not express NeuN, a marker for adult neurons.  A low frequency of ongoing adult 
neurogenesis in hypothalamic tanycytes has been reported (Rodriguez et al., 2005;Xu et al., 
2005;Kokoeva et al., 2007). Since DCL is linked to adult neurogenesis, DCL might be involved 
in hypothalamic neurogenesis. However, only a subpopulation, e.g. α-tanycytes, is thought 
to have regenerative capacity (Rodriguez et al., 2005). DCL is expressed in all types of tany-
cytes around the third ventricle and therefore might serve a broader function than neuro-
genesis alone. The functions of tanycytes are complex and are for a large degree unknown. 
Tanycytes are involved in the release of gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnRH) (Rodriguez 
et al., 2005;Prevot, 2002) and also thyroid hormone signalling is regulated by thyroxine dei-
odinase enzymes which are expressed in tanycytes (Tu et al., 1997). Interestingly, tanycytes 
may be involved in circadian or circa-annual cycles as they may regulate seasonal production 
and release of thyroid hormone and GnRH (Kameda et al., 2003; for review see Hazlerigg 
and Loudon, 2008). Since tanycytes are in contact with the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) they 
are also thought to orchestrate sensing of glucose levels and therefore may play a role in 
glucose metabolism (Millan et al., 2010). Thus, although the precise functional significance 
in tanycytes is presently unknown DCL expression might be related to cell movement due 
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to seasonal changes and/or to microtubule-guided transport of signalling proteins as was 
shown for the glucocorticoid receptor (Fitzsimons et al., 2008).
We found high DCL expression in the SCN, a brain area crucially involved in the regulation 
of circadian cycles and, as tanycytes, has been associated with seasonal timing. The SCN is 
dynamic in temporal and spatial expression of genes (Welsh et al., 2010;Morin, 2007). The 
SCN has a plastic nature which facilitates daily structural rearrangements within the SCN 
(Meijer et al., 2010;Girardet et al., 2010a). In the structural organization of the SCN, a clear 
distinction can be made between cells expressing vasopressin (AVP) defining the SCN shell 
and cells expressing vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) defining the core. Although both 
core and shell show structural rearrangements between light and dark phases (Becquet et 
al., 2008), the VIP containing core is believed to have a more dynamic character compared to 
the AVP expressing shell (Girardet et al., 2010b). However, our finding of DCL+/ AVP+ cells in 
the shell of the SCN that, in contrast to cells in the core, are negative for NeuN (see below), 
suggest an immature character and suggests strong cytoskeleton rearrangements in this 
part of the SCN. DCL might be involved in SCN plasticity similarly as has been reported for 
polysialic acid (PSA) and neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) (Bonfanti et al., 1992;Glass 
et al., 2003;Shen et al., 1997;Shen et al., 1999;Prosser et al., 2003). PSA-NCAM is thought to 
play a key role in daily structural rearrangement of the SCN (Girardet et al., 2010a;Glass et 
al., 2003;Prosser et al., 2003) and is thereby crucial for the circadian organization of beha-
viour (Fedorkova et al., 2002;Shen et al., 1997;Prosser et al., 2003). In line with DCL expres-
sion in the SCN, PSA-NCAM is also a well-known marker for neurogenesis in the adult brain 
and often is co-expressed with DCX (Varea et al., 2009; reviewed by Bonfanti, 2006). Besides 
neurogenesis, DCL is involved in fast microtubule-guided retrograde transport of signalling 
molecules in neuronal progenitor cells (Fitzsimons et al, 2008) and thus might play such a 
role in the shell of the SCN too. Further experiments aiming to manipulate DCL expression 
in the SCN, are required to address this point.
Interestingly, DCX expression in the core of the rat SCN has been reported (Geoghegan and 
Carter, 2008). However, we were unable to reproduce this finding, which might be due to 
technical, antibody-related issues or to the differences between species used in our study 
(mice) and used by Geoghegan and Carter (rat). We find specific DCL expression in the shell 
of the SCN but not in the core. This points towards different roles of DCL and DCX in the SCN.
Unexpectedly, we observed high DCL expression in the ICj. Although the ICj are not well 
known for their neurogenic capacity, their granule cells are derived from the SVZ (De Marchis 
et al., 2004). In postnatal and adolescent mice, an alternative migratory route named ventral 
migratory mass, ends as granule cells in the ICj. In addition, NeuN/BrdU double positive cells 
in the ICj are found 11 days after BrdU injection (Shapiro et al., 2009). The possible role of 
DCL in this area remains speculative. We did not find cells which look like migratory type-A 
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cells as found in the RMS. The fact that DCL is mainly expressed in the hilus or neuropil, 
which mainly consists of unmyelinated axons and dendrites, points towards a similar ex-
pression pattern of DCL as seen in the granular and plexiform layer of the olfactory bulbus. 
Tracing studies revealed input from the substantia nigra-ventral tegmental area (SN-VTA), 
olfactory bulbus and cortical input from the piriform and periamygdaloid cortex (Fallon, 
1983). ICj projections are found towards the surrounding olfactory tubercle, ventral stria-
tum and ventral pallidum (Fallon, 1983;Ubeda-Banon et al., 2008). The ICj might play a role 
in encoding the proper reward component to olfactory and emotional information (Shapiro 
et al., 2009).
Compared with DCX, we observe a distinct staining pattern for DCL. Whereas DCX staining 
is homogeneous and nicely highlights complete dendrites of NPCs, DCL has a speckled and 
rather punctuate appearance. Moreover, this DCL pattern can sometimes be found outside 
neurogenic areas such as the GCLs of the dentate gyrus suggesting additional roles for DCL 
in neuronal plasticity. Interestingly, several neurogenesis-related proteins such as calbindin 
and PSA-NCAM (for review see (Duan et al., 2008) exhibit a similar speckled and punctu-
ate staining pattern (Bonfanti, 2006). Interestingly, both Calbindin and PSA-NCAM have also 
been associated with the novo formation with synapses (Dityatev et al., 2004;Rami et al., 
1987) indicating a possible DCL role in synaptic plasticity. However, the functional significan-
ce of this similarity in staining patterns, if any, is at present unknown and requires further 
detailed structural and morphological analysis.
In conclusion, DCL is expressed in the adult neurogenic niches, where it exhibits strong co-
expression with DCX, suggesting that dcx/dcl interaction is required for proper adult neuro-
genesis. Moreover, we identified hypothalamic tanycytes, the SCN and the ICj as novel sites 
with specific DCL expression, but not DCX. As DCL is characteristic for dynamic processes 
such as cellular migration that requires drastic reorganization of the microtubule cytoskele-
ton, our data suggests the existence of high levels of neuronal plasticity in these brain areas.
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Doublecortin-like is implicated in adult-
hippocampal neurogenesis and in motivational 
aspects to escape from an aversive environment
Abstract
68
Doublecortin-like (DCL) is a microtubule-associated protein that is highly homologous to 
doublecortin and is crucially involved in embryonic neurogenesis. Here, we have investi-
gated the in vivo role of DCL in adult hippocampal neurogenesis by generating transgenic 
mice producing inducible shRNA molecules that specifically target DCL but not other splice-
variants produced by the DCLK gene.
DCL knockdown resulted in a significant increase in the number of proliferating BrdU+ cells 
in the subgranular zone one day after BrdU administration. However, the number of sur-
viving newborn adult NeuN+/BrdU+ neurons are significantly decreased when inspected 
4 weeks after BrdU administration suggesting a blockade of neuronal differentiation after 
DCL-KD. In line with this, we observed an increase in the number of proliferating cells, but 
a decrease in post mitotic DCX+ cells that are characterized by long dendrites spanning all 
dentate gyrus layers.
Behavioural analysis showed that DCL-KD strongly reduced the escape latency of mice on 
the circular hole board but did not affect other aspects of this behavioural task. Together, 
our results indicate a key role for DCL in neuronal development but not in hippocampus-
dependent memory formation.
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Introduction
The doublecortin (DCX) gene family members are involved in structural plasticity and a rapid 
adaption of cellular shape (for review see Reiner et al., 2006). Proteins encoded by this 
family are generally microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) characterized by a-typical mi-
crotubule (MT) binding domains, called DC domains. The archetypical member of this family 
is DCX. Phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of DCX controls cytoskeleton dynamics 
thereby enabling movement of migrating neuroblasts (Schaar et al., 2004). Consequently, 
missense mutations in human X-linked DCX are associated with impaired neuronal migra-
tion of neuroblasts during embryonic development and are associated with lissencephaly 
in men and with the double cortex syndrome in females (des Portes et al., 1998;Gleeson et 
al., 1998).
A complete removal of DCX in mice leads to normal cortical development suggesting that 
other members of the DCX family compensate for the loss of DCX function (Corbo et al., 
2002). One likely member in this respect is the doublecortin-like kinase-1 (DCLK1) gene (for 
review see Dijkmans et al., 2010). Interestingly, like DCX knockout mice, DCLK1 knockout 
mice also lack a clear phenotype (Deuel et al., 2006) but DCLK/DCX double knockout mice 
display profound disorganized cortical layering and a disrupted hippocampal structure, sug-
gestive of a compensatory role for the DCLK1 gene in the migration of neuronal progenitor 
cells during embryogenesis (NPCs; Deuel et al., 2006;Koizumi et al., 2006). In addition, this 
suggests that DCX as well as DCLK are necessary for proper neuronal development.
The DCLK gene encodes multiple splice-variants encoding proteins containing DC domains 
and Ser/Thr kinase domains, such as DCLK-long, or Ser/Thr kinase domains only, like DCLK-
short (for review see Dijkmans et al., 2010). In addition, the DCLK gene encodes one splice 
variant called doublecortin-like (DCL), that lacks a kinase domain and is highly homologous 
to DCX over its entire length (Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). During embryonic development, 
DCL functions as a microtubule stabilizing protein of mitotic spindles in vitro and in vivo. In 
addition, DCL knockdown by RNA-interference technology induces spindle collapse in vitro 
and in vivo while DCL knockdown in vivo by in utero electroporation leads to significantly 
reduced cell numbers in the inner proliferative zones and dramatically disrupts most radial 
processes  (Vreugdenhil et al., 2007).
Both DCX and DCL are also expressed in the adult brain. Consistent with a function for 
DCX in the migration of neuronal progenitor cells, profound DCX expression occurs in well-
established neurogenic areas in the adult brain and DCX is generally considered a useful 
neurogenesis marker (Brown et al., 2003b;Couillard-Despres et al., 2005). DCX+ neuronal 
progenitors cell’s (NPC’s) and DCX+ migrating neuroblasts can be found in the subventricular 
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zone (SVZ) and rostral migratory stream (RMS). DCX+ neuroblasts are well-studied in the 
subgranular zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus where approximately 20% of the DCX+ cells 
are proliferating NPC’s, while the remaining 80% are post mitotic NPC’s and/or neuroblasts 
(Plumpe et al., 2006;Walker et al., 2007). However, DCX expression has also been found ge-
nerally in lower numbers, in other brain regions such as the telencephalon, hypothalamus 
or amygdala (Gomez-Climent et al., 2008;Nacher et al., 2001;Werner et al., 2012;Zhang et 
al., 2009). Previously, we have reported DCL expression that overlaps and co localises with 
DCX, in the SVZ, in the rostral migratory stream and in the SGZ of the dentate gyrus (Saaltink 
et al., 2012). As DCX, DCL is also expressed at high levels in other brain areas, like the supra-
chiasmatic nucleus (SCN), the Islands of Calleja and in hypothalamic tanycytes (Saaltink et 
al., 2012).
Although a role for the DCLK1 gene in embryonic neurogenesis seems evident, the functio-
nal role for DCLK-splice variant DCL in adult neurogenesis and its function in NPCs remains 
elusive. To begin to address this role, we have generated inducible DCL-shRNA mice to 
knockdown DCL in vivo. As neurogenesis is well-established in the dentate gyrus and DCX 
and DCL expression is restricted to progenitor cells in the SGZ, we focus on this neurogenic 
area of the hippocampus.  Furthermore, the functional role of adult neurogenesis in the 
cognitive performance was studied using a hippocampus-dependent spatial memory task 
known as circular hole board paradigm. We report here that inducible knockdown of DCL 
leads to a dramatic reduction of post-mitotic DCX-positive cells. In addition, impaired neu-
rogenesis does not affect spatial memory formation. However, DLC knockdown leads to an 
increase in the time to escape from the circular hole board suggesting a subtle role for DCL 
in context discrimination.
Methods
Animals and animal experimentation
Transgenic male mice were obtained from TaconicArtemis GmbH (Köln, Germany). These 
mice contain an inducible and reversible shRNA expression system (Seibler et al., 2007), 
which we called DCL-KD mice. The following hairpin sequences targeting the 3’-UTR region 
of the mRNA encoding DCL (see Fig. 2A ) were cloned into the Taconic Artemis system as 
described previously (Seibler et al., 2007):
5’- TCCC GCTGGTCATCCTGCATCTTGT TTCAAGAGA ACAAGATGCAGGATGACCAGC TTTTTA   -3’
3’-      CGACCAGTAGGACGTAGAACA AAGTTCTCT TGTTCTACGTCCTACTGGTCG AAAAATGCGC -5’
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Transgenic males were the founders of our heterozygous outbred colony with B6129S6F1 
mice. The shRNA system was induced by doxycycline (dox) via dox containing food pellets 
(Dox Diet Sterile S3888, 200mg/kg, BioServ, New Jersey, USA). Animals were put for 4 weeks 
on dox diet (ad libitum) before they were used for any experiment. Non-induced control 
animals were fed on identical control diet without dox (S4207, BioServ, New Jersey, USA). 
Tissues are obtained from transgenic DCL-KD mice and wildtype littermates born in our 
animal facility. After dox induction animals were killed by decapitation and brains were 
quickly removed for dissection of olfactory bulb and hippocampus. Tissue for qPCR was put 
into RNAlater® Solution (Applied Biosystems, The Netherlands) and kept at 4°C for a day and 
stored at -20°C for later use. Tissue for Western Blot analysis was identically dissected, snap-
frozen and stored at -80°C for later use.
All experiments were approved by the committee of Animal Health and Care, Leiden Univer-
sity and performed in compliance with the European Union recommendations for the care 
and use of laboratory animals.
RNA isolation
Total RNA was extracted using Trizol (Invitrogen, The Netherlands) and checked for con-
centration and purity using a Nanodrop ND-1000 spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, USA). 
RNA integrity was checked using RNA nano labchips in an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyser (Agilent 
Technologies, Inc, USA). To remove genomic DNA, 1µg RNA of each sample was treated 
with DNAse Amplification Grade (Invitrogen, The Netherlands) and diluted with DEPC-MQ 
to 50ng/µl RNA. From this purified RNA, cDNA was generated using Biorad iScript cDNA 
synthesis kit (Biorad, The Netherlands).
shRNA detection
shRNA targeting DCL was measured using a custom designed Taqman microRNA assay on 
a ABI 7900HT fast real time PCR system (Applied Biosystems, The Netherlands). Specific 
primers were designed to detect anti-DCL shRNA (ACAAGAUGCAGGAUGACCAGC). For 
mouse tissue, snoRNA-202 was used as reference gene and the data was analyzed using the 
ΔΔCt method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001).
Western blot analysis
Tissue was solubilised in lysis buffer (1% Tween-20, 1% DOC, 0,1% SDS, 0,15M NaCl and 50 
mM Tris pH 7,5) and centrifuged at max speed (14000rpm) for 10 minutes. The protein con-
centration of the supernatant was measured using the pierce method (Pierce® BCA Protein 
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Assay Kit, Thermo Scientific, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands). Equal amounts of protein (2 µg 
cell lysate) were separated by SDS-PAGE (10% acrylamyde) and transferred to immobilon-P 
PVDF membranes (Millipore).
Blots were incubated in a blocking buffer (TBST, Tris-buffered saline with 0.2% Tween 20, 
with 5% low-fat milk powder) for 60 minutes and then incubated in fresh blocking buffer 
with primary antibodies as described (Saaltink et al., 2012) anti-DCL, 1 : 2000; monoclonal 
α-tubulin DM1A, 1:10000; Sigma–Aldrich, The Netherlands) for another 60 minutes. After a 
five minutes wash (3x) with TBST, horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies 
were added in TBST. After treatment with 10 ml luminol (200ml 0,1M Tris HCL, pH8. 50 mg 
sodium luminol, 60 μl 30% H2O2), 100 μl Enhancer (11mg para-hydroxy-coumaric acid in 
10 ml DMSO) and 3 μl H2O2 protein detection, was performed by ECLTM western blotting 
analysis system (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Freiburg, Germany).
The developed films were scanned at a high resolution (13200 dpi) and gray-values were 




To test whether DCL knockdown had an effect on adult neurogenesis, BrdU was used to label 
proliferating cells. In the first experiment, wildtype and transgenic animals of 6 weeks old 
were put on a dox or control diet (n=6 per group). After 4 weeks, mice received a single in-
traperitoneal injection with BrdU (200 mg/kg BrdU dissolved in 0.9% saline, Sigma Aldrich). 
After 24 hours the animals were sacrificed and prepared for immunohistochemistry as des-
cribed previously (Saaltink et al., 2012). In a second experiment, animals received a similar 
diet described above for 4 weeks. Subsequently, intraperitoneal BrdU (100 mg/kg BrdU 
dissolved in 0.9% saline, Sigma Aldrich) was administrated for 4 consequential days. The 
animals were kept on the experimental diet for another 4 weeks were after the animals 
were killed and prepared for immunohistochemistry as described before.
Immunohistochemistry
To measure proliferation, BrdU was visualized with 3,3’-Diaminobenzidine (DAB) as previ-
ously described (Heine et al., 2004a). In short, free-floating sections were incubated in 0.5% 
H2O2 to block endogenous peroxidase. Subsequently, the sections were incubated in mouse 
α-BrdU  primary antibody (clone: BMC9318, Roche Diagnostics, The Netherlands, 1:1000 
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overnight) and subsequently in sheep α mouse biotinylated secondary antibody (RPN1001, 
GE Healthcare, Germany, 1:200 for 2 hrs); both antibodies diluted in 0.1% Bovine Serum 
Albumin (BSA; sc-2323; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), 0.3% TX-100 and 0.1M phosphate buffer. 
To amplify the signal, a VectaStain Elite avidin-biotin complex (ABC) Kit (Vector Laboratories, 
Brunschwig Chemie, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 1:800 for 2 hrs) and tyramide (TSATM 
Biotin System, Perkin-Elmer, Groningen, The Netherlands, 1:750 for 45 minutes) were used. 
Thereafter, sections were incubated with DAB (0.5 mg/ml), dissolved in 0.05M tris-buffer 
(TB) with 0.01% H2O2 for 15 minutes. Sections were air-dried and counterstained with hae-
matoxylin, dehydrated and cover slipped with DPX (MerckMillipore, Darmstadt, Germany).
To analyze cell survival, chicken α-BrdU (ab92837, Abcam, Cambridge, UK, 1:1000) and 
mouse α-NeuN (MAB3777, Millipore Billerica, MA, 1:200) were visualized with fluores-
cent secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor®488, goat α-chicken and Alexa Fluor®594 donkey 
α-mouse, Invitrogen, Breda, The Netherlands).
To analyze the immature cell population in the dentate gyrus, DCX was visualized with DAB 
as previously described (Oomen et al., 2007). Briefly, free-floating sections were incubated 
in 0.5% H2O2 in 0.05 M tris-buffered saline (TBS; pH 7.6) to block endogenous peroxidise. 
Before primary antibody incubation, the sections were blocked in 2% low-fat milk powder 
(Elk, Campina, The Netherlands) in TBS for 30 minutes. Sections were incubated in goat 
α-DCX (sc-8066; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, 1:800 overnight) and subse-
quently in biotinylated donkey α-goat (sc-2042; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, 
1:500) for 2 hrs. Both antibodies were diluted in TBS with 0.25% gelatine and 0.1% TX-100. 
To amplify the signal a VectaStain Elite avidin-biotin complex (ABC) Kit and tyramide were 
used. Incubation of 15 minutes in DAB (0.5 mg/ml), dissolved in 0.05M tris-buffer (TB) with 
0.01% H2O2 finished the staining. Sections were air dried and counterstained with haema-
toxylin, dehydrated and cover slipped with DPX.
Cell counting 
Every tenth section of the collected material (1 series out of 10) was stained according the 
procedures described above. In case of proliferation, all BrdU positive cells in the dentate 
gyrus were estimated by counting the cells within this series and multiply this with 10. For 
cell survival, BrdU and NeuN double positive cells were counted. To analyze the immature 
population of newborn neurons a distinction based on the dendritic morphology was made 
between three types of DCX positive cells (Plumpe et al., 2006). We categorized DCX posi-
tive cells in proliferative stage (type 1, short of no processes), intermediate stage (type 2, 
medium processes) and post mitotic stage (type 3, strong dendrites with branches). For all 
three experiments, the total amount of cells in each section was multiplied by 10.
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The circular hole board paradigm (CHB, Fig. 1) was performed as described previously (Dalm 
et al., 2009). In short, a round Plexiglas plate (diameter: 110 cm) with 12 holes (diameter: 5 
cm; Fig. 1C) was situated 1 meter above the floor (Fig.1D). The holes were connected to an 
s-shaped tube of 15 cm length. Beneath the tube, the home cage was placed such to enable 
the animal to leave the plate and enter its cage. At 5 cm depth, the holes could be closed 
by a lith. One week before the experimental procedure, the animals were trained to climb 
through the tunnel 3 times.
Figure 1: Setup of circular hole board experiment. A: Animals were put on a dox diet for at least 5 weeks before the 
CHB was started. B: The CHB paradigm started with a free exploration trial (FET). 7 days later the animals followed 
a training for 4 consecutive days with 2 trials a day. At day 5 the animals were exposed to a probe trial in which the 
escape hole was closed. C: The hole board was equipped with 12 holes. During the training, 1 hole was open and 
animals could reach their home cage. D: Picture of the setup in the lab.
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Procedure
At day 1, each mouse started with a Free Exploration Trial (FET) of 300 sec. All holes were 
closed and the mouse was allowed to move freely over the board. Seven days after the FET 
the animals proceeded with a 4 days training session with two trainings a day (120 sec) in 
which the mice learned to find the exit to their home cage. One day after the training ses-
sions the animals were once again placed on the board for a FET of 120 sec.
Behavioural assessments
Video recorded behaviour was automatically analyzed (distance moved, velocity) by Ethovi-
sion software (Noldus BV, Wageningen, The Netherlands) combined with manually collected 
data like hole visits, latency to target and the escape latency.
Statistics
Results are expressed as mean ±S.E.M. and unless stated otherwise a Student’s t-test was 
performed using Prism 4.00 (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA). Behavioural data is 
tested with a General Linear Model (GLM) for repeated measurements in SPSS statistical 
software version 20 (IBM, SPSS Inc. Chicago,IL).
Results
Generation of DCL-KD mice.
To create an inducible DCL-specific knockdown mouse, we designed a shRNA molecule that 
targets the 3’-UTR of the DCL mRNA that is absent in other splice-variants of the DCLK gene 
(see Fig. 2A) and has no significant homology with other members of the DCX family. This 
DCL-specific shRNA was used to generate doxycycline-inducible knockdown mice according 
standard procedures (Seibler et al, 2007). No obvious phenotypic differences were observed 
with respect to weight, breeding and behaviour in the transgenic DCL-KD mice compared 
to their littermate WT controls. We checked the expression of DCL-targeting shRNA with or 
without dox administration by a DCL-specific custom-made qPCR approach. 
As expected, no shRNA-DCL expression is detected in WT littermate mice (data not shown). 
Strong hairpin induction is found in both hippocampus and olfactory bulb of DCL-KD mice (in 
both cases; student’s t-test, n=4, two-tailed, *** p < 0.0001). Compared to transgenic litter-
mates on control diet, an 10 (Hi) and 25 (OB) fold higher expression of shRNA was measured 
in transgenic animals on dox diet (see Fig. 2D). To investigate specificity of the DCL shRNA 
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we analyzed the expression of all DCLK1 gene derived proteins by Western blot analysis. DCL 
protein levels were reduced to 25% after doxycycline administration in both hippocampus 
and olfactory bulb (Fig. 2E) while the expression levels of other DCLK1 gene-derived pro-
teins are not affected (Fig. 2B). To check for possible fluctuations in DCL expression during 
neuronal embryogenesis and early postnatal development, a neuronal developmental time-
window depending critically on proper expression of DCLK1 gene expression, we inspected 
DCL expression at embryonic day 14 and postnatal day 1 and 4 by western blot analysis. We 
found no significant differences in DCL protein levels in DCL-KD animals compared to their 
littermate WT controls. Together, we concluded that we generated a reliable mouse model 
with inducible DCL-specific knockdown.
Figure 2: Specific knockdown of DCLK1 splice variant DCL. A) Overview of the three most important DCLK1 splice 
variants and their functional components. The shRNA target sequence resides in the 3’-UTR of DCL mRNA which is 
absent in DCLK-long and DCLK-short. B) Western blot analysis reveals splice variant specific knockdown of DCL in 
dox induced transgenic (TG) animals compared to dox induced wildtype (WT) animals. DCLK-long and DCLK-short 
expression is not affected. C) Although there is some leakage, this leakage does not affect hippocampal DCL expres-
sion during embryonic development. There is no significant difference in DCL expression between non-induced 
wildtype (WT and transgenic (TG) littermates at embryonic day 14 (ED14) and postnatal day 1 and 3 (PND1 & 
PND3). D) After dox induction, in the hippocampal tissue (Hi) an almost 10-fold higher shRNA expression measured 
compared to non induced transgenic littermates.(student’s t-test, n=4, two-tailed, *** p < 0.0001) In the olfactory 
bulb (OB) a nearly 25-fold higher shRNA expression is measured (student’s t-test, n=4, two-tailed, *** p < 0.0001). 
E) In both hippocampus (Hi, student’s t-test, two-tailed, control n=4, dox n=5, ** p<0.01) and olfactory bulb (OB, 
student’s t-test, two-tailed, control n=4, dox n=5, *** p<0.0001) DCL protein expression is reduced to 25% after dox 
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DCL knockdown stimulate proliferation but reduces survival of NPCs. 
During embryonic development and in cell lines, the DCLK1 gene has been implicated in the 
formation of mitotic spindles and proliferation of NPCs and in survival of neuroblasts. There-
fore, to investigate the role of the DCL splice-variant in proliferation and survival of adult 
hippocampal NPCs in vivo, we administered the proliferation marker BrdU (Fig. 3B,C and 
E) to DCL-KD mice and sacrifice these animals after 24 hrs (proliferation) and after 4 weeks 
(survival). DCL-KD mice on dox diet showed 1.51 more BrdU positive cells 24 hours after 
injection compared to non-induced transgenic littermates (student’s t-test, two-tailed, n=6, 
*** p<0.001, see Fig. 3A). We measured the survival of newborn NPC’s using BrdU in combi-
nation with the adult neuron marker NeuN (see Fig. 3D-F). Dox induced DCL-KD-mice killed 
4 weeks after the last BrdU injection showed a significant reduction of almost 50% of BrdU/
NeuN double positive cells (student’s t-test, two-tailed, control n=4, dox n=5, * p<0.05, see 
Figure 3: Adult neurogenesis measurement using BrdU labelling. A: 24 hours after a single BrdU injection, a highly 
significant (p<0.05, two-tailed) increase in BrdU positive cells was measured in dox induced transgenic animals 
(n=6) compared to non-induced transgenic littermates (n=6). B: Examples of hippocampi derived from animals 
killed 24 hours after BrdU injection. Both sections are stained for BrdU and show mainly BrdU positive cells in 
the subgranular zone. Tissue is derived from dox induced transgenic animals (DCL-) and non-induced transgenic 
littermates (DCL+) C: BrdU/NeuN double staining revealed a significant decrease (p<0.05, two-tailed) in double 
positive cells in hippocampal dentate gyrus of dox induced transgenic animals (dox, n=5) compared to non-induced 
transgenic littermates (control, n=4). D-F: Confocal laser scanning microscopy images showing co localization of 
BrdU (green in D) and NeuN (red in E). Only cells in the dentate gyrus that are double positive (yellow in F) were 
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Figure 4: DCX cell morphology. A: DCX expressing cells in the hippocampal dentate gyrus of a transgenic animal 
on an control diet showing a normal DCX morphology with cell nuclei close to the subgranular zone (SGZ) and 
dendrites towards the molecular layer (ML). B: Hippocampal dentate gyrus of a dox induced transgenic littermate 
showing aberrant morphology of DCX positive cells. Hardly any DCX positive cell has dendrites in the granular cell 
layer (GCL) or ML. C-D: Close-up of DCX expressing cells in the hippocampal dentate gyrus of a transgenic animal 
on a control diet (C). Several DCX positive cells show dendritic outgrow (arrows) towards the molecular layer which 
are absent after DCL knockdown (D). E: Number of proliferating type 1 DCX positive cells in transgenic animals on a 
control or dox diet. There is no significant difference between both groups (t-test, two-tailed, p=0.064). F: Number 
of intermediate stage type 2 DCX positive cells in transgenic animals on a control or dox diet. There is a significant 
difference between both groups (t-test, two-tailed, p=0.05). G: Number of post mitotic stage type 3 DCX positive 
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Fig. 3C). Proliferation and cell survival in wildtype animals were similar as in non-induced 
transgenic animals. Together, this dataset suggests that proper DCL expression is necessary 
for NPC survival in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus.
To investigate the role of DCL in neurogenesis in more detail, we labelled neuronal proge-
nitor cells with DCX, a well-established marker for neurogenesis (Brown et al., 2003b). The 
expression of DCX is restricted to two types of proliferating neuronal precursor cells with no 
or short processes (here called type 1) or medium processes reaching the molecular layer of 
the dentate gyrus (here called type 2) and post-mitotic neuroblasts characterized by elonga-
ted dendrites branching into the granule cell layer and molecular layer (here called type 3; 
categorized after (Oomen et al., 2010; Plumpe et al., 2006)).  Although a trend (p=0.0638) 
of 1.2 more DCX-positive type 1 cells was found, there was no significant difference in the 
number of proliferative type 1 DCX cells between induced and non-induced DCL-KD mice 
(Fig. 4E). However, we found a clear and significant phenotypical difference in the populati-
Figure 5: Spatial parameters mea-
sured on the circular hole board. 
DCL knockdown did not affect 
the latency to target during trai-
ning sessions (A, GLM, F(1)=3.426, 
p=0.075) and probe trial (B, t-test, 
t(28)=1.219, p=0.233). Animals 
with DCL knockdown did not make 
more errors before reaching the 
target during both training (C, GLM, 
F(1)=0.779, p=0.385) and probe trial 
(D, t-test, t(28)=0.607, p=0.549).
on of DCX+ type 2 and particularly type 3 cells after DCL knockdown (see Fig. 4A-D). Interes-
tingly, we found significant (p=0.0359) 0.61 less type 2 cells (Fig. 4F) and even 0.27 less type 
3 cells (p=0.0008; Fig. 4G) Thus, DCL knockdown clearly leads to a reduction of intermediate 
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DCL-knockdown mice exhibit increased latency to escape from the circular hole board.
Numerous studies indicate that aberrant neurogenesis in the adult hippocampus is associ-
ated with disease-associated impaired learning and memory formation (see e.g. Clelland 
et al., 2009; Fitzsimons et al., 2013; Sahay et al., 2011a; for reviews see Petrik et al., 2012; 
Samuels and Hen, 2011). To investigate possible functional consequences of DCL-KD induced 
aberrant neurogenesis, we used the circular hole board paradigm, a behavioural task aiming 
to study hippocampal memory performance.
Four groups (N=16 each), transgenic mice with and without dox and their wildtype litter-
mate controls were subjected to 8 training sessions during 4 consecutive days followed by 
a free exploration trial with closed exit hole (probe trial: PT; see Fig. 1). As both wildtype 
groups were indistinguishable from the transgenic mice without dox, for reasons of clarity 
we only compare here the with (DCL-KD) and without dox (DCL+) transgenic groups (for all 
control groups see Fig. 7). DCL knockdown had no effect on the parameters ‘latency to target’ 
(t-test, t(28)=1.219, p=0.233, Fig. 5B) and ‘errors to target’ (t-test, t(28)=0.607, p=0.549, 
fig. 5D). Both DCL-KD mice and DCL+ mice showed a similar decrease over 4 training days 
Figure 6: Motivational parameters measured on the circular hole board. A: DCL-KD animals showed a significant 
longer escape latency compared to DCL+ animals (GLM, F(1)=12.813, p=0.001). B: Percent of animals who did not 
reach the target within 120 seconds. C: Mean distance moved during each trial. DCL-KD animals move a significant 
longer distance compare to DCL+ animals (GML, F(1)=4.198, p=0.050). D: Average velocity during each trial. DCL-KD 
animals are significant slower compared to DCL+ animals (GML, F(1)=15.101, p=0.001).
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in latency to target (GLM, F(3)=18.433, p<0.001) and errors to target (GLM, F(3)=6.392. 
p=0.001) and exhibit similar errors to find the target, suggesting that both groups learned 
the task equally well. Also, we observe no significant differences between the two groups in 
the probe trial indicating that DCL knockdown does not affect spatial learning parameters 
in the circular hole board task. However, surprisingly, we observe a highly significant effect 
on escape latency (GLM, F(1)=12.813, p=0.001, Fig. 6A) whereby DCL-KD animals exhibit a 
strong delay in leaving the board after finding the exit hole, to their home cage. This finding 
is supported by the longer moved distance (GML, F(1)=4.198, p=0.050, Fig. 6C), lower velo-
city (GML, F(1)=15.101, p=0.001, Fig. 6D) and the higher number of animals that  failed to 
reach the target (fig. 6B). This suggests that DCL-KD animals are less motivated to escape 
from an aversive environment.
Discussion
Here we show that DCL is implicated in adult hippocampal neurogenesis. Surprisingly, DCL 
knockdown does not affect spatial learning but is significantly associated with reduced 
escape latency on circular hole board. Knockdown of DCL leads to a significant increase in 
Figure 7: CHB score of all control groups. Wildtype and non-induced transgenic animals did not differ in latency 
to target (A), escape latency (B) and number of errors to target (D) during the training sessions. There is also no 
significant difference in latency to target during the probe trial (C). 
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the number of proliferating cells in the subgranular zone one day after BrdU administra-
tion. However, the number of newborn adult NeuN+ cells are significantly decreased when 
studied 4 weeks after BrdU administration suggesting a suppression of neuronal develop-
ment after DCL-KD. In line with this, the number of post-mitotic DCX+ NPC’s are dramatically 
reduced. As other splice-variants of the DCLK1 gene are unaffected and expressed at normal 
levels, our results demonstrate a role for DCL in the differentiation of newborn neurons that 
is not compensated for by other DCLK splice variants or other members of the DCX gene 
family including DCX. Strikingly, DCL-KD strongly reduces the escape latency of mice on the 
circular hole board but does not affect other aspects of this behavioural task. Together, our 
analysis indicates a key role for DCL in cell proliferation, migration and maturation. DCL is 
furthermore involved in motivational aspects to escape from an aversive environment.
DCL-KD leads to a significant decrease in the number of post-mitotic NeuN+/BrdU+ cells 
while the number proliferating BrdU+ cells are increased. These data suggest involvement 
of DCL in cell proliferation and subsequent survival of new born neurons. Indeed, the 
DCLK1 gene has been shown to regulate dendritic development (Shin et al., 2013) and the 
form of mitotic spindles in embryonic NPC’s and neuroblasts in vitro and in vivo (Shu et 
al., 2006;Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). In C. elegans, the orthologue of the DCLK1 gene, zyg-8, 
regulate a-symmetric division of fertilized eggs by controlling the length of mitotic spindles 
(Gonczy et al., 2001). Also in mammals, a correct positioning of mitotic spindles in radial 
glia cells has been associated with proper differentiation of the resulting neuronal daughter 
cells (Lancaster and Knoblich, 2012). Initial neuro-epithelial cell division may occur sym-
metrical and subsequently, neuronal progenitors cells, i.e. radial glia cells, are believed to 
divide asymmetrically during embryonic neurogenesis. In analogy with such a proliferation 
and differentiation scheme, type 1 and type 2 DCX+ cells may represent symmetric dividing 
progenitor cells while type 3 post-mitotic DCX+ cells may be the result of an a-symmetric 
cell division requiring functional DCL. Additionally, The DCLK gene has been shown to be 
a pro-survival gene in neuroblastoma cells (Kruidering et al., 2001) and is a target for pro-
apoptotic enzymes such as caspases and calpain (Burgess and Reiner, 2001;Kruidering et al., 
2001). Moreover, DCLK knockdown by RNA-interference technology leads to the activation 
of a pro-apoptotic program in neuroblastoma cells (Verissimo et al., 2010a) and to a reduc-
tion of neuronal progenitor cells during neocortical development in vivo (Vreugdenhil et al., 
2007). As the shRNA molecule targets DCL specifically, leaving other DCLK splice-variants 
unaltered, our data indicate a role for DCL in the transition and survival of proliferating to 
post-mitotic DCX+ NPCs.
Knockdown of DCL leads to a phenotypic change of DCX+ cells. This finding suggests that 
both DCL and DCX are expressed in the same NPC’s in the subgranular zone of the dentate 
gyrus. In line with DCL/DCX co localization are the phenotypic analysis of Dcx/Dclk1 double 
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knockouts mice showing functional redundancy during hippocampal lamination (Tanaka et 
al., 2006). Also, gene expression profiling of human primary neuroblasts clearly demonstra-
te co-expression of DCX and DCL. Moreover, our recent immunohistochemical experiments 
also showed DCX-DCL co-localization in NPC’s in the subgranular of the dentate gyrus and 
in neuroblasts in the rostral migratory stream (Saaltink et al., 2012). Thus, it seems that co 
localization of DCX and DCL are required for proper neuronal migration and differentiation. 
However, at the sub cellular level it seems that DCX and DCL are located at different locati-
ons with prominent DCX signals that follows projections forming a dendritic blueprint (see 
e.g. Fig. 3A) while DCL mainly appeared in speckles at specific dendritic hotspots (Saaltink 
et al., 2012). Also, detailed immunohistochemical analysis during embryonic development 
shows spatiotemporal differences in expression of DCX and DCL (Boekhoorn et al., 2008). 
Thus, it seems that DCL and DCX have different sub cellular functions in within a cell. In this 
respect, it is interesting to mention the study of Merz & Lie (Merz and Lie, 2013) who did 
not see altered morphological maturation of adult born dentate granule cells or migration of 
new neurons in either adult neurogenic niche after siRNA mediated DCX knockdown. This is 
rather surprising  since it is thought that both DCX and DCL play a crucial role in this process.
Our data is not consistent with earlier findings in our lab regarding the role of DCL in in-
tracellular GR transport (Fitzsimons et al., 2008) and the effect of  GR knockdown on mi-
gration and maturation of new born neurons (Fitzsimons et al., 2013). SiRNA mediated GR 
knockdown leads to hyperactive neuronal migration and maturation. Since DCL is directly 
involved in intracellular GR transport, one should expect similar hyperactive neurogenesis 
after DCL knockdown. Since activated GR’s are associated with reduced neurogenesis (Gould 
et al., 1998), the increased proliferation after DCL knockdown fits into the picture of reduced 
GR activity although GR knockdown did not affect proliferation (Fitzsimons et al., 2013). 
More compromising is the strongly reduced migration and maturation of new born neurons 
which is opposite to GR knockdown mediated hyperactive development. Apparently, DCL 
serves more functions beside GR transport.
DCL knockdown results in aberrant adult neurogenesis but does not affect spatial learning 
on the circular hole board. This finding is somewhat unexpected as several studies reported 
association of reduced neurogenesis and impaired spatial and contextual learning in several 
behavioural tasks such as contextual fear conditioning (Saxe et al., 2006) and, similar as 
the circular hole board, the Barnes maze (Imayoshi et al., 2008). However, these findings 
were not reproduced by numerous other investigators (Martinez-Canabal et al., 2013;Meshi 
et al., 2006;Shors et al., 2002;Zhang et al., 2008). For example, even complete ablation of 
neurogenesis in cyclin D2 knockout mice leads to normal spatial learning and contextual 
memory formation (Jaholkowski et al., 2009;Jedynak et al., 2012;Urbach et al., 2013). More-
over, addition of new neurons is not necessary for hippocampus-dependent learning (Fran-
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kland, 2013) but may be involved in forgetting, although this is dependent on the memory 
task used and its timing in relation to neurogenesis. Recent studies suggest a role for adult 
neurogenesis in a more subtle cognitive hippocampal function, i.e. pattern separation (Clel-
land et al., 2009;Sahay et al., 2011a). Thus, the circular hole board paradigm may be too 
robust to find possible cognitive hippocampus-mediated impairments after DCL knockdown. 
Alternatively, DCL knockdown leads to approximately 75% reduction of adult-born post-mi-
totic neurons (Fig. 3G), which may be insufficient to detect neurogenesis-related behaviou-
ral differences.
Surprisingly, DCL-KD leads to a highly significant increase in the latency to leave the circular 
hole board. Possibly, motivation to leave the CHB, might be fear-regulated by the aversive 
environment created by the board and as such, comparable with context fear conditioning 
which may be partly regulated by adult neurogenesis (Denny et al., 2012;Drew et al., 2010). 
Also, this increase in latency is associated with more motor activity with longer moved dis-
tances after DCL knockdown, a phenomenon that is also linked to a lessioned hippocampus 
(Deacon et al., 2002). Alternatively, although DCL has a highly restrictive expression pattern 
in the hippocampus (Saaltink et al., 2012), we cannot exclude the possibility that other brain 
areas are involved. In particular, DCL is also highly expressed in the olfactory bulb (OB). Ab-
lation of newly born neurons does not affect olfactory detection levels, however, it might 
affect downstream processing of odour information (Gheusi et al., 2000;Imayoshi et al., 
2008) and as such DCL knockdown might impair olfactory discrimination. Therefore, im-
paired olfaction might result in impaired recognition of the home cage, which might explain 
the increased latency to leave the board. However, olfaction is an equally important para-
meter to learn spatial memory tasks adequately (Machado et al., 2012;van Rijzingen et al., 
1995). Moreover, we did not observe any differences, as in the hippocampus, in the form 
and number of DCX+ cells in the OB (see supplemental Fig. 1) while DCL is also expressed in 
other brain areas characterized by a high level of neuronal plasticity (Saaltink et al., 2012). 
Therefore, we favour the hypothesis that the increase in latency is due to impaired structu-
ral alterations in the dentate gyrus.
In conclusion
We have successfully generated an transgenic animal model to study the role of a speci-
fic splice-variant of the DCLK gene, i.e. DCL, without affecting the expression of the other 
splice-variants DCLK-long and DCLK-short. Using this model, we found that DCL is involved 
in the transition of proliferating NPCs into post mitotic neuroblasts. Moreover, behavioural 
studies show that DCL may be involved in motivational aspects to escape from aversive en-
vironments. Our model seems an valuable in vivo tool to study these areas and the role of 
DCL therein, in a multidisciplinary fashion.
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Blockade of adult neurogenesis by 
Doublecortin-like knockdown does not affect 
contextual fear memory formation
Abstract
88
Doublecortin-like (DCL) is a microtubule-associated protein that is highly homologous to 
doublecortin and is crucially involved in embryonic neurogenesis. Previously, we have 
shown that DCL plays also an important role in adult neurogenesis. As adult neurogene-
sis has been implicated in anxiety, we have investigated the role of DCL in contextual fear 
memory formation using transgenic DCL knockdown (KD) mice producing inducible shRNA 
molecules that specifically target DCL. DCL-KD mice were tested in a contextual fear condi-
tioning (CFC) paradigm. We found that DCL-KD and associated impaired neurogenesis does 
not abolish hippocampus-dependent contextual fear memory. However, DCL-KD animals 
show a significant stronger freezing response to the first cue where after they behave like 
wildtype littermates. In addition, DCL-KD mice exhibit  significant reduced tail rattling beha-
viour during fear. Therefore, DCL-KD animals may form a valuable model to address the role 
of neurogenesis in the processing of fearful information by measuring more subtle aspects 
of context discrimination and pattern separation.
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Introduction
Doublecortin-like (DCL), a splice-variant of the doublecortin-like kinase (DCLK) gene, 
encodes a neurogenesis-related microtubule associated protein (MAP) that shares a high 
amino acid sequence identity with doublecortin (DCX) over its entire length (Burgess and 
Reiner, 2002;Sossey-Alaoui and Srivastava, 1999;Vreugdenhil et al., 2001). During embry-
onic development, DCL is widely expressed in mitotic radial glial cells (RGs) and in radial 
processes. DCL functions as a microtubule stabilizing protein of mitotic spindles in vitro and 
in vivo (Boekhoorn et al., 2008;Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). In addition, DCL knockdown by 
RNA-interference technology leads to significantly reduced cell numbers in the inner proli-
ferative zones and dramatically disrupted mostly radial processes (Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). 
In the adult brain, DCL is within the DG expressed in the neurogenic niche (Saaltink et al., 
2012) and thought to be involved in suppression of spine maturation (Shin et al., 2013). 
Furthermore, DCL regulates fast retrograde transport of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), a 
crucial mediator of the stress response, in neuronal progenitor cells (NPC’s) (Fitzsimons et 
al., 2008). In the adult hippocampus, DCL knockdown resulted in increased proliferation of 
NPC’s but in reduced numbers of post-mitotic NPC’s and neuroblasts suggesting a key role 
for DCL in migration and maturation (chapter 3).
Neurogenesis occurring at adulthood in the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the ventricle walls 
and the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) (Kempermann, 2012;Ming and Song, 2011) is af-
fected by a wide variety of conditions. For instance, neurogenesis is increased by exerci-
se and environmental enrichment (Brown et al., 2003a;Farmer et al., 2004;Kempermann 
et al., 1997b;Kempermann et al., 1998a;Rhodes et al., 2003;van Praag et al., 1999b;van 
Praag et al., 1999a) whereas it can be inhibited by severe and chronic stress (Lucassen et 
al., 2010a;Schoenfeld and Gould, 2012). Since adult neurogenesis takes place in the hip-
pocampus, it is thought that adult neurogenesis function is related to hippocampus de-
pendent memory formation, like spatial and contextual memory. An often-used paradigm 
to test hippocampal function is contextual fear conditioning (CFC). Fear memory can be 
acquired during a training program using a cue (light and tone) as conditioned stimulus (CS) 
and a mild electrical shock as unconditioned stimulus (US). By presenting the CS to animals 
in the shock compartment (context), fear memory can be tested, which then is subject to 
extinction several days later. Fear for cue and context is processed in different brain areas. 
Context-related fear memory depends on the hippocampus and cue-related fear memory 
is amygdala dependent (Phillips and Ledoux, 1992). CFC appears susceptible to altered 
neurogenesis (Fitzsimons et al., 2013;Imayoshi et al., 2008;Latchney et al., 2013;Pan et al., 
2012;Saxe et al., 2006;Tronel et al., 2012).
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In chapter 3 we showed that inhibition of neurogenesis by DCL knockdown did not result in 
impaired hippocampus dependent spatial memory formation in a circular hole board para-
digm. To validate this finding and to distinguish hippocampus dependent context memory 
formation from amygdala dependent fear memory formation, we tested our DCL-KD animals 
in the CFC paradigm. Although we observed subtle effects in mice with DCL knockdown-
mediated neurogenesis inhibition, contextual fear memory formation is not affected.
Figure 1: Contextual fear conditioning paradigm. A: Schematic overview of the experiment. During the training, an 
animal is put in a box with a metal grid. The animal is presented to a cue (tone (70dB) and light (260 lux)) functio-
ning as conditioned stimulus (CS) which is followed by an unconditioned stimulus (US) represented by a shock (0.4 
mA) via the grid. After 8 days, the animal is put in the same box to measure memory retrieval. During a context/cue 
(cc) period only the CS is presented for 20 seconds. 6 of these periods are interspersed with 1 minute of context 
(cx) without CS. 1 day after memory retrieval, the memory extinction is programmed in the same way. B: Program 
of the contextual fear conditioning. During the training, 3 minutes of baseline recording (grey) are followed up by 
a 20 seconds of cc (yellow) with CS together with a mild shock (lightening). The cc is followed by a cx (white) of 1 
minute. Such a block is rehearsed 5 times and followed by a single post period of 1 minute (grey). Memory retrieval 
and extinction are programmed in the same way, however, without an electrical shock (US).
Training
Memory retrieval
cc (20 sec) cx (60 sec)Baseline recording
Training





Context (cx) Context-Cue (cc)
Delay
Memory extinction
8 days 1 day
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Three-month-old DCL KD transgenic (n=15) (Chapter 3) and wildtype (n=17) male mice were 
obtained from our outbred colony (derived from TaconicArtemis, Cologne, Germany). The 
animals were kept under a 12:12 light-dark cycle (lights on from 7:00 to 19:00 hours), in 
a temperature-controlled room (23°C). shRNA targeting DCL,  was induced by doxycycli-
ne (dox) via dox containing food pellets (Dox Diet Sterile S3888, 200mg/kg, BioServ, New 
Jersey, USA). Water and food were available ad libitum. After 8 weeks of dox induction the 
animals were subject to contextual fear conditioning.
Apparatus
The fear conditioning paradigm was performed as described previously (Brinks et al., 2009). 
In short, a blinded Plexiglas chamber measuring 25x 25x 35 cm high was used as fear condi-
tioning box. The floor consisted of a stainless steel grid connected to a shock generator (0.4 
mA). In the wall a speaker was attached at 25 cm height and connected to a tone generator 
(70dB).  A white light source (260 lux) and a camera were placed on top of the chamber (see 
also Fig. 1).
Procedure
Animals were placed in the chamber for 3 minutes baseline recording followed by 6 light/
tone + shock pairings with 60 seconds interval. Light and tone were paired for 20 seconds. 
An electric shock was applied during the last 2 seconds of the light/tone pairing. 120 seconds 
after the last shock the animals returned to their home cage. Subsequently, to test memory 
(day 8) and memory extinction (day 9), this paradigm was repeated without the shock (see 
also Fig. 1).
Behavioural assessment
Video recorded behaviour was analyzed by an experimenter unaware of the genotype. 
Freezing behaviour was defined as immobility of the body including the head without any 
interaction with the environment. Also the number of tail rattles was scored. Behavioural 
scoring and analysis is performed with ObserverXT version 9.0 (Noldus BV, Wageningen, The 
Netherlands).
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Statistics
Results are expressed as mean ±S.E.M. and unless stated otherwise a Student’s t-test was 
performed using Prism 4.00 (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA). Behavioural data is 
tested with a General Linear Model (GLM) with repeated measurements. Tail rattling data 
is tested with an Univariate Analysis of Variance (UAV). Both tests are performed in SPSS 
statistical software version 20 (IBM, SPSS Inc. Chicago,IL).
Results
The fear conditioning paradigm consists of three tests. During training, the animals develop 
a fear for the electrical shock (US), which is associated with the presented cue (CS) and 
context. Fear memory is measured 8 days later during the memory retrieval test. Due to 
the lack of the painful US, this fear memory is partly extinguished. Fear memory extinc-
tion is measured during the third test at day 9. Analysis of all test series did not reveal 
significant effects of DCL knockdown on memory formation (F(1)=0.047, p=0.830), retrieval 
(F(1)=0.276, p=0.603) and extinction (F(1)=1.026, p=0.319). All DCL-KD animals performed 
similarly as wildtype littermates.
Fear memory training
During the initial training at day 1, the animals developed equal amounts of fear behaviour 
during both cue and context condition (Fig. 2A). Before each test series baseline behavi-
our was recorded for 3 minutes. Before training, animals were naïve and showed very low 
levels of fear behaviour (Fig. 2A). DCL-KD animals were not more or less naïve compared 
to wildtype littermates (F(1)=5.770, p=0.242). A GLM for repeated measurements showed 
a significant increase of freezing behaviour over time during cue and context alternations 
(F(3.45)=34.784, p<0.001). DCL knockdown did not affect the learning curve (F(1)=0.047, 
p=0.830). However, DCL-KD animals showed a more jagged learning curve with slightly more 
freezing behaviour in the cue-settings, compared to the subsequent context-setting (see Fig. 
2A; (F(1)=6.221, p=0.018).
Fear memory retrieval
Eight days after training, fear memory was tested during the memory retrieval test (Fig. 2B). 
Over time animals did not freeze more or less (F(5)=1.457, p=0.208) but in the cue-setting 
animals showed more freezing behaviour compared to the context-setting (F(1)=44.503, 
p<0.001). DCL knockdown does not affect memory retrieval. However, the first cue elicited 
a much stronger freezing response in DCL-KD animals compared to wildtype littermates (Fig. 
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2B, cc1; t(30)=-2.107, p=0.044). Prior to the first cue, all animals showed an increase in free-
zing behaviour over the period of 3 minutes (F(2)=5.049, p=0.009), DCL knockdown had no 
effect on fear behaviour in this period (Fig. 2B; (F(1)=2.413, p=0.132).
Fear memory extinction
At day 9, fear memory was tested again (Fig. 2C). However, due to the previous test without 
























































































































































Figure 2: Fear behaviour during contex-
tual fear conditioning. A: Percent of time 
the animals showed freezing behaviour 
during the training. DCL knockdown did 
not affect conditioning to the stimulus 
(F(1)=0.047, p=0.830). B: Percent of time 
the animals showed freezing behaviour 
during memory retrieval. DCL knock-
down did not affect fear memory and 
retrieval (F(1)=0.276, p=0.603) except 
during the first cue (cc1, marked with 
an *, t(30)=-2.107, p=0.044). C: Percent 
of time the animals showed freezing be-
haviour during memory extinction. DCL 
knockdown did not affect fear memory 
extinction (F(1)=1.026, p=0.319) except 
during the first cue (cc1, marked with an 
*, t(30)=-2.413, p=0.022). CX: context CC: 
context-cue.
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behaviour over time in the alternating cue-context settings (F(2.931)=4.089, p=0.010). Like 
memory retrieval, animals showed less fear behaviour in the context-setting compared to 
the cue-setting (F(1)=106.342, p<0.001). DCL knockdown did not affect memory extinction 
except for the first cue (cc1). DCL-KD animals showed a much stronger freezing response 
to the first cue compared to wildtype littermates (fig. 2C, t(30)=-2.413, p=0.022). In the 
period prior to the cue, no strong increase of freezing behaviour over time was seen (fig. 2C, 
F(1.581)=2.190, p=0.133).
Tail rattling
Tail rattling represents ambivalent behaviour and is seen during territorial fights between 
male mice. In a fight, mice show this behaviour when they are at a certain distance from 
the opponent. It likely represents an internal conflict between approaching or avoiding the 
opponent (Grant E.C. and Mackintosh J.H., 1963;Scott, 1966). During the fear conditioning 
paradigm, we observed numerous times tail rattling behaviour (Fig. 3), in particular in the 
training sessions. 76% of the wildtype animals and 24% of the DCL-KD animals showed at 
least 1 time this behaviour during the context period (Table 1). When the cue with elec-
trical shock was presented 65% (wildtype) and 41% (DCL-KD) of the animals showed tail 
rattling behaviour. Tail rattling was significantly reduced after DCL knockdown (F(1)=12.818, 
p=0.001). DCL-KD animals did not show different amounts of tail rattling behaviour in cue- 
Figure 3: Total number of tail rattles per minute during contextual fear conditioning. In all tests, only in the context 
situation wildtype animals showed more tail rattling compared to DCL-KD littermates (p<0.01). A: During training, 
an effect for DCL knockdown was found (F(1)=12.818, p=0.001). B: During memory retrieval, the wildtype animals 
showed significant more tail rattling during context situation, compared to cue situation (F(1)=11.024, p=0.002). C: 
Like memory retrieval, the wildtype animals showed significant more tail rattling during context situation, compa-
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Discussion
In this study, we investigated the effect of impaired neurogenesis, induced by DCL knock-
down, on behavioural aspects after contextual fear conditioning. As was observed previously 
in the circular hole board (see chapter 3), both wildtype and DCL knockdown mice exhibited 
similar learning curves in the CFC. Also, all mice are capable of to acquire, retrieve and ex-
tinguish fear memory, in a manner that is not affected by DCL knockdown. However, during 
training, DCL-KD animals showed a stronger freezing response in the cue-setting compared 
to the context-setting. Wildtype littermates showed a smooth learning curve whereas in the 
DCL-KD animals learning became manifest in a see-saw pattern. Remarkably, in response to 
the first cue in both the memory retrieval and extinction phase DCL-KD mice demonstrated 
a strong freezing response, which was significantly different from that of wildtype mice. 
Furthermore, in a context setting, DCL-KD animals showed significant less tail rattling beha-
viour in the memory retrieval and extinction phase as compared to wildtype animals.
Recently, we showed that knockdown of DCL resulted in a strong reduction of newborn 
neurons, that concerned in particular post-mitotic type 3 DCX positive NPCs (see Chapter 3). 
Newborn neurons are known to be preferentially activated during learning tasks (Arruda-
Carvalho et al., 2011;Gu et al., 2012;Kee et al., 2007;Arruda-Carvalho et al., 2011;Gu et al., 
2012). However, we cannot exclude the possibility that not all NPCs are blocked by DCL 
knockdown and that CFC-induced learning is mediated by newborn type 3 cells that are not 
affected by DCL knockdown (see chapter 3, Fig. 3G). Also, newborn neurons are not exclu-
sively activated during learning (Kee et al., 2007), which opens up the possibility that the 
Table 1: Percent of animals showing tail rattling behaviour.
Context Cue
DCL WT DCL KD DCL WT DCL KD
Training 76% 24% 65% 41%
Memory retrieval 59% 12% 0% 6%
Memory extinction 59% 0% 0% 6%
or context-setting (F(1)=0.725, p=0.398). In the memory retrieval test, the amount of tail rat-
tling behaviour was reduced in DCL-KD animals (Fig. 3B). Only wildtype animals showed high 
amounts of tail rattling behaviour (F(1)=10.041, p=0.002) which was only observed in the 
context-setting (F(1)=11.024, p=0.002). Similar effects were found during the memory ex-
tinction test (Fig. 3C). Wildtype animals showed tail rattling behaviour in the context setting, 
DCL-KD animals did not (F(1)=7.357, p=0.009). Hardly any tail rattling behaviour was recor-
ded during the presence of the cue resulting in a significant difference between context and 
cue settings (F(1)=5.330, p=0.024).
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older and mature granule cells in the dentate gyrus did participate in CFC-induced learning 
in DCL-KD mice.
Since our results suggest that DCL-positive neurons do not seem to be implicated in pro-
cessing of contextual fear memory, an alternative explanation might be that our CFC test 
was inappropriate to elucidate the biological relevance of adult hippocampal neurogene-
sis. Indeed, the role of adult neurogenesis in contextual fear conditioning is debated as 
studies so far showed contradicting results. Several studies showed reduced contextual fear 
memory after impaired or aberrant adult neurogenesis (Fitzsimons et al., 2013;Imayoshi et 
al., 2008;Latchney et al., 2013;Pan et al., 2012;Saxe et al., 2006) whereas other studies inclu-
ding the current one did not find such an effect (Clark et al., 2008;Drew et al., 2010;Dupret 
et al., 2008;Jaholkowski et al., 2009;Jedynak et al., 2012;Shors et al., 2002;Tronel et al., 
2012;Zhang et al., 2008).
There are, however, small differences in the experimental design of the CFC task in the 
above mentioned studies that may explain the contradictory findings. While most studies 
used 3 tone/shock pairings during the training, the context in which the cue was presented 
during the memory retrieval phases appeared either familiar -as we did- or novel. However, 
after inspection of the individual studies it appeared that fear memory processes proceeded 
irrespective the nature of the context.
Another explanation for the lack of effect of DCL-induced impaired neurogenesis on CFC-
induced learning might be the number cue-context pairings in the CFC paradigm used in 
our study. Recently, Drew and colleagues compared several fear conditioning paradigms in 
combination with UV-irradiation decreased adult neurogenesis (Drew et al., 2010). Like DCL 
knockdown, irradiation did not affect freezing behaviour after a series of tone-shock pai-
rings. However, they found an effect when they delivered a single shock without an additio-
nal cue. In this experiment the animals received a shock after 3 minutes in the conditioning 
chamber. One day later, the animals were exposed again to the same context. Under these 
specific conditions the animals with reduced neurogenesis showed less freezing behaviour 
suggesting subtle involvement of newborn neurons in context recognition. Also, Tronel and 
colleagues (Tronel et al., 2012) concluded that adult born neurons are not required for ac-
quisition of contextual fear memory. Instead, they found impaired adult neurogenesis to be 
deleterious for the ability to discriminate between changes introduced into context during 
extensive training. Therefore, further testing DCL-KD mice in behavioural paradigms addres-
sing contextual discrimination, may shed light on the role of DCL in context recognition.
Next to changes in the test paradigms, also the experimental strategies to block adult neu-
rogenesis differ in the studies mentioned above. These strategies range from destruction 
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of the dentate gyrus by UV radiation (Clark et al., 2008;Drew et al., 2010;Saxe et al., 2006) 
to the knockout of specific cell proliferation-related genes (Dupret et al., 2008;Imayoshi et 
al., 2008;Jaholkowski et al., 2009;Jedynak et al., 2012;Latchney et al., 2013;Tronel et al., 
2012;Zhang et al., 2008). In our study, we used inducible RNA-interference technology to 
specifically knockdown DCL which is an approach that may be comparable with TLX (Zhang 
et al, 2008), BAX (Dupret et al, 2008) and D2 knockout mice (Jaholkowski et al., 2009;Jedynak 
et al., 2012). Similar as observed in our study, CFC-induced learning is not changed in these 
knockout mice with compromised adult neurogenesis.
We found a significant increased in freezing behaviour in the first cue and a striking and sig-
nificant decrease in tail rattling after DCL knockdown in the retrieval and extinction phase. 
As these type of behaviours are anxiety-related, impaired maturation of type-3 progenitor 
cells induced by DCL knockdown might be involved in the neuronal networks regulating fear-
related processes. Interestingly, adult hippocampal neurogenesis has been implicated in 
subtle context discrimination or pattern separation (Sahay et al, 2011; Clelland et al, 2009), 
a process, which is believed to underlie anxiety disorders such as panic disorders and the 
post-traumatic stress disorders (Kheirbek et al., 2013).
In conclusion
DCL-induced impaired neurogenesis does not abolish hippocampus-dependent contextual 
fear memory. DCL-KD animals show a stronger response to the first cue where after they 
behave like wildtype littermates except for tail rattling behaviour during fear. These results 
are highly significant. Therefore, DCL-KD animals seem a valuable model for further research 
aimed to address the role of neurogenesis in the processing of fearful information by mea-
suring more subtle aspects of context discrimination and pattern separation.
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Doublecortin-like knockdown 
in hypothalamic tanycytes induce subtle effects 
on bodyweight and Deiodinase 2 activity.
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Doublecortin-like (DCL) is a microtubule-associated protein that is highly homologous to 
doublecortin and is crucially involved in adult neurogenesis in the hippocampus and fore-
brain. Previously, we showed high DCL expression in the hypothalamic tanycytes, a cell po-
pulation involved in the production of thyroid hormones. Therefore, we address the ques-
tion whether or not DCL is involved in thyroid hormone signalling. To this end, we measured 
bodyweight, serum T3 and T4 concentrations and D2 activity in hypothalamic tissue of DCL-
knockdown (KD) mice and their littermate controls. Furthermore, we measured mRNA ex-
pression of TRH, NPY, D2 and D3 in hypothalamic punches containing the ARC-ME or the 
PVN. We observed a strong reduction in DCL expression in hypothalamic tanycytes, which 
was associated with reduced body weight growth and a significant increase in D2 activity, 
the enzyme metabolizing inactive T4 into active T3. However, serum levels of T4 and T3 did 
not differ between wildtype and DCL-KD animals and also the expression of TRH, NPY, D2 
and D3 mRNA in the hypothalamus was not affected by DCL knockdown. Together, our data 
indicate a role for DCL in the regulation of D2 activity in hypothalamic tanycytes and a pos-
sible subtle role in thyroid signalling. 
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Introduction
The doublecortin-like kinase (DCLK) gene encodes multiple splice variants. One of these 
is Doublecortin-like (DCL), a microtubule associated protein (MAP) that shares a high 
amino acid sequence identity with doublecortin over its entire length (Burgess and Reiner, 
2002;Sossey-Alaoui and Srivastava, 1999;Vreugdenhil et al., 2001). During embryonic deve-
lopment, DCL is widely expressed in mitotic cells, radial glial cells (RGs) and radial processes. 
DCL functions as a microtubule stabilizing protein of mitotic spindles in vitro and in vivo 
(Boekhoorn et al., 2008;Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). In addition, DCL knockdown by RNA-in-
terference technology induces spindle collapse in vitro. DCL knockdown in vivo, by in utero 
electroporation, leads to a significantly reduced cell number in the inner proliferative zones 
and a dramatic disruption of most radial processes (Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). Furthermore, 
DCL is involved in suppression of spine maturation (Shin et al., 2013) and, in the postnatal 
brain, DCL regulates the transport of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) in neuronal progenitor 
cells (NPC’s) (Fitzsimons et al., 2008). 
Previously we described DCL expression in the adult mouse brain (Saaltink et al., 2012). In 
the hippocampus and subventricular zone (SVZ) of the adult brain, DCL is expressed in a cell 
population which is also positive for the neurogenesis marker doublecortin (DCX; Saaltink et 
al., 2012) suggesting a role for DCL in neuronal progenitor cells (NPCs) (Couillard-Despres et 
al., 2005;Plumpe et al., 2006;Rao and Shetty, 2004). Indeed, conditional knockdown of DCL 
in adult mice inhibits newborn neurons in the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) to mature 
(chapter 3). DCL is also expressed in other brain areas like suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), 
islands of Calleja (ICj) and hypothalamic tanycytes, but these areas traditionally do not show 
adult neurogenesis. Since most DCL-related studies showed involvement in neurogenesis, 
the question comes up what the function of DCL is in these apparent non-neurogenic brain 
areas.
Although there are several studies suggesting neurogenesis within the hypothalamus (Haan 
et al., 2013;Lee et al., 2012;Xu et al., 2005), DCL-expressing hypothalamic tanycytes do pro-
bably not reflect a population of newborn neurons since DCL is in particular expressed in 
nearly all β-tanycytes (Saaltink et al., 2012).  These β-tanycytes reside in the ventricle wall 
along the median eminence, which may be considered as a peri- or circumventricular organ 
(CVO). Tanycytes have a radial glia-like phenotype and express beside DCL, several markers 
of neural stem cells like nestin (Baroncini et al., 2007;Barrett et al., 2006;Chouaf-Lakhdar 
et al., 2003;Xu et al., 2005), vimentin (Baroncini et al., 2007;Bolborea et al., 2011;Chauvet 
et al., 1998;Kameda et al., 2003;Sidibe et al., 2010;Xu et al., 2005) and sox2 (Lee et al., 
2012;Li et al., 2012). Beside the blood-brain barrier (BBB), CVO’s form an alternative but 
semi-permeable barrier between the peripheral blood stream and the cerebrospinal fluid 
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(CSF) (Rodriguez et al., 2005;Rodriguez et al., 2010). Tanycytes play an important role as 
gatekeeper (Rodriguez et al., 2005) and are equipped with transport machinery to transfer 
substances from blood to CSF and vice versa (Rodriguez et al., 2010). Hypothalamic tanycy-
tes are also thought to be part of the feedback mechanism that controls the set-point of the 
hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid axis (HPT-axis; Coppola et al., 2007). Under influence of thy-
rotropin-releasing-hormone (TRH) produced in the neurons of the paraventricular nucleus 
of the hypothalamus (PVN) and released in the median eminence (ME) the thyrotrophes in 
the pituitary release thyroid-stimulating-hormone (TSH) into the systemic circulation. Circu-
lating TSH stimulates the thyroid gland to produce the thyroid hormones (TH) thyroxine (T4) 
and tri-iodothyronine (T3). THs induces genomic and non-genomic effects in many tissues 
in the body (Bassett et al., 2003). T4 is  the inactive hormone while T3 is the active form. T4 
is converted locally into T3 by deiodinase enzymes. There are several types of deiodinase 
enzyme of which type 1 and 2 (D1 & D2) convert T4 into T3. D1 is mainly active in the liver 
and kidney whereas D2 is expressed in the central nervous system, the anterior pituitary, 
brown adipose tissue and to a lesser extent in skeletal muscle. Within the hypothalamus, 
D2 is mainly expressed in the arcuate nucleus (ARC) and hypothalamic tanycytes (Guadano-
Ferraz et al., 1997;Kalsbeek et al., 2005;Tu et al., 1997).  (Crantz et al., 1982;Fekete and 
Lechan, 2007). Since DCL is highly expressed in tanycytes and has transporting capacities 
(Fitzsimons et al., 2008), it’s tempting to speculate about a role for DCL in tanycyte functio-
ning within the HPT-axis.
In this study we address the question whether conditional DCL knockdown in mice affects 
tanycytes functioning in thyroid hormone signalling. To this end, we measured bodyweight, 
serum T3 and T4 concentrations and D2 activity in hypothalamic tissue of both mice with 
normal DCL expression and in mice with DCL knockdown. Furthermore we measured mRNA 




Three-month-old DCL KD transgenic (n=12) (chapter 3) and wildtype (n=12) male mice were 
obtained from our outbred colony (derived from TaconicArtemis, Cologne, Germany). The 
animals were kept under a 12:12 light-dark cycle (lights on from 7:00 to 19:00 hours), in a 
temperature-controlled room (23°C). The shRNA system was induced by doxycycline (dox) 
via dox containing food pellets (Dox Diet Sterile S3888, 200mg/kg, BioServ, New Jersey, 
USA). Water and food were available ad libitum. After 5 weeks of dox induction the animals 
were decapitated and blood was collected. Bodyweight was measured regularly. Serum was 
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stored at -20°C until it was analyzed. The liver, pituitary and hypothalamus (defined ros-
trally by the optic chiasm, caudally by the mamillary bodies, laterally by the optic tract, and 
dorsally by the apex of the third ventricle) were isolated and stored immediately in liquid 
nitrogen. The tissue block containing the hypothalamus (n=6) was used for dissection of the 
periventricular area (PE) and the arcuate nucleus / median eminence region (ARC-ME). The 
PE consists of both paraventricular nuclei and the upper part of the ependymal lining of the 
third ventricle. This area was obtained by punching the hypothalamus with a hollow needle 
(diameter 1100µm) based on anatomical landmarks (the apex of the third ventricle Franklin 
K.B.J., 1997). The PE samples may include (part of) the dorsomedial nucleus (DMN) which 
–like the PVN- contains TRH neurons. The same instrument was used to obtain the ARC-ME 
samples (see Fig. 1). This experiment was approved by the Local Animal Welfare Committee 
of the University of Leiden, The Netherlands.
Immunohistochemistry
Wildtype and transgenic animals of 6 weeks old were put on a dox diet (n=6 per group). 
After 5 weeks the animals were killed and prepared for immunohistochemistry as described 
previously (Saaltink et al., 2012). In short, animals were deeply anaesthetized by IP injection 
of sodium pentobarbital (Euthasol 20%, ASTPharma bv, Oudewater, The Netherlands). The-
reafter the mice were transcardially perfused with ice-cold 0.1M phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS) and subsequently with 4% para-formaldehyde in 0.1M PBS (PFA). After perfusion, the 
mice were decapitated and the heads kept in 4% PFA overnight at 4°C for post fixation. The 
next day, brains were removed and put in a 15% sucrose solution (0.1M PBS) overnight 
at 4°C for dehydration. Subsequently, the brains were put in a 30% sucrose solution for 
another night at 4°C. At the end of the dehydration procedure the brains were removed 
from the solution and blotted dry before snap-freezing. The brains were kept at -80°C until 
used for cryosectioning. Serial coronal 30µm-thick sections were obtained using a cryostat 
(Leica CM 1900, Leica Microsystems, Rijswijk, The Netherlands). All brain sections were col-
lected in 2ml Eppendorfs containing anti-freeze (50%glycerol, 50% 0.2M PB) and stored at 
-20°C until further use.
Free floating sections were left at room temperature for 15 minutes before being washed 
in 0.1M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and blocked in 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA, sc-
2323, Santa Cruz) in PBS for 2 hours. After three washing steps in PBS the primary antibody 
targeting DCL (Saaltink et al., 2012) was applied to the slides in PBS with 0.3% TX-100 and 
left at room temperature for 1 hour followed up by overnight incubation at 4°C. Subse-
quently the slides were washed in PBS and incubated in secondary antibody (Alexa Fluor® 
488 donkey anti-rabbit IgG) for 2 hours at room temperature. After washing with PBS the 
slides were counterstained with Hoechst (1:10000) for 10 minutes and washed again before 
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they were mounted and covered using Aqua Poly/Mount (Polysciences, Inc.)
RNA isolation and RT-PCR
Punches derived from the PE and ARC-ME were analysed as described earlier (Boelen et 
al., 2004). mRNA was isolated from hypothalamic brain tissue using the Magna Pure ap-
paratus and the Magna Pure LC mRNA isolation kit II (tissue) (Roche Molecular Biochemi-
cals, Mannheim, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. cDNA synthesis was 
performed with the 1st strand cDNA synthesis kit for RT-PCR (AMV) (Roche Molecular Bio-
chemicals). Real Time PCR was performed using the Lightcycler480 and Lightcycler480Sy-
brGreen I Master mix (Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Mannheim, Germany). Primer pairs 
for mouse hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase (Hprt), D2 (Dio2), D3 (Dio3) and TRH 
have been previously described (Boelen et al., 2004). We designed primer pairs for mouse 
NPY (forward primer 5' -GGGCTGTGTGGACTGACCC-3’, reverse primer 5’GGTACCCCTCAGCA-
GAATG-3'). Annealing temperature in the PCR reaction was 60ºC. Quantification was perfor-
med using the LinReg software (Ruijter et al., 2009). The mean of the efficiency was calcu-
lated for each assay, samples that had a greater difference than 0.05 of the efficiency mean 
value, were not taken into account (0-5%).  mRNA levels were corrected for housekeeping 
gene (HPRT) expression.
Deiodinase type 2 activity
The hypothalamic block was homogenized on ice in 10 volumes of PED50 (0.1M sodium 
phosphate, 2 mM EDTA and 50 mM DTT pH 7.2) using a Polytron (Kinematica, Luzern, Swit-
zerland). Homogenates were immediately processed for D2 measurement as previously des-
cribed (Kwakkel et al., 2009). Protein concentration was measured with the Bio-Rad protein 
assay using bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the standard following the manufacturer’s in-
structions (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Veenendaal, The Netherlands). D2 activity was measured 
in duplicate using 75 μl of homogenate. Samples were incubated for 4 hours, at 37 °C, in a 
final volume of 0,15 ml with 1 or 500 nM T4 (blank as high concentration of substrate (T4) 
saturates D2), 500 nM PTU (to block D1) and 2×105 cpm [3’5’- (125)I]T4. The reaction was 
stopped by cooling the samples on ice and adding 0.15 ml of ice-cold ethanol. After centri-
fugation, 0.125 ml of the supernatant was added to 0.125 ml 0.02 M ammonium acetate (pH 
4), and 0.1 ml of the mixture was applied to 4.6 x 250 mm Symmetry C18 column connected 
to a Waters HPLC system (Model 600E pump, Model 717 WISP autosampler, Waters, Etten-
Leur, The Netherlands). 
Mobile phase A: 0.02 M ammonium acetate (pH 4.0), mobile phase B: acetonitril. The 
column was eluted with a linear gradient (28–42% B in 15 min) at a flow of 1.2 ml/min. The 
activity of T4, and T3 in the eluate was measured online using a FSA flow detector (150TR) 
van Perkin Elmer (Perkin Elmer, Groningen, The Netherlands). D2 activity was expressed 
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the hypothalamic block from which the punches are derived. The periventricular 
area (PE) punch contains nuclei around the upper part of the wall of the third ventricle (3v) including the para-
ventricular nucleus (PVN) and parts of the dorsomedial hypothalamus (DMH). Both nuclei contain TRH producing 
neurons which stimulate the anterior pituitary to release TSH. The ARC-ME punch contains tissue from the arcuate 
nucleus (ARC) and the median eminence (ME) including the lower part of the ventricle wall. This part of the ventri-
cle wall also contains DCL positive tanycytes. The ARC is characterized by the expression of NPY. The ventral medial 
hypothalamus (VMH) is not punched. D2 is expressed along the whole ventricle wall (red).
as fmol of generated T3 per minute per mg of tissue. The amount of generated T3 was 
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Thyroid hormone levels
Serum T3 and T4 were measured with in-house radio immunoassays (RIAs) (Wiersinga and 
Chopra, 1982) as described before (Boelen et al., 2004). All samples of one experiment were 
measured within the same run (intra-assay variability T3: 3.6% and T4: 6.6%).
Statistics
Results are expressed as mean ±S.E.M. and unless stated otherwise a Student’s t-test was 
performed using Prism 4.00 (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA). qPCR data is tested 
with a General Linear Model (GLM) for univariate analysis of variance in SPSS statistical 
software version 20 (IBM, SPSS Inc. Chicago,IL). P values less than 0.05 were considered as 
statistically significant.
Results
To knockdown DCL protein expression in hypothalamic tanycytes we put wildtype and 
DCL-KD animals on a dox diet. Five weeks later, mice were sacrificed and prepared for im-
munohistochemical analysis. DCL protein expression was mainly found in the lower part 
of the third ventricle wall close to the median eminence. In line with our previous findings 
(Saaltink et al, 2012) wildtype animals showed a clear DCL signal in both dendrites and cell 
bodies of hypothalamic tanycytes (Fig. 2 A&C). In contrast, DCL expression was strongly 
reduced in tanycyte dendrites and only a weak signal was left in the ventricle wall in DCL-KD 
littermates (Fig. 2 B&D).
Thyroid hormone signalling also affects energy balance and basal energy metabolism and 
therefore might affect bodyweight. We measured the bodyweight of the experimental 
animals before and after dox induction. At the start of the experiment there was a small, 
but significant, difference (1.23 ± 0.49 g, p=0.016) in bodyweight between wildtype (22.29 ± 
0.29 g, N=24) and DCL-KD (21.05 ± 0.40 g, N=24) animals (Fig. 3A). This difference was incre-
ased after 5 weeks of dox induction (Fig. 3B). Wildtype animals (25.36 ± 0.44 g, N=24) were 
still significantly heavier than DCL-KD animals (23.04 ± 0.48g , N=24), but the difference was 
more pronounced (2.32 ± 0.65 g, p<0.001). Wildtype animals gained relative more body-
weight (13.8% ± 1.4, N=24) than their DCL-KD littermates (9.4% ± 0.9, N=24) (Fig.3C).
As tanycytes are involved in thyroid hormone signalling and express D2, we measured the 
activity of this enzyme. We found a marked  increase in hypothalamic D2 activity in the 
hypothalamic block (Fig. 4C) of DCL-KD mice (0.074 fmol/mg/min ± 0.005, N=5) compared 
to wildtype littermates (0.030 fmol/mg/min ± 0.003, N=6). Despite the significant increase 
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in D2 activity, DCL knockdown did not affect D2 mRNA expression in either the PE or the 
ARC-ME (Fig. 5A). Similar results were found for D3 mRNA; DCL knockdown did not affect 
D3 mRNA expression in PE and ARC-ME punches (Fig. 5B). Since hypothalamic D2 converts 
peripheral T4 into T3 and is thought to be involved in the set-point of the HPT-axis, we also 
measured serum T3 and T4 levels. DCL knockdown did not affect serum levels of either 
T3 or T4 (see Fig. 4A & B). In addition, DCL knockdown did not affect mRNA expression of 
several HPT-axis related genes in either the PE or ARC-ME punch (Fig. 5). However, both TRH 
and NPY mRNA levels did exhibit the expected area specificity with significant higher levels 
of TRH in the PE punch (F(1)=60.53, p<0.001, Fig. 5C) and a significantly higher NPY mRNA 
expression in the ARC-ME punch (F(1)=43.50, p<0.001).
Figure 2: DCL-KD in hypothalamic tanycytes. A) Strong DCL expression in the wall of the third ventricle (3v). DCL po-
sitive projections in median eminence (ME) are clearly visible (arrows). B) DCL expression in the 3v wall is strongly 
reduced (asterix). C) Higher magnification of tanycytes close to the ME with DCL positive basal processes extending 
into the ME (arrows). D) Although some DCL signal is left, strong reduction of DCL expression is visible after siRNA 
mediated DCL knockdown. Scale bars measure in A and B 40µm, in C and D 100µm.
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Figure 3: Bodyweight before and after doxycycline induction. A) Wildtype (WT) (22.29 ± 0.2887 g, N=24) and 
DCL-KD (21.05 ± 0.3996 g, N=24) littermates differed in bodyweight at the start of the experiment (1.233 ± 0.4930 
g, p=0.016). B) After 5 weeks of dox induction, WT animals (25.36 ± 0.4381 g, N=24) were still significantly heavier 
than DCL-KD animals (23.04 ± 0.4774g , N=24), but the difference had increased (2.321 ± 0.6479 g, p<0.001). C) 
WT animals gained relative more bodyweight (13.82% ± 1.370, N=24)  than their DCL-KD littermates (9.418 %± 
0.9036, N=24).
Figure 4: TH levels in blood plasma. A)  T3 levels in peripheral blood serum did not differ between WT (1.238 ± 
0.04816 N=13) and DCL-KD (1.355 ± 0.1047 N=11) animals. B) Even so did T4 levels not differ between WT (57.54 ± 
3.681 N=13) and DCL-KD (63.09 ± 2.470 N=11) animals. C) DCL-KD animals have a more than two times higher D2 
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Discussion
Here, we have studied the possible role of DCL in hypothalamic tanycytes in thyroid hormone 
metabolism by using genetically modified mice with a knockdown of DCL after dox adminis-
tration in food pellets. We observed a strong reduction in DCL expression in hypothalamic 
tanycytes which was associated with reduced body weight growth and a significant increase 
in D2 activity, the enzyme metabolizing inactive T4 into active T3. However, serum levels of 
T4 and T3 did not differ between wildtype and DCL-KD animals and also the expression of 
TRH, NPY, D2 and D3 mRNA in the hypothalamus was not affected by DCL knockdown. Toge-
Figure 5: mRNA levels of 4 genes involved in the HPT-axis. A) Despite the significant increase in D2 activity, DCL 
knockdown did not affect D2 mRNA expression in all hypothalamic tissue (F(1)=0.191, p>0.05). Furthermore, levels 
of D2 mRNA did not differ between both PVN and ARC/median eminence (F(1)=0.294, p>0.05). B) Similar results 
were found for D3 mRNA; DCL knockdown did not affect D3 mRNA expression between wildtype and DCL-KD 
animals (F(1)=0.0.013, p>0.05) and between both PVN and ARC/median eminence ((F(1)=0.201, p>0.05). C) DCL 
knockdown did not affect TRH mRNA expression levels (F(1)=0.502, p>0.05) within the hypothalamus. However, a 
difference between both punches show area specificity since PVN and ARC/median eminence differ in TRH mRNA 
levels (F(1)=60.53, p<0.001). D) NPY mRNA expression is characteristic for the arcuate nucleus. A strong significant 
difference was found between both area’s in favour of ARC in all animals (F(1)=43.50, p<0.001). DCL knockdown did 
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ther, our data suggest a subtle role for DCL in the regulation of D2 in hypothalamic tanycytes 
which is  however not affecting the set-point of the HPT-axis.
We observed a small, but significant difference in bodyweight between wildtype and 
DCL-KD littermates. After the dox-induced knockdown of DCL, the transgenic mice showed 
a smaller increase of bodyweight compared to the wild types. The observed difference in 
hypothalamic D2 activity between DCL-KD and wildtype mice cannot explain the reduced 
increase in bodyweight in DCL-KD animals since serumT4 and T3 levels were unaffected. A 
possible explanation for the observed differences in body weight might be leakage of the 
siRNA system. Leakage of the tet repression function has been reported and might lead 
to reduced DCL expression which is further decreased by dox administration. However, 
whether or not leakage affected early bodyweight development in our mice is presently 
unknown. Another possible explanation for reduced bodyweight increase might be aberrant 
glucose sensing. Glucose sensing is also an important function of tanycytes and ATP plays 
an important role in tanycytes mediated glucose sensing within the hypothalamus (Frayling 
et al., 2011). Interestingly, DCL has recently been shown to reside in mitochondria where 
DCL knockdown results in decreased cytochrome C activity and ATP production (Verissimo 
et al., 2013) suggesting that DCL knockdown might affect glucose sensing by reducing ATP 
production. However, if glucose sensing is affected and if impaired glucose sensing affects 
bodyweight remains to be elucidated.
D2 in the hypothalamic tanycytes converts inactive T4 into active T3. DCL knockdown 
animals displayed higher hypothalamic D2 activity than WT littermates. Although D2 acti-
vity is increased after DCL knockdown, D2 mRNA expression is not affected in both hypo-
thalamic PE and ARC-ME punches suggesting post-transcriptional regulation. D2 activity is 
amongst others regulated by ubiquitination via an ATP-dependent process (Gereben et al., 
2000;Steinsapir et al., 2000). As DCL knockdown leads to reduction of ATP production (Ve-
rissimo et al., 2013), increased D2 activity in DCL knockdown mice might be the result of a 
blockade of ubiquitination-mediated D2 degradation.
Higher amounts of D2 activity would be expected to result in an increased production of 
local T3 and thereby lower hypothalamic TRH expression. This is however not the case, 
despite higher amounts of D2 activity, TRH mRNA expression in the PE area is similar in WT 
and DCL-KD mice.
Serum thyroid hormone levels were not affected by DCL knockdown either. Determination 
of hypothalamic T3 levels might be necessary in order to establish the function of the tany-
cytes with respect to local T3 production by D2. Since tanycytes in the ME create a private 
milieu within the hypothalamus by functioning as a barrier between peripheral blood and 
hypothalamus, T3 levels can be different between peripheral blood and hypothalamic 
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tissue (Rodriguez et al., 2010). Also measurement of TSH hormone levels might provide 
more useful information about the consequences of increased D2 activity on the HPT-axis 
function.
All together, DCL knockdown affects tanycytes functioning in thyroid hormone signalling. 
However, this effect seems to be limited to hypothalamic D2 activity. Although D2 activity 
is increased, THR  mRNA expression and serum thyroid hormone concentrations are not af-
fected by DCL knockdown. Whether increased D2 activity is a direct or indirect result of DCL 
knockdown remains to be elucidated.
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The main objective of this thesis was to study the role of the DCLK1 splice variant DCL in 
the brain, in particular in adult hippocampal neurogenesis. To map DCL in the adult brain, 
a DCL-specific antibody was designed and experiments were performed to validate a new 
genetic mouse model that is based on knockdown of DCL by doxycycline-induced sh-RNA 
molecules, called the DCL-KD mouse. First we reviewed the existing literature about deve-
lopmental and adult neurogenesis in chapter 1. In the same chapter we reviewed the role of 
doublecortin and doublecortin-like 1 in this process and discussed several animal models to 
study adult neurogenesis. In chapter 2 we developed a DCL specific antibody and mapped 
the expression of DCL in the adult brain. As expected, we identified DCL in neurogenic areas 
like the SVZ and SGZ of the dentate gyrus where it co localized with DCX. DCL protein was 
also found in several non-neurogenic areas which raised novel questions about the function 
of DCL in these areas. In chapter 3, the DCL-KD mouse model was validated by showing 
specific DCL knockdown after doxycycline administration. Furthermore, the effect of DCL 
knockdown was studied on adult hippocampal neurogenesis using stereological techniques. 
Evidence was found for a role of DCL in the cell cycle exit of proliferating NPCs. In addition, 
we studied the effect of DCL knockdown on hippocampus-dependent behaviour. Additio-
nal evidence for the effect of DCL knockdown on hippocampus-dependent learning using a 
contextual fear conditioning paradigm is discussed in chapter 4. We describe the possible 
function of DCL in the hypothalamic tanycytes in chapter 5. In the latter chapter, we studied 
the question if DCL is involved in the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Thyroid-axis (HPT-axis) and if 
DCL knockdown can affect thyroid hormone signalling via deiodinase type 2 activity in hy-
pothalamic tanycytes.
2 DCL expression in the adult brain
Doublecortin-like kinase 1 (DCLK1) is, In contrast to doublecortin (DCX), a multiple splice-
variants encoding gene containing at least four different splice variants (Burgess and Reiner, 
2002;Sossey-Alaoui and Srivastava, 1999;Vreugdenhil et al., 2001). Each of the splice vari-
ants has its own functional and expression pattern (Burgess and Reiner, 2002;Engels et al., 
2004;Vreugdenhil et al., 2001). Up to now, differentiation between DCLK1 splice variants 
by immunohistochemical methods was difficult since available antibodies did not differen-
tiate between DCLK1 splice variants (Femia et al., 2013;Kikuchi et al., 2010;Kruidering et 
al., 2001). There are several other biochemical methods to separate DCLK proteins based 
upon their length or sequence, but in an immunohistochemical staining no distinction can 
be visualized under the microscope with a-specific DCLK antibodies. Based on studies in 
embryonic and postnatal brain tissue it is known that the DCLK splice-variant doublecortin-




postnatal neurogenesis (Boekhoorn et al., 2008;Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). Furthermore, DCL 
is also expressed in adult hippocampal tissue (Vreugdenhil et al., 2001) but the exact cellular 
location in this heterogeneous brain region is unknown. As DCL shares a number of biophy-
sical properties with DCX and is also highly homologous to DCX (Vreugdenhil et al., 2007), a 
well known marker of adult neurogenesis, we hypothesized that DCL, like DCX, might be ex-
pressed in the population of migrating immature neurons in the hippocampal dentate gyrus. 
However, other DCLK1 splice variants like DCLK-long and DCLK-short are also expressed in 
the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) (Vreugdenhil et al., 2001) and may cross-react with an-
tibodies targeting different DCLK1 splice-variants and are not suitable to study DCL. There-
fore, we developed a novel antibody targeting specifically DCL and no other DCLK1 splice 
variants. This antibody appears to be highly specific for DCL and does not stain other DCLK1 
splice variants or the highly homologous DCX (Saaltink et al., 2012).
 
2.1 DCL expression in neurogenic area’s like hippocampus and olfactory bulb.
As expected, we found DCL expression in the subgranular zone of the DG, the subventricular 
zone (SVZ), the rostral migratory stream (RMS) and the olfactory bulb (OB)(chapter 2). In 
all these neurogenic areas, DCL co localizes with DCX confirming several studies showing 
a functional interaction between both DCX and DCLK1 (Deuel et al., 2006;Koizumi et al., 
2006;Tanaka et al., 2006;Tuy et al., 2008). In the embryonic brain (Boekhoorn et al., 2008), 
DCL is slightly earlier expressed compared to DCX. Within the adult brain such a temporal 
difference in expression seems to be absent although more detailed studies are needed to 
support this statement. This overlap in expression suggests a similar role as DCX for DCL in 
adult neurogenesis (Brown et al., 2003b;Couillard-Despres et al., 2005;Couillard-Despres et 
al., 2006;Rao and Shetty, 2004). Also during migration via the RMS and within the OB, DCL 
and DCX are strongly co localised. Only in the periglomerular cells (PGC’s) in the granule cell 
layer (GL) of the OB some single positive DCX cells are found, suggesting a different temporal 
expression pattern of DCL compared to DCX as found earlier (Boekhoorn et al., 2008).
Images of DCL and DCX double staining show another remarkable fact. Whereas a DCX stai-
ning results in a rather empty cell nucleus and densely stained cytosol including dendritic 
branches, DCL staining exhibits a more speckled pattern without a densely filled cytosol (see 
Chapter 2, Fig. 5). This suggests different sub-cellular functions for DCL and DCX. Techniques 
with higher resolutions than confocal laser scanning microscopy are needed to visualize the 
exact location of DCL in the cell.
2.2 DCL expression outside the neurogenic areas. 
Beside the neurogenic DG, SVZ, RMS and OB, DCL expression was found in several other 




lamic tanycytes (chapter 2). The majority of studies show DCL and DCLK to be involved in 
neurogenesis and neuronal development. During embryonic development, DCL is widely 
expressed in mitotic neuronal progenitor cells, radial glial cells (RGs) and radial processes 
and functions as a microtubule stabilizing protein of mitotic spindles in vitro and in vivo 
(Boekhoorn et al., 2008;Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). Furthermore, DCL is involved in spine 
maturation (Shin et al., 2013). These findings raise the question why DCL is expressed in the 
SCN, in the ICj and in tanycytes, brain areas and cell populations in which neurogenesis has 
not been established.
As reported in chapter 2, DCL expression in the ICj shows strong resemblance with expres-
sion in the OB. DCL is mainly expressed in neuropil or extra-nuclear cytosol. Both OB and ICj 
consist of granule cells and are part of the olfactory system since ICj are located within the 
olfactory tubercle. Like the OB, the ICj are formed during brain development via cells born in 
the SVZ. Whereas the OB is supplied via the RMS, are the ICj supplied with granule cells via 
the ventral migratory mass (VMM) (De Marchis et al., 2004). The RMS continues with strea-
ming neurons from the SVZ to the OB, whereas the VMM ceases in the adolescent mouse 
brain. However, 11 days after BrdU injection Shapiro and colleagues found BrdU/NeuN posi-
tive cells in the ICj of mice 2 months of age, suggesting some neurogenesis is still present in 
the adult ICj (Shapiro et al., 2009). Since DCL is expressed in the majority of ICj granule cells, 
its function in this area might be broader than neurogenesis alone and might reflect a form 
of plasticity or intracellular transport along the neuronal fibres (see Chapter 1).
DCL expression in the SCN might also be related to plasticity and fast transport along micro-
tubules. The SCN exhibits daily structural rearrangements within the SCN (Girardet et al., 
2010a;Meijer et al., 2010), which may demand high levels of neuronal plasticity. DCL might 
be involved in SCN plasticity, as has been reported for polysialic acid (PSA) and neural cell 
adhesion molecule (NCAM) (Bonfanti et al., 1992;Glass et al., 2003;Prosser et al., 2003;Shen 
et al., 1997). PSA/NCAM is thought to play a key role in the daily structural rearrangement 
of the SCN (Bonfanti et al., 1992;Girardet et al., 2010a;Glass et al., 2003;Prosser et al., 2003) 
and is thus crucial for the circadian organization of behaviour (Fedorkova et al., 2002;Prosser 
et al., 2003;Shen et al., 1997). In line with DCL expression in the SCN, PSA/NCAM is also a 
well-known marker for neurogenesis in the adult brain and is often co expressed with DCX 
(Bonfanti, 2006;Nacher et al., 2001). Up to now, no neurogenesis in the SCN has been re-
ported and therefore, a functional role of DCL in SCN plasticity is most obvious. However, 
besides neurogenesis, DCL is involved in fast microtubule-guided retrograde transport of 
signalling molecules in neuroblasts and neuroblastoma cells (Fitzsimons et al., 2008) and 
thus might also play such a role in the SCN. Possible implications of DCL as intracellular 
transport factor will be discussed further below (see paragraph 6.8).
An increasing number of studies show (condition-dependent) neurogenesis in the hypotha-




do have DCL expression, these DCL positive tanycytes do probably not reflect continuous 
hypothalamic neurogenesis like in the SVZ and DG. The hypothalamus is a highly dynamic 
region, which plays a crucial role in neuro-endocrine signalling between body and brain (Ro-
driguez et al., 2010). Several processes are regulated by seasonal time cues, which induce 
physiological adaptation (Hazlerigg and Loudon, 2008). Like in the SCN, such dynamic pro-
cesses need cellular rearrangements in which DCL might play a role. DCL might also play a 
similar role in tanycytes as it does in neuronal progenitor cells (NPC’s) were it is involved in 
sub cellular transport of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) (Fitzsimons et al., 2008). Like DCX 
(Friocourt et al., 2001), DCL is equipped with a serine-proline rich C-terminus which functi-
ons as an anchor point for interaction with other proteins.
Figure 1: Schematic overview of all DCL expression sites (green) in the adult mouse brain. Within the hippocampus 
(Hi) DCL is expressed in the dentate gyrus (DG). DCL is highly expressed along the walls of the lateral ventricles (LV). 
From this subventricular zone (SVZ), DCL positive immature neurons migrate along the rostral migratory stream 
(RMS) towards the olfactory bulb (OB) were DCL is also expressed in the neuropil. Other sites of  DCL expression 
are the major Islands of Calleja (ICj-m), the lateral Islands of Calleja (ICj-l), suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) and the 
hypothalamic tanycytes.
In summary, DCL expression in non-neurogenic brain areas does probably not reflect neu-
rogenesis, but might be an indication of cellular plasticity. The ICj show great resemblance 
with the OB and therefore, DCL might play a similar role in both these areas. The hypotha-
lamic SCN and tanycytes are areas with functional neuronal plasticity and dendritic rearran-
gements in which DCL might play a role. Further studies on DCL have to reveal its function 




3 A transgenic mouse model to study DCL in the brain: application of in vivo 
RNA-interference 
The main objective of this thesis is to investigate the role of DCLK1 splice variant DCL in adult 
neurogenesis. The technical focus in this study is the validation of an in vivo model in which 
DCL is targeted by RNA interference technology. We hypothesized that DCL is functionally 
involved in adult neurogenesis. Therefore, by knocking down DCL, we expect to disrupt the 
integration of  neurons into neuronal networks, which will affect the behavioural output. 
Since DCL plays a crucial role in embryonic corticogenesis (Boekhoorn et al., 2008;Vreug-
denhil et al., 2007) and its analogue DCX may compensate for the loss of DCL during deve-
lopment, a conditional model which can be activated on demand in adult life is required. As 
described in chapter 3, we designed a transgenic mouse model harbouring an short hairpin 
DNA construct in its germ line of which the expression is blocked by a TET-repressor (TETr). 
Expression of the shRNA targeting DCL can induced by doxycycline (Seibler et al., 2007).
Firstly, we have investigated induction of the DCL-shRNA expression by doxycycline admi-
nistration. We found a strong up regulation of shRNA expression after doxycycline (dox) 
induction. Although this was a 10-fold up regulation in the hippocampus and 25-fold up re-
gulation in the olfactory bulb, we also found some shRNA expression in non-induced trans-
genic animals. Theoretically, TETr should block the expression of the DCL targeting shRNA. 
However, incomplete blockade may result in shRNA expression (leakage) and subsequent 
reduction of DCL levels which might be compensated by DCX. Indeed, our initial experi-
ments indicate reduced DCL expression in the adult brain of non-induced transgenic mice. 
Therefore, we inspected embryonic and early postnatal tissue to explore possible prema-
ture DCL knockdown. However, despite little hairpin leakage, the developing brain was unaf-
fected and no significant reduction of DCL protein was found at this stage of development. 
Our data indicate normal brain development in which DCL performs like in a wildtype animal 
without DCX compensation. This finding is important since DCL knockdown at an adult stage 
might be ineffective when DCX compensates for DCL during brain development (Deuel et al., 
2006;Koizumi et al., 2006;Tanaka et al., 2006;Tuy et al., 2008). In contrast to other studies 
with shRNA mice (Acehan et al., 2011;He et al., 2010;Out et al., 2011), we report the pres-
ence of leakage. However, we only observe a clear phenotype after doxycycline administra-
tion, indicating that leakage did not affect brain development and brain function.
A major advantage of the DCL shRNA mouse model is the specificity of the hairpin. Since DCL 
is one of the 10 splice variant of the DCLK1 gene (Burgess and Reiner, 2002;Sossey-Alaoui 
and Srivastava, 1999;Vreugdenhil et al., 2001), specific knockdown of DCL, but not of other 
DCLK splice variants, is a necessary step to study DCL function in the adult brain. Indeed, 




knockdown of DCL whereas DCLK-short and DCLK-long are unaffected. Especially the distinc-
tion between DCL and DCLK-long is important since DCL shares most of its functional protein 
domains with DCLK-long. Furthermore, DCL and DCLK-short appeared to precisely regulate 
postsynaptic functions, because these variants have distinct roles in postsynaptic density 
(PSD) protein accumulation and spine morphogenesis (Shin et al., 2013). Therefore, our 
mouse model seems also an excellent tool to study the role of DCL in spine morphogenesis.
4 Effect of DCL knockdown on neurogenesis in the adult brain.
The first studies with BrdU revealed an unexpected increase of proliferation after DCL knock-
down. The DCX domains in the DCX and DCLK1 genes are thought to function as anti-catas-
trophe factor by stabilizing microtubules (Moores et al., 2004;Moores et al., 2006).  Previous 
observations in our lab showed a function for DCL in mitotic spindle formation and thus a 
role in cell mitosis (Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). Furthermore, combination treatment of mi-
crotubule disrupting agents such as vinca alkaloids and siRNA targeting DCL and DCLK1-long 
induced apoptosis in neuroblastoma cells in vitro (Verissimo et al., 2010a). However, these 
studies used siRNA targeting both DCL and DCLK-long. Since the study in chapter 3 used spe-
cific constructs targeting DCL only, it seems likely that only DCLK-long might be involved in 
cell proliferation. However, both DCLK-long and DCL contain microtubules binding domains, 
which stabilize microtubules. Which role each of the two DCLK1 splice variants plays in 
proliferation is still unknown. Knocking down both DCLK-long and DCL leads to apoptosis 
and microtubules destabilization both in vitro and in vivo (Shu et al., 2006;Verissimo et al., 
2010a;Vreugdenhil et al., 2007). Specific knockdown of DCL in vivo leads to increased pro-
liferation. Although DCL is expressed in mitotic spindle formations within the embryonic 
brain, we have no indications that DCL is also expressed in stem cells in the adult brain (un-
published data). Therefore, DCL knockdown might have an indirect effect on proliferation. 
One explanation might be a feedback mechanism within the hypothalamus. When the flow 
of immature neurons reaching the network is reduced due to DCL knockdown, the stem 
cells might be triggered to increase their production of new immature neurons. However, 
the mechanism of such a feedback system is unknown.
Another possibility is the involvement of DCL in transporting signalling proteins affecting the 
fate of neuronal progenitor cells such as the glucocorticoid receptor (GR; (Fitzsimons et al., 
2008). Stress is a well known inhibitor of neurogenesis (Lucassen et al., 2010a;Schoenfeld 
and Gould, 2012) with strong effects on both proliferation and differentiation/maturation. 
Stress is known to increase circulating levels of glucocorticoids (cortisol in humans and corti-
costerone in rodents) which bind to and activate GRs. The increased corticosterone concen-
tration drives in the dentate gyrus progenitor cells the cell nuclear localization of GR that in 




Therefore, the increased proliferation of these progenitor cells after DCL knockdown might 
reflect lower GR transport to the nucleus. Also here, we have no data that actually show DCL 
expression in neurogenic stem cells.
The first glimpse of a striking DCX phenotype in our DCL-KD mice became visible when hip-
pocampal sections were inspected under the fluorescent microscope (Chapter 3). Nearly 
Figure 2: Effect of DCL knockdown on hippocampal adult neurogenesis. A: In the subgranular zone (SGZ) reside 
stem cells which generate neural progenitor cells (NPC's; pink). These new born cells develop into immature 
neurons (green) which migrate into the granule cell layer (GCL). The immature neurons make contact with the 
existing network in the molecular layer (ML) and develop into mature neurons (blue). B: After DCL knockdown, 




all DCX positive cells reside in the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the DG and show hardly any 
elongate dendrites towards the granular cell layer (GCL) and molecular layer (ML) sugges-
ting an arrest in neuronal development. Cells seem to stop their development at the point 
where they have to migrate into the GC and develop elongated dendrites towards the ML. 
This arrest suggests that DCL might play a key role in dendritic outgrow. Since both DCL and 
DCLK-short are thought to regulate postsynaptic density (PSD) accumulation and spine mor-
phogenesis (Shin et al., 2013), knockdown of DCL might affect these processes. This seems 
to be the case since DCL knockdown results in reduced dendritic development in the popu-
lation of DCX positive cells. DCLK-short is one of the genes which is highly up-regulated after 
NGF-induced differentiation of PC12 cells (Dijkmans et al., 2008). After NGF induction, PC12 
cells develop neurites and differentiate into neurons. DCLK-short has been shown to repress 
CREB-mediated transcription (Ohmae et al., 2006;Silverman et al., 1999), which is an im-
portant transcription factor in NGF-induced processes like PC12 differentiation (Finkbeiner 
et al., 1997). However, whether DCLK-short is expressed in NPC’s is unknown. The question 
remains whether we look at a cell cycle arrest, or impaired dendritic outgrow. Since type-1 
DCX positive cells in DCL-KD mice show small to medium processes (as describe by (Plumpe 
et al., 2006)) it is likely that immature neurons do not receive the right signals to develop 
further into mature granule cells. When they fail to integrate into the network, the cells 
might go into apoptosis and disappear.
DCL is highly homologues to DCX (Vreugdenhil et al., 2007) and both DCLK1 and DCX are 
thought to compensate each other during development in knockout conditions (Deuel et al., 
2006;Koizumi et al., 2006;Tanaka et al., 2006;Tuy et al., 2008). Evidently, this compensation 
does not occur when DCL knockdown is applied during adulthood. It is quite remarkable 
that micro (mi)RNA-mediated retroviral knockdown of DCX does not alter adult neuroge-
nesis in either adult neurogenic niche (Merz and Lie, 2013). Although DCX is a well known 
marker for adult neurogenesis (Brown et al., 2003b;Couillard-Despres et al., 2005;Couillard-
Despres et al., 2006;Rao and Shetty, 2004) its function in adult neurogenesis is unknown. 
Apparently, DCX is dispensable for adult neurogenesis. This study is in contrast with findings 
in the developing embryo in which RNAi mediated knockdown of DCX had an effect on deve-
lopmental neurogenesis (Koizumi et al., 2006). The explanation for these opposite findings 
might be technical. A DCX-KD mouse like the DCL-KD mouse would provide useful informa-
tion regarding the function of DCX during adult neurogenesis.
In conclusion, DCL knockdown results in aberrant neuronal development and maturation 
within the hippocampal neurogenic niche. In line with the expected function of DCL, im-
mature neurons do not migrate into the granule cell layer and do hardly develop dendrites 
reaching the hippocampal network in molecular layer after DCL knockdown (Fig. 2B). Un-




DCL knockdown in vitro in PC12 cells leads to a reduction of cell proliferation. A feedback 
mechanism involving DCL in glucocorticoid signalling might explain this unexpected finding 
in vivo in the hippocampus.
5 The effect of DCL knockdown on hippocampus-dependent memory tasks.
In the past decades hippocampal adult neurogenesis gained considerable attention in the 
fields of psychiatric and degenerative brain disorders. Neurogenesis is affected by severe 
stressors and might form a potential cure for brain degeneration. The hippocampus is in-
volved in higher cognitive brain functions like learning and memory formation. Especially 
spatial and contextual memory formation is thought to be hippocampus dependent (Marin-
Burgin and Schinder, 2012). Adult neurogenesis might play a key role in these hippocampal 
functions (Kee et al., 2007;Kempermann et al., 1998a;Raber et al., 2004). However, the hip-
pocampus is a complex and heterogeneous brain area in which neurogenesis is just a part 
of the story. One of the first techniques to target adult neurogenesis was the use of x-ray 
radiation showing effective blockade of adult neurogenesis (Santarelli et al., 2003). Using 
this technique, Saxe et al. (Saxe et al., 2006) showed an effect of reduced neurogenesis on 
a hippocampus-dependent behavioural task measuring contextual fear memory. Using a 
genetic manipulation strategy, Immayoshi and colleagues (Imayoshi et al., 2008) observed 
that neurogenesis inhibition affects hippocampus-dependent spatial memory formation 
using a circular hole board paradigm. A range of studies followed with varying results. We 
applied similar tests to our mouse model (chapter 3 and 4) and did not find an effect of im-
paired adult neurogenesis on spatial and contextual memory formation.
In a circular hole board paradigm, DCL-KD animals are capable of learning to find the exit 
hole like wildtype littermates. Also contextual fear memory formation is unaffected by DCL 
knockdown. However, some subtle behavioural differences are found. For example, DCL-KD 
animals have a significant longer escape latency compared to wildtype littermates. In the 
fear conditioning paradigm, DCL-KD animals show hardly any tail rattling behaviour which 
suggests reduced levels of basal anxiety. Thus, DCL knockdown affects behavioural output 
but it seems that the behavioural paradigms, used in our studies, are not suitable tests. 
However, the most important finding is the normal spatial and contextual fear memory per-
formance despite the impairment of adult neurogenesis.
There are several explanations for our findings. In the first place, we make use of a specific 
knockdown strategy. Although we see a clear phenotype with respect to adult neurogenesis, 
neurogenesis is not completely blocked. Proliferation is even increased and we still measu-
red some BrdU/NeuN double positive cells. Neurogenesis blockade by X-ray radiation is less 
specific and potentially affects the whole hippocampus including the non-neurogenic cell 




adult neurogenesis specifically did not result in a change of hippocampus-dependent spatial 
memory formation (Jaholkowski et al., 2009;Jedynak et al., 2012;Martinez-Canabal et al., 
2013;Urbach et al., 2013). These studies raised the question whether adult neurogenesis 
is involved in hippocampus-dependent learning and memory formation (Frankland, 2013).
Recently, adult hippocampal neurogenesis have been implicated in pattern separation 
(Aimone et al., 2011;Sahay et al., 2011b;Aimone et al., 2011;Sahay et al., 2011b;Tronel et 
al., 2012). Pattern separation is the capacity to distinct between two highly similar input 
patterns (Treves et al., 2008). The process of pattern separation is suggested to be associ-
ated with post traumatic stress disorders and with panic disorders (Kheirbek et al., 2012). 
However, the studies described in this thesis are not suitable for studying pattern separa-
tion performance. Therefore, the effect of DCL knockdown on subtle context recognition 
remains to be speculative.
Another factor of interest is neurogenesis in the olfactory bulb. Although we did not study 
the OB in detail, the aberrant morphology of DCX positive cells seen in the hippocampus, 
seems to be absent in the SVZ, RMS and OB. Adult neurogenesis in both OB and hippocam-
pus might play a similar role in spatial and contextual discrimination (Konefal et al., 2013) 
but seems to be regulated independently (Belnoue et al., 2013). Impairment of neurogene-
sis in both brain areas might increase the effect on spatial and context discrimination. Due 
to our limited observations on the SVZ, RMS and OB, we can only speculate about the effect 
of DCL knockdown on adult neurogenesis in the olfactory system.
It remains the question why the DCL-KD mice take more time to enter their home cage 
despite the fact they know how to find the exit hole. Unlike rats, mice have some problems 
with navigating in the Barnes maze (Koopmans et al., 2003). Therefore mice are habituated 
to the tunnels 1 week before the free exploration trial (FET). Mice with reduced DCL expres-
sion might not benefit from this training. Also during the training sessions, DCL-KD mice 
perform better in the second training of the day suggesting a limited habituation memory. 
This might be an effect of reduced pattern recognition; the animals fail to recognize the 
tunnel as safe passageway in a novel context (circular hole board). Why DCL-KD animals fail 
to remember the tunnel training, but succeed in spatial memory formation remains to be 
elucidated.
One may also reason the other way around. The behavioural parameters affected by DCL 
knockdown, i.e. prolonged escape latency and tail rattling, point towards reduced anxiety. 
Since cue fear memory is thought to be amygdala dependent, the strong freezing response 
of DCL-KD animals during the first cue presented at the memory retrieval trials is rather 




between amygdala and hippocampus might be affected. In chapter 4 we discussed the fear 
conditioning paradigm in more detail. A series of multiple cue/shock pairings might be too 
strong. A fear conditioning paradigm with a delayed or immediate single context-shock 
pairing might provide a more precise answer on hippocampus related fear memory forma-
tion with involvement of the amygdala.
The significant differences in tail rattling and increased freezing behaviour in the first cue 
suggest an effect of DCL knockdown on trait anxiety. Trait anxiety is defined as an enduring 
level of anxiety, independent from environmental stimuli whereas state anxiety is temporary 
anxiety induced by environmental stimuli (Lister, 1990). Both forms of anxiety seem to have 
genetic components which are differentially rooted in the genetic background of laboratory 
mouse strains (Avgustinovich et al., 2000). DCL knockdown might not affect state anxiety, 
which explains the normal fear conditioning response, but might reduce trait anxiety, explai-
ning the reduction in tail rattling behaviour and increased escape latency. Though high levels 
of trait anxiety are correlated to reduced adult neurogenesis (Earnheart et al., 2007;Sah et 
al., 2012), we find opposite effects in our DCL-KD animals. Although the numbers of BrdU/
NeuN double positive cells are strongly reduced in DCL-KD animals, their proliferation is 
significantly increased (see chapter 3). Since stress is deleterious for proliferation, increased 
proliferation in our DCL-KD animals might reflect reduced trait anxiety. DCL is involved in 
sub cellular transport of the GR (Fitzsimons et al., 2008) which might explain the mechanism 
underlying this increased proliferation. Exposing DCL-KD animals to more anxiety related 
behavioural paradigms like novel object exploration in combination with familiar and unfa-
miliar context, might provide answers to the questions raised here.
In conclusion, DCL-induced impaired neurogenesis does not affect hippocampus-dependent 
spatial memory and contextual fear memory. DCL-KD animals need equal amount of time 
to find the exit as their litter mate controls, but their latency to escape the board and enter 
their home cage is increased. Furthermore, they show a stronger freezing response to the 
first cue in CFC where after they behave like wildtype littermates except for tail rattling 
behaviour during fear. These results are highly significant. These findings suggest a role for 
DCL in anxiety in which DCL facilitates the stress-induced corticosterone signal. Therefore, 
DCL-KD animals seem a valuable model for further research aimed to address the role of 
neurogenesis in the processing of fearful information by measuring more subtle aspects of 
context discrimination and pattern separation.
6 DCL in the hypothalamus
Mapping studies with the novel DCL antibody revealed unexpected expression sites within 




Figure 3: Schematic overview of HPT-axis and the effect of DCL knockdown. A: Normal condition in which Thyro-
tropin-releasing hormone (TRH) is released from the periventricular area (PE) of the hypothalamus. TRH stimulates 
the anterior pituitary to release Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH). TSH stimulates the thyroid to release thyroid 
hormone in 2 variants; inactive T4 and active T3. Deiodinase enzymes D2 and D3 convert respectively T3 into in-
active T2 and T4 into active T3. In the Arcuate Nucleus and Median eminence area (ARC-ME) reside DCL positive 










































B: After DCL knockdown, D2 activity whithin the ARC-ME region is increased, but has no effect on peripheral levels 
T3 and T4. However, from many parameters it is still unknown what happens after DCL knockdown. Brain areas and 
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between cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), brain and peripheral bloodstream which may be conside-
red as a peri- or circumventricular organ (CVO). Beside the blood-brain barrier (BBB), CVO’s 
form an  alternative route between the peripheral blood stream and the CSF (Rodriguez et 
al., 2005;Rodriguez et al., 2010).
Tanycytes play an important role as gatekeeper (Rodriguez et al., 2005) and are equipped 
with transport machinery to transfer substances from blood to CSF and vice versa (Rodri-
guez et al., 2010). Tanycytes are also the major source of deiodinase type 2 (D2) expression 
in the adult brain (Guadano-Ferraz et al., 1997;Kalsbeek et al., 2005;Tu et al., 1997). The 
enzyme D2 converts inactive thyroid hormone T4 into active T3. Within the hypothalamus, 
thyroid hormone signalling is involved in the regulation of energy balance and lipid metabo-
lism (Bernal, 2002;Murphy and Ebling, 2011). In chapter 5, we studied the effect DCL knock-
down on thyroid hormone signalling. Thyroid hormone levels in the peripheral bloodstream 
were not affected by DCL knockdown.  Similarly, mRNA expression levels of several HPT-axis 
related genes within the hypothalamus are not changed. Interestingly, D2 activity within 
the hypothalamus was significantly increased. Up to now, we cannot state whether DCL 
knockdown affects D2 activity directly or indirectly. A possible mechanism is DCL-mediated 
post-translational modification of D2 proteins, which is independent from transcriptional 
regulation of the D2 gene. One post-translational modification mechanism that regulate D2 
activity is ubiquitination via an ATP-dependent process (Gereben et al., 2000;Steinsapir et 
al., 2000). As DCL knockdown leads to reduction of ATP production (Verissimo et al., 2013), 
increased D2 activity might be the result of a blockade of its ubiquitination-mediated degra-
dation in DCL knockdown mice.
Another possibility is the involvement of DCL in hypothalamic neurogenesis. Tanycytes are 
thought to represent a population of stem cells which can give birth to new neurons (Haan 
et al., 2013;Kokoeva et al., 2005;Kokoeva et al., 2007;Lee et al., 2012;Perez-Martin et al., 
2010;Xu et al., 2005; for reviews see Bolborea and Dale, 2013;Cheng, 2013;Lee and Black-
shaw, 2012). Like the SVZ and SGZ, the wall of the third ventricle in the hypothalamus might 
form a third neurogenic niche although the rate of neurogenesis is low and is context de-
pendent (food availability). Based on morphological characteristics, the third ventricle can 
be divided into three zones (I, II & III) by (Perez-Martin et al., 2010). The ventral part of 
the wall is mainly inhabited by multiciliated cubic ependyma cells together with subepen-
dymal astrocytes. These cells also form the upper part of zone II in which also tanycytes 
reside. Zone III consists entirely of hypothalamic tanycytes. Only subependymal astrocytes 
and tanycytes are thought to be part of the neurogenic niche (Perez-Martin et al., 2010). 
Since DCL is mainly expressed in zone III near the median eminence, is limited expressed in 
zone II and is absent in zone I, its expression might be restricted to tanycytes (chapter 2). 




reduction of weight gain and in increase of energy expenditure and total activity (Lee et al., 
2012). In chapter 5, we also report a reduction in weight gain which might be due to DCL 
knockdown-induced aberrant hypothalamic neurogenesis. Therefore it might be interesting 
to address the relationship between DCL and neurogenesis in the hypothalamus in future 
studies. Whether DCL-KD animals show more activity remains also to be determined though 
DCL-KD animals show increased proliferation which is also induced in animals exposed to 
exercise (van Praag et al., 1999a;van Praag et al., 1999b).
In conclusion, DCL knockdown in hypothalamic tanycytes results in increased activity of 
hypothalamic D2 without affecting peripheral thyroid hormone levels and hypothalamic 
mRNA expression of several HPT-axis related genes (Fig. 3). A possible mechanism is DCL 
mediated post-translational modification of D2 proteins, which might regulate D2 activity 
by ubiquitination via an ATP-dependent process. Furthermore, it may be interesting to study 
the possible relationship between DCL and hypothalamic neurogenesis in future studies.
7 The use of a conditional siRNA expressing mouse model to study mental 
disorders.
In this paragraph I will discuss the sh-RNA DCL mouse as a model for mental disorders. 
Furthermore, what are the advantages and disadvantages of the use of siRNA technology?
7.1 siRNA technology in disease models
There are several genetic modified mouse models with inducible techniques affecting adult 
neurogenesis; for an overview see (Dhaliwal and Lagace, 2011;Imayoshi et al., 2011). The 
majority of these models used inducible site-specific recombinases like Cre which can recog-
nize LoxP sites and cuts out the DNA of interest. In the case of adult neurogenesis targeting 
models, Cre recombinases are often under control of neuronal stem cell specific promoters, 
like nestin and GFAP. It is deleterious for adult neurogenesis to flox several stem cell marker 
genes like Cdk5 (Lagace et al., 2008), Notch1 (Ables et al., 2010), NeuroD1 (Gao et al., 2009) 
and Sox2 (Favaro et al., 2009). In all studies, the gene of interest is cut out the DNA at a spe-
cific time point after brain development. In this respect, these techniques also circumvent 
knockout possible compensation effects during embryogenesis by homologous genes, e.g. 
DCX and DCL. Compared to these studies, our DCL-KD animals show comparable effects of 
DCL knockdown on adult neurogenesis. The population of immature neurons is decreased 
as well as the number of BrdU/NeuN positive cells. Remarkably, proliferation is increased 





The strength of the conditional siRNA technique is the specificity: individual splice-variants 
are targeted by the shRNA, leaving the expression of other splice-variants unaltered. In our 
model, shRNA targets very precisely DCL without affecting DCLK-long and DCLK-short. The 
conditional aspect of shRNA expression is of great importance in particularly our DCLK1 
study. Embryonic neocortical development DCX (Corbo et al., 2002) and DCLK1  knockout 
mice is normal, strongly suggesting compensational effects of both DCX and DCLK1 in these 
transgenic animals (Deuel et al., 2006;Pramparo et al., 2010;Tanaka et al., 2006;Tuy et al., 
2008). Conditional knockdown of DCL in adult life circumvents the inactivation of DCLK1 
function by DCX compensation. Although some leakage is found in adult animals, studies 
on embryo’s and early postnatal pups in chapter 3 revealed no significant effect of leakage 
on DCL protein expression suggesting normal development of non-induced DCL-KD animals 
(data not shown).
siRNA-mediated DCL knockdown is systemic, i.e. after induction by doxycycline, DCL-shRNA 
is expressed in every cell of the animal. Beside the neurogenic hippocampus and forebrain 
(SVZ, RMS & OB) DCL is expressed in several other brain areas like ICj, SCN and hypothalamic 
tanycytes (chapter 2). One technique to specifically hit adult neurogenesis in the dentate 
gyrus is the use of stereotactic injections of viral vectors with siRNA constructs. Two studies 
applied this technique on genes closely related to DCL, DCX (Merz and Lie, 2013) and GR (Fit-
zsimons et al., 2013). In the case of GR, NPC’s were targeted using lentiviral vectors with GFP 
and siRNA targeting the GR. The viral vectors were applied locally into the dentate gyrus and 
GR knockdown resulted in hyper active neurogenesis with more elaborate dendritic arbori-
sation and increased migration (Fitzsimons et al., 2013). The cellular phenotype resulted in a 
reduction of contextual fear memory. In contrast, a study (Merz and Lie, 2013) in which DCX 
was targeted in the dentate gyrus using retroviral vectors did not affect adult neurogenesis. 
Although DCX knockdown in NPCs appeared successful, new-born cells developed normally 
suggesting that DCX is dispensable for adult neurogenesis. Retro- or lentiviral vector medi-
ated gene transfer seems a good technique to target  neurons within the hippocampus, but 
stereotactical brain surgery might be associated with substantial mechanical damage and 
discomfort. Transgenic mice, engineered with shRNA expressing constructs in their germ 
line, like DCL-KD mice, do not suffer from these side effects but offer similar opportunities 
to target genes involved in adult neurogenesis.
7.2 Impaired neurogenesis as phenotype
The initial aim of this project was to explore the possibilities to develop a model for Major 
Depressive Disorder (MDD) since neurogenesis is inhibited in acute and chronically stressed 
animals. Also the effect of many antidepressant drugs and electroconvulsive therapy seemed 




was thought to underlie the hippocampal volume decrease in depressed patients (Sheline 
et al., 1996). Although there is a strong correlation between neurogenesis and MDD, there 
are several arguments to support the idea that MMD and hippocampal volume decrease are 
independent from adult neurogenesis (Czeh and Lucassen, 2007;Sapolsky, 2001;Sapolsky, 
2004). Also, cognitive impairment, as observed in MDD patients, is not correctly modelled in 
mice with inhibited adult neurogenesis (Frankland, 2013). This raised the question to what 
extend adult neurogenesis is involved in hippocampus functioning.
The selection of our behavioural studies was based on the idea that adult neurogenesis 
plays an important role in hippocampal related cognition like spatial memory and contex-
tual fear conditioning. However, despite the significant impairment of adult neurogenesis, 
DCL-KD mice did not show impaired spatial and contextual fear memory formation. There-
fore, DCL-KD mice are likely not a suitable model to study cognitive and emotional features 
of MDD. Nevertheless, adult neurogenesis is significantly affected and therefore the shRNA 
DCL-KD model is suitable to study the role of adult neurogenesis in other subtle hippo-
campal functions like context discrimination and possibly pattern recognition (Clelland et 
al., 2009;Sahay et al., 2011b). These functions are thought to underlie diseases like anxiety 
disorders, panic disorders and post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD; Kheirbek et al., 2012).
8 Perspectives
The studies reported in this thesis provided answers about the role of DCL in hippocampal 
adult neurogenesis. DCL is expressed in the neurogenic niche in the olfactory forebrain and 
the hippocampus. DCL knockdown has a deleterious effect on the population of DCX posi-
tive immature neurons and the number of BrdU/NeuN double positive neurons. Further-
more, DCL is also expressed in areas of which neurogenic capacity is less well studied. The 
function within these brain areas remains to be determined.
These findings raise several novel questions and create possibilities for further research. 
In the first place, the fate of neurons in a DCL knockdown environment is not precisely 
determined. Stereotactic injections with viral vectors containing green fluorescent protein 
(GFP) can label and trace new-born neurons (van Hooijdonk et al., 2009). GFP labelling of 
hippocampal tissue in DCL-KD animals might shed light on the fate of immature neurons in 
DCL-KD animals. How many of new-born neurons integrate into the network? Can new-born 
neurons develop into mature neurons with healthy dendrites or is there stagnation in the 
developmental process?
Another point of interest is the increased proliferation after DCL knockdown. Such a profile 




nalectomy (ADX) is applied, the level of circulating glucocorticoids is reduced and prolife-
ration is boosted (Gould et al., 1992;Cameron and Gould, 1994). Increased glucocorticoid 
signalling by injection of corticosterone or after exposure to a stressor reduces proliferation 
(Cameron et al., 1998;Wong and Herbert, 2004). How does DCL affect proliferation? In vitro, 
in PC12 cells DCL knockdown inhibits proliferation of the neuroblastoma cells and also in 
vivo, neuroblastoma tumor growth is slowed down (Verissimo et al., 2013). A similar effect 
was expected regarding proliferation within the hippocampus, but we found the opposite. 
Since proliferation is strongly suppressed by glucocorticoid signalling and DCL is involved in 
intracellular GR transport (Fitzsimons et al., 2008), DCL knockdown might promote prolifera-
tion indirectly via abolished glucocorticoid signalling. Hence, this hypothesis can be tested in 
an experiment correlating different concentrations of circulating glucocorticoid with its cell 
nuclear localization in the proliferated cells using the DCL knockdown mouse model.
In hypothalamic tanycytes, DCL knockdown affects D2 activity, but other parameters within 
the hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid hormone axis are unaffected. This mild outcome raises 
the question whether DCL might be involved in other hypothalamic functions as well. The 
first function to be affected by DCL knockdown may be hypothalamic neurogenesis. Since 
reduced neurogenesis in the hypothalamus was reported to affect bodyweight, energy ex-
penditure and total activity (Lee et al., 2012), measuring daily activity of DCL-KD animals 
might provide clues about hypothalamic neurogenesis. Increased daily activity might explain 
the increase in proliferation. However, intracerebroventricular (icv) infusion of BrdU into the 
third ventricle is necessary to study hypothalamic neurogenesis properly.
Another interesting hypothalamic site of DCL expression is the suprachiasmatic nucleus 
(SCN). Within the SCN, DCL is mainly expressed in the area in which also arginine-vasopres-
sin (AVP) is expressed. The SCN is the only source from which AVP is rhythmically released 
into the extracellular space (Schwartz and Reppert, 1985). In voles, the loss of rhythmic AVP 
protein expression is correlated to behavioural arrhythmicity in constant darkness. When 
voles are subject to constant darkness, their behavioural activity is organized by their inter-
nal clock. Some of the voles loose this rhythm and become arrhythmic. In these arrhythmic 
animals, AVP is still expressed, but no longer released resulting in accumulation of AVP 
protein in SCN neurons (Jansen et al., 2000;Jansen et al., 2007). Preliminary data suggest a 
similar pattern in DCL-KD animals. After DCL knockdown, the number of AVP positive cells 
seems to be increased. Since DCL is involved in intracellular transport along microtubules, 
DCL knockdown might affect AVP transport and hamper subsequent release. Whether this 
has an effect on normal daily rhythms remains to be determined although it is more likely 
that DCL knockdown affects adaptation towards transitions in novel environmental cues or 
“Zeitgebers” that mimic seasonal changes in day length. Also, the hypothalamic tanycytes 
are involved in seasonal changes (Bratincsak et al., 2007;Hazlerigg and Loudon, 2008) which 




and seasonal regulation of behaviour. However, several parameters need to be studied in 
DCL-KD animals first, like the circadian rhythm of AVP protein expression, constant registra-
tion of daily activity and adaptation towards novel light/dark regimen.
Finally, the DCL-KD model is suitable to study ageing and cognitive impairment. There is 
a steep decline in the number of new-born neurons during the lifespan, which coincides 
with a decline in cognitive, sensory and motor functions (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007;Hof 
and Morrison, 2004). Although there are still outstanding questions about the role of adult 
neurogenesis in olfaction and contextual recognition (Lazarini and Lledo, 2010), the olfac-
tory tubercle is subject to changes over time. The DCL expressing Islands of Calleja (ICj) are 
part of the olfactory tubercle. During lifetime, the number of granule cells inhabiting the ICj 
decreases and the volume and location of the ICj change (Adjei et al., 2013). The function of 
DCL in the neuropil and neurogenesis in both OB and ICj remains to be determined. One of 
the intriguing questions is: does DCL knockdown affect ICj plasticity over time and thereby 
olfactory function? Altogether, DCL-KD mice may be used for a number of studies related to 
brain plasticity in the field of cognition, stress, energy metabolism and olfaction.
9 General conclusions
The results in this thesis showed for the first time DCL-specific expression in the adult mouse 
brain. Besides the expected regions with the capacity to generate new neurons (hippocam-
pus and olfactory forebrain), DCL expression was found in three novel brain areas namely 
hypothalamic tanycytes, suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) and Islands of Calleja (ICj). A state of 
the art conditional shRNA expressing mouse model was used to target DCL mRNA. The analy-
sis of these DCL knockdown animals using qPCR and Western blot revealed strong reduction 
of DCL protein expression. Subsequent stereological analysis using BrdU and several stem 
cell and neuronal markers revealed increased progenitor proliferation, but impaired neuro-
genesis in the hippocampus. This impaired neurogenesis was associated, however, with an 
apparent normal spatial and contextual fear memory formation in circular hole board and 
in a contextual fear conditioning paradigm. Therefore, DCL-regulated adult neurogenesis 
seems not crucial for hippocampus-dependent learning. However, more subtle functions 
like pattern separation and context distinction might be regulated by DCL. DCL knockdown 
also increased D2 activity within the hypothalamus. Further studies are needed to reveal 
the role of DCL in hypothalamus function. Altogether, the DCL-KD mouse seems a good 
working model to study adult neurogenesis and the role of DCL in this process. Furthermore, 
this model offers novel opportunities to study several hypothalamic processes like energy 







Adult neurogenesis is a process in which neuronal stem cells in the adult brain give birth to 
new neurons. Two locations within the brain do show adult neurogenesis; the hippocampal 
dentate gyrus (DG) and the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the lateral ventricles. Within the DG 
neuronal progenitor cells (NPC’s) develop into mature neurons within the same DG. They 
migrate over a short distance within the granule cell layer. NPC’s born in the SVZ migrate 
over a longer distance along the rostral migratory stream (RMS) towards the olfactory bulb 
(OB) were they develop into mature neurons.  Doublecortin (DCX) and the highly homolo-
gous Doublecortin-like (DCL) play crucial roles during embryonic development. However, 
for DCL it is unknown whether it is also involved in adult neurogenesis. To study the role of 
DCL in the adult brain and specifically in adult neurogenesis we developed a DCL specific 
antibody and an inducible siRNA expressing mouse targeting DCL.
In chapter 2 we described a DCL specific antibody and mapped the expression of DCL in the 
adult brain. DCL is encoded by the complex DCLK1 gene generating several splice variants 
like DCLK-long, DCLK-short and DCL. Since conventional DCLK1 antibodies do not distinguish 
between all splice variants, a novel, DCL specific antibody was designed. As expected, we 
identified DCL in neurogenic areas like the SVZ and SGZ of the dentate gyrus where it co 
localized with DCX. These findings indicate that DCL plays an important role in adult neuro-
genesis. Interestingly, DCL protein was also found in several non-neurogenic areas like the 
Islands of Calleja (ICj), Suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) and hypothalamic tanycytes. These 
novel findings raised questions about the function of DCL in these areas.
In chapter 3, the DCL-KD mouse model was validated by showing specific DCL knockdown 
after doxycycline administration. Doxycycline in food pellets resulted in a strong up-regulati-
on of shRNA targeting DCL. Western blot analysis showed a strong reduction in DCL protein 
expression whereas DCLK-long and DCLK-short were not affected. Furthermore, the effect 
of DCL knockdown was studied on adult hippocampal neurogenesis using stereological tech-
niques. Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) labelling studies showed an increase in proliferation and 
a reduction in cell survival. Also the number of DCX positive immature neurons was strongly 
reduced. In addition, we studied the effect of DCL knockdown on hippocampus-dependent 
behaviour. In a circular hole board paradigm the spatial memory performance of normal and 
DCL-KD mice was tested. Impaired neurogenesis does not affect spatial memory formation, 
DCL-KD animals performed equally compared to non-induced littermates. Interestingly, alt-
hough DCL-KD mice reached the exit hole in the same time as their non-induced littermates, 
they showed a much longer escape latency.
In chapter 4, the findings described in chapter 3 were confirmed. The effect of DCL knock-
down on hippocampus-dependent learning was measured using a contextual fear con-




were they received a mild electric shock during the presence of a light and tone cue. In 6 
memory retrieval sessions, freezing behaviour was recorded in the same conditioning box 
with the presence of the cue but without the shock. Hippocampus-dependent learning was 
not affected after DCL knockdown since DCL-KD animals (compared to wildtype littermates) 
showed equal amounts of freezing behaviour during the periods in the context. Also during 
the presence of the cue, freezing behaviour of DCL-KD animals was similar as the behaviour 
of their littermate controls. However, subtle differences were found. During memory retrie-
val, the first out of six presented cue’s induced s significant stronger freezing response in 
DCL-KD animals. Also the amount of tail rattling behaviour was strongly reduced after DCL 
knockdown.
A rather unexpected finding was the presence of DCL in hypothalamic tanycytes as repor-
ted in chapter 2. Hypothalamic tanycytes are part of the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Thyroid 
axis (HPT-axis), which is involved in energy metabolism. Therefore, we address the question 
whether or not DCL is involved in thyroid hormone signalling in chapter 5. We measured 
bodyweight, serum T3 and T4 concentrations and D2 activity in hypothalamic tissue of DCL-
knockdown (KD) mice and their littermate controls. Furthermore, we measured mRNA ex-
pression of TRH, NPY, D2 and D3 in hypothalamic punches containing the ARC-ME or the 
PVN. We observed a strong reduction in DCL expression in hypothalamic tanycytes, which 
was associated with reduced body weight growth and a significant increase in D2 activity, 
the enzyme metabolizing inactive T4 into active T3. However, serum levels of T4 and T3 did 
not differ between wildtype and DCL-KD animals and also the expression of TRH, NPY, D2 
and D3 mRNA in the hypothalamus was not affected by DCL knockdown. Together, our data 
indicate a role for DCL in the regulation of D2 activity in hypothalamic tanycytes and a pos-
sible subtle role in thyroid signalling.
In chapter 6, we discussed our DCL findings in the adult mouse brain. First of all, for the first 
time, we show immunohistochemically the presence of DCL in the adult brain. As expected, 
DCL is expressed in the neurogenic regions of the hippocampus and forebrain. The presence 
of DCL in other brain areas raises the question to what extend these brain areas have a 
neurogenic or neuroplastic nature. The generation of a doxycycline-inducible DCL-KD mouse 
model was validated and DCL knockdown resulted in impaired adult hippocampal neuroge-
nesis. However, hippocampus-dependent learning is not affected by DCL knockdown. DCL 
may play a role in hypothalamus-regulated energy metabolism since D2 activity is increased 
after DCL knockdown. In conclusion, The DCL-KD mouse model seems a suitable model to 
study DCL in the adult brain also by circumventing possible developmental compensation 
by DCX. This model may be instrumental to elucidate the role of DCL in neurogenesis and 




Neurogenese in het volwassen brein is een proces waarbij neuronale stam cellen zich ont-
wikkelen naar nieuwe neuronen. In twee hersengebieden van het volwassen brein worden 
nieuwe neuronen geboren; de hippocampale dentate gyrus (DG) en de subventriculaire 
zone (SVZ) van de laterale ventrikels. In de DG groeien neuronale voorloper cellen (NVC’s) 
uit tot volwassen neuronen die hun functie vervullen in de DG. NVC’s die in de SVZ geboren 
worden migreren over een langere afstand naar hun doel gebied. Via de rostrale migratie 
stroom (RMS) bewegen deze cellen zich naar de bulbus olfactorius waar zij zich ontwikkelen 
tot volwassen neuronen. De eiwitten Doublecortin (DCX) en het sterk homologe Doublecor-
tin-like (DCL) spelen een belangrijke rol tijdens de embryonale ontwikkeling van het brein. 
In het volwassen brein komt ook DCX tot expressie in met name de gebieden met neuroge-
nese. Of DCL ook tot expressie komt in het volwassen brein is onbekend. Daarom hebben 
we met een nieuw DCL-antibody onderzocht of DCL tot expressie komt in het volwassen 
brein. Ook hebben we gekeken naar de rol die DCL speelt in het volwassen brein middels 
een transgene muis welke een induceerbare siRNA construct tot expressie brengt dat DCL 
eiwit niveaus sterk reduceert.
In hoofdstuk 2 beschrijven we DCL expressie in het volwassen brein. DCL is een onderdeel 
van het complexe DCLK1 gen dat onder andere ook de eiwitten DCLK-long en DCLK-short 
tot expressie brengt. Omdat de huidige antibodies tegen DCLK1 geen onderscheid maken 
tussen de verschillende DCLK1 eiwit varianten hebben we een nieuw DCL specifiek antibody 
ontwikkeld. Zoals verwacht komt DCL voor in de populatie cellen in de hippocampus en 
SVZ, RMS en bulbus olfactorius, die ook bij neurogenese betrokken zijn. Deze resultaten 
laten zien dat DCL nauw betrokken is bij het neurogenese proces in het volwassen brein. 
Ook hebben we DCL aangetroffen in hersengebieden waar we dat niet hadden verwacht. 
Zo komt DCL tot expressie in de eilanden van Calleja (ICj), suprachiasmatische nucleus (SCN) 
en de tanycyten in de hypothalamus. Omdat deze hersengebieden niet bekend staan als 
gebieden met neurogenese roepen onze resultaten de vraag op welke rol DCL wel speelt in 
deze gebieden.
In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we de DCL knockdown (DCL-KD) muis onderzocht en we laten zien 
dat DCL eiwit expressie sterk is gereduceerd na toediening van doxycycline. Doxycycline 
werd via het voer aan de dieren gegeven en resulteerde in een hoge expressie van short 
hairpin RNA (shRNA) tegen DCL. De daarop volgende Western blot analyse liet een sterke 
reductie zien van DCL eiwit expressie terwijl de eiwit varianten DCLK-long en DCLK-short 
niet waren aangetast. Vervolgens hebben we het effect van DCL knockdown op cel morfo-
logie bekeken door gebruik te maken van stereologische technieken. Bromodeoxyuridine 
(BrdU) labelling liet een toename zien in cel proliferatie in de hippocampus terwijl er minder 
BrdU gelabelde cellen het volwassen stadium bereikten. DCX positieve cellen lieten een 




die richting het bestaande netwerk in de moleculaire laag van de hippocampus groeiden. 
Omdat DCL knockdown een sterk effect had op neurogenese in de hippocampus hebben we 
hippocampus afhankelijk leergedrag onderzocht bij de DCL-KD muizen. Middels een ‘circular 
hole board’ taak is het hippocampus afhankelijke ruimtelijk geheugen getest. Het ruimtelijk 
geheugen van de DCL-KD muizen verschilde niet van normale muizen uit hetzelfde nest. Wel 
gingen DCL-KD muizen significant veel later hun thuiskooi in.
In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we de gedragsresultaten uit hoofdstuk 3 bevestigd middels een 
tweede hippocampus afhankelijke leertaak. Tijdens een ‘contextual fear conditioning’ test 
kregen de dieren tijdens 6 trainingsessies een stimulus aangeboden met daarbij een milde, 
elektrische schok. In de daar op volgende geheugen test werden de dieren opnieuw bloot-
gesteld aan de stimulus, maar zonder schok. DCL-KD dieren vertoonden in dezelfde mate 
angstig gedrag als hun wildtype nestgenoten. Opvallend was echter de sterke angstresponse 
bij het zien en horen van de eerste stimulus in de serie van 6 geheugen testen. Bij die eerste 
stimulus vertoonden DCL-KD dieren significant meer angstgedrag. Daarnaast vertoonden de 
DCL-KD muizen veel minder ‘tail rattling’ gedrag.
Een onverwachte vondst betrof DCL expressie in hypothalamische tanycyten zoals beschre-
ven in hoofdstuk 2. Deze tanycyten maken deel uit van de ‘Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Thyroid-
as’ (HPT-axis) en zijn betrokken bij de regulatie van de energie huishuiding. Daarom hebben 
we de rol van DCL in schildklierhormoon regulatie onderzocht en beschreven in hoofdstuk 
5. We hebben lichaamsgewicht, serum concentratie T3 en T4 en deiodinase 2 (D2) enzym 
activiteit gemeten in weefsel uit de hypothalamus van DCL-KD muizen en hun wildtype nest-
genoten. Daarnaast hebben we mRNA expressie gemeten van TRH, NPY, D2 en D3 in puches 
van de hypothalamus met daarbij weefsel uit de ARC-ME en PVN kernen. DCL expressie was 
sterk gereduceerd in de tanycyten. Dit ging gepaard met een verminderde toename van het 
lichaamsgewicht en een significante toename van D2 activiteit. D2 is een enzym dat inactie-
ve T4 omzet in actieve T3. Daarom hebben we ook gekeken naar de T3 en T4 concentraties 
in het bloed. Ondanks de verhoogde D2 activiteit hebben we geen verschillen gevonden in 
T3 of T4 serum concentraties. Ook is er geen verschil gevonden in mRNA expressie van TRH, 
NPY, D2 en D3 in hypothalamus weefsel van DCL-KD en wildtype muizen. Deze resultaten 
laten zien dat DCL een rol speelt in de regulatie van D2 activiteit en daarbij een mogelijke rol 
heeft in de schildklierhormoon huishuiding in de hypothalamus.
In hoofdstuk 6 worden alle bevinding aangaande DCL in het volwassen muizenbrein in dit 
proefschrift bediscussiëerd. Ten eerste laten we met immunohistochemie zien dat DCL tot 
expressie komt in het volwassen brein. Zoals verwacht komt DCL tot expressie in de hip-
pocampus, SVZ, RMS en bulbus olfactorius. Het feit dat DCL ook in andere hersengebieden 




plasticiteit en neurogenese. De validatie van het doxycycline induceerbare DCL-KD muismo-
del resulteerde in een reductie van DCL eiwit expressie en verstoorde neurogenese. Hip-
pocampus gerelateerd leervermogen was echter niet aangetast na DCL knockdown. Naast 
neurogenese lijkt DCL een rol te spelen in D2 activiteit in de hypothalamus. Resumerend, 
het DCL-KD muismodel is een bruikbaar model om DCL te bestuderen in het volwassen brein 
zonder dat DCL reductie wordt gecompenseerd door DCX. Met dit model in de hand kan de 
rol van DCL in neurogenese en neuroplasticiteit verder worden onderzocht in de hippoca-
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